
Executive Summary
Hybrid-cloud-capable, cloud-native infrastructure is a major part of data center 
deployments, whether you’re talking about databases, AI, machine-learning, 
or telecommunications workloads. Today’s cloud-native applications use a 
distributed cloud approach, with some workloads running in private clouds 
and others running in public clouds. Ninety-three percent of enterprises have 
a multicloud strategy.1 This reference implementation is a family of workload-
optimized infrastructure solutions based on 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
processors and other Intel® technologies. The audience for this reference 
implementation includes network operators, communications service providers 
(CoSPs, also referred to as telco operators), cloud service providers, and 
enterprise infrastructure companies. 

Infrastructure modernization, automation, and cloud-native containers are 
important aspects of business transformation. The portability and repeatability 
of containers can create cost and resource savings, coupled with faster time to 
market and rapid innovation. Containers have little overhead, which helps lower 
hardware, maintenance, and licensing costs. They can be implemented quickly, 
and components can be shared among containers.

Organizations need high performance from their workloads to remain competitive. 
Intel and Red Hat co-developed this Reference Implementation using Red Hat 
OpenShift Container Platform 4.5. This release introduces key features that enable 
enterprise IT and CoSPs to deploy performant and low-latency container-based 
workloads onto different footprints. Those footprints could be bare metal, virtual, 
private cloud, public cloud, or a combination of these, in either a centralized data 
center or on the edge of the network. 

In particular, OpenShift Container Platform 4.5 addresses challenges that CoSPs 
face when they are deploying and scaling networking workloads. Examples of 
these workloads include IPsec Gateways, VPNs, 5G UPF, 5G EPC, CMTS, BNGs, and 
CDNs. This reference implementation can assist with improving network services 
performance, resource management, telemetry, and OSS/BSS—thus making 
it a preferred container platform for running demanding telecommunications 
applications.

To address telecommunications use cases, the requirement for deterministic 
network services performance is key to help ensure that services like 911 calls 
don’t get dropped. This reference implementation includes Intel® processors 
and Intel® Ethernet Network Adapters with DPDK to achieve high-performance 
networking. Other Intel technologies include Intel® Optane™ persistent memory; 
NVMe-based Intel® Optane™ SSDs and Intel® 3D NAND SSDs for storage; and Intel® 
QuickAssist Technology for Public Key Exchange, bulk encryption/decryption, and 
compression and decompression acceleration.

Whether you are looking to move to the hybrid-multicloud, SDN, or CNFs, Red Hat OpenShift 
Container Platform and Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation on Intel® technology can get you there
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Platform with NFV
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Data Center | Networking 

Advantages
• Spend less time, and expense 

evaluating hardware and software 
options. 

• Simplify design choices and 
deploy quickly by bundling 
validated firmware, hardware, and 
software in a prescriptive, tested 
configuration that lowers risk 
and guesswork.

• Innovate on a verified configuration, 
accelerating time to deployment.

• Achieve deterministic performance 
for telecommunications, enterprise, 
and hybrid-multicloud workloads, 
to meet use case SLAs.

Characteristics
• Includes Intel® architecture-

optimized AI libraries and tools for 
developers along with validated, 
bundled containers for ease of 
DevOps deployment. 

• Helps modernize data centers and 
take advantage of containers while 
lowering total costs. 

• Available in Base, Plus, and 
Edge configurations, which 
are customizable and fully 
interoperable with existing 
infrastructure.

This reference implementation can 
help increase hybrid-multicloud, 
SDN, and CNF adoption, allowing 
enterprises and CoSPs to quickly 
release new services with efficiency 
and scalability.
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 Note: Throughout this document, Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.
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Intel and Red Hat: 

Collaboration for Innovation
Intel and Red Hat have codeveloped deployable 
architecture solutions—including Intel® Solutions for 
Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform—for more 
than 20 years with the goal of accelerating enterprise 
digital transformation. Intel and Red Hat collaborate on 
features on a joint product roadmap, working to create 
hardware and software that interact synergistically, 
so that customers can make full use of the latest 
technology as it becomes available. Intel also is an 
active participant in OpenShift Commons, where users, 
partners, customers, and contributors collaborate and 
work together on OpenShift. These are just some of the 
reasons that many Fortune 500 companies use Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux and that the majority of the world’s 
data centers are powered by Intel® Xeon® processors.2
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Modernize Cloud-Native Infrastructure and Applications with 
Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform
Business transformation requires automation and containers 
for a modern infrastructure. That’s exactly what the Intel® 
Reference Implementation for Cloud-Native Hybrid-Multicloud 
and SDN/NFV, built using the Red Hat OpenShift Container 
Platform provides (see Figure 1). Red Hat OpenShift Data 
Foundation (formerly Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage) 
powered by Intel® Optane™ SSDs provides foundational 
storage capabilities, complementing the compute and 
network capabilities of Red Hat OpenShift. It also provides 
a consistent and security-enabled Kubernetes cloud-native, 
hybrid-multicloud experience. A cloud-native infrastructure 
must accommodate a large, scalable mix of services-oriented 
applications and their dependent components. These 
applications and components are generally microservices-
based, and the key to sustaining their operation is to have the 
right platform infrastructure.3

The solution documented here empowers enterprises to 
accelerate and automate the development, deployment, and 
management of portable and cloud-native hybrid applications. 
By taking full advantage of containers and automation without 
having to completely re-architect enterprise applications, 
application-development and IT operations teams gain the 
agility needed to develop cloud-native applications. They can 
also create and deploy portable applications with the speed 
and consistency that businesses need to stay ahead of the 
competition and drive new and increased revenue streams.3 

OpenShift Container Platform uses the Container 
Runtime Interface–Open Container Initiative engine and 
Kubernetes-based orchestration. It provides container-
as-a-service (CaaS) and platform-as-a-service (PaaS) 
workflows for developers and existing applications. To 
provide high-performance, scalable storage, OpenShift 
Container Platform uses external data nodes for OpenShift 
Data Foundation.

In response to feedback from the Kubernetes community in 
the telecom space, Intel is collaborating with the community 
to advance Kubernetes for networking. You can visit the Intel® 
Network Builders’ Container Experience Kits website for the 
latest developments. Here are a few examples:
• Kubernetes SR-IOV for I/O acceleration in Red Hat OpenShift
• Kubernetes Topology Manager for NUMA enhancement
• Kubernetes Userspace CNI for east-west traffic
• Kubernetes Multus CNI for high-performance container 

networking and data plane acceleration for NFV environments

Solution Brief

Solution Benefits
• Simple scalability from on-premises to the hybrid 

cloud helps enterprises easily accommodate 
additional changes in workload demands. 

• High storage performance of Red Hat OpenShift Data 
Foundation (formerly Red Hat OpenShift Container 
Storage) powered by Intel® Optane™ SSDs can help 
enterprises get the most out of their Intel® Xeon® 
processors running AI, machine-learning, analytics, 
and database workloads.  

• Advanced security features include technologies 
designed to help keep data secure and help protect 
data, with minimal impact on speed.

• High uptime with advanced RAS features helps 
facilitate recovery, which can reduce the frequency 
and cost of server downtime while protecting the 
integrity of mission-critical workloads. Fewer service 
interruptions can help lower total costs by reducing 
disruptions during drive swaps and providing LED 
management for faster status identification.

Any Infrastructure

Intel® Memory and Storage Technologies

Intel® Ethernet Adapters

Multi-Cluster Management
Discovery  |  Policy  |  Compliance  |  Configuration  |  Workloads

Cluster Services
Automated Ops, Over-The-Air Updates, Monitoring, Registry, Networking, Router, KubeVirt, OLM, Helm

Kubernetes

Red Hat Enterprise Linux and RHEL CoreOS

Manage Workloads

Advanced Cluster
Management

Red Hat
OpenShift
Container

Platform

Red Hat 
OpenShift

Kubernetes
Engine

Build Cloud-Native Apps Developer Productivity

Platform Services
Service Mesh, Serverless, Builds CI/CD Pipelines, 

Full Stack Logging Chargeback

Application Services
Databases, Languages, Runtimes, Integration, 

Business Automation, 100+ ISV Services

Developer Services
Developer, VS Code Extensions, IDE Plugins, 

Code Ready Workspaces and Containers

EdgePrivate Cloud Physical VirtualPublic Cloud Managed Cloud

Figure 1. Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform—optimized for Intel® technologies—helps customers develop, deploy, 
and manage innovative applications.

https://networkbuilders.intel.com/network-technologies/container-experience-kits
https://networkbuilders.intel.com/network-technologies/container-experience-kits
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Reduce Total Costs while Increasing Flexibility 
in the Hybrid-Multicloud
This reference implementation delivers a turnkey, end-to-end 
solution using the latest Intel technologies (see Figure 2) to 
deliver a production-ready foundation. The solution simplifies 
hybrid-multicloud deployment, shares the latest best practices, 
and provides a stable, highly available environment for running 
production applications. It also helps to provision and deploy 
a highly available OpenShift Container Platform cluster either 
on-premises or in a hybrid cloud with both the registry and the 
application pods backed by OpenShift Data Foundation. Proven 
to scale with 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors, 
these verified reference configurations are workload optimized 
and let organizations deploy data center infrastructure quickly 
and efficiently with less tuning—thereby reducing total costs.
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Pod

Pod Pod

Pod

Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux
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Pod Pod
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Software-defined storage, network, and hybrid-cloud infrastructure
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Intel® Xeon®
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Intel® Optane™
SSD
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Persistent
Memory

Intel® Ethernet
Products

Intel® QAT

Figure 2. The Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform is 
optimized for Intel® technologies.

Accelerate and Simplify Application Development
Modern applications have a lot of moving parts, and there 
are many different concepts developers need to be aware of. 
This complexity can slow down innovation. OperatorHub is 
an easy-to-use catalog of operators (a method of packaging, 
deploying, and managing a Kubernetes-native application) 
from the Kubernetes community and Red Hat partners. 

Developers and Kubernetes administrators can use 
OperatorHub to gain automation advantages while enabling 
the portability of the services across Kubernetes environments. 
Developers can choose operators for a wide variety of tasks 
(see Figure 3), including AI and machine learning, databases, 
integration and delivery, logging and tracing, monitoring, 
networking, security, storage, and streaming and messaging. 
Once installed on a cluster, operators are listed in the Red Hat 
OpenShift Container Platform Developer Catalog, providing 
a self-service experience. Developers don’t need to be an 
expert in applications such as Ceph Object Storage, the SR-
IOV interface, Apache Kafka, Kubeflow, H2O Sparkling Water, 
JupyterHub, Apache Spark, Seldon, Prometheus, Grafana, 
Argo, TensorFlow, or Scikit-learn—they can just install 
the operators they need to accomplish their application 
goals. Using the Kubernetes plug-ins developed by Intel, 
telecommunications workloads can accelerate I/O, use CPU 
pinning, separate the control and data planes, and more. The 
result is teams can spend more time solving critical business 
needs and less on installing and maintaining infrastructure.

Figure 3. OperatorHub simplifies and speeds modern 
application development by providing easy access to many 
operators.

Open Data Hub is an integration of open-source projects that 
provides a blueprint for building AI as a service and SR-IOV 
on OpenShift Container Platform. Open Data Hub makes it 
easier for developers to jump in and start writing portable 
and cloud-native hybrid AI applications or take advantage 
of the SR-IOV device plug-in to get high throughput for 
telecommunications workloads.

Easily Scale Your Workloads
The combination of OpenShift Container Platform, OpenShift 
Data Foundation, OperatorHub, and Intel technology 
makes it easy to scale a variety of workloads. These include 
enterprise and service provider workloads, such as enterprise 
applications like Microsoft SQL Server, PostgreSQL, and 
Apache Kafka; CoSP operations; and data analytics, AI, and 
machine-learning workloads like image classification and 
financial fraud detection. The modular architecture enables 
developers to quickly add capacity, expand clusters, and 
extend capabilities. This reference implementation includes 
predefined end-to-end hardware and software, making it 
easier for developers to determine which combination of 
technologies is best suited to their situation.

Perform Efficient, Intel® Architecture-optimized 
AI Inferencing
An example of an Intel architecture-optimized AI inferencing 
solution is available on Red Hat OpenShift. This solution uses 
several optimized libraries and frameworks to accelerate 
inference workloads. These tools include the Intel® 
Distribution for Python, the Intel® Math Kernel Library, and 
Intel® Deep Learning Boost (Intel® DL Boost). Our scaling 
experiments confirmed that scaling to more nodes is nearly 
linear. Overall, taking advantage of Intel architecture-
optimized containers can improve machine-learning 
inference throughput, and the more nodes you use, the more 
throughput you will get.4 

OpenShift Data Foundation is an important part of an end-to-
end analytics and AI infrastructure. For example, OpenShift 
Data Foundation is used as part of the IBM Analytics Engine, 
which in turn is part of IBM Cloud Pak for Data. 
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Meet Your Growing Storage Needs with 
Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation
As the amount of data explodes in every industry, storing 
and managing that data becomes increasingly challenging. 
As Intel® Xeon® processors get faster with a higher number of 
cores to meet the demands of today's AI, machine-learning, 
analytics, and database workloads, storage subsystems 
struggle to keep up with the randomness that multiple cores 
present. HDDs and SATA SSDs are already hitting an IOPS-
per-TB wall. And although the capacity of 3D NAND SSDs 
is growing, they too are getting slower in terms of IOPS/TB. 
Using Intel Optane SSDs with OpenShift Data Foundation 
to store metadata and/or act as data cache can accelerate 
storage systems based on SATA and 3D NAND SSDs and can 
help solve the IOPS/TB challenge—helping to eliminate the 
storage penalty typical of infrastructures that use low-cost, 
high-capacity drives.  

OpenShift Data Foundation delivers persistent storage 
through a data service and orchestration layer that is fully 
integrated with Red Hat OpenShift. It’s the ideal storage 
solution for cloud-native applications that require features 
such as encryption, replication, and availability across the 
hybrid cloud (see Figure 4). OpenShift Data Foundation 
applies to data at rest, on the move, and at work. These 
cloud-native infrastructure data services are portable 
and highly scalable. Application teams can dynamically 
provision persistent volumes for a wide variety of workload 
categories including SQL/NoSQL transactional databases 
and warehouses, data pipelines and data engineering, and AI 
and machine learning. OpenShift Data Foundation natively 
provides all common storage protocols, including block, file, 
and object storage, and can scale to handle the vast amounts 
of unstructured data that modern applications analyze. 

Red Hat and Intel combine cutting-edge software and 
hardware technologies to deliver a workload-optimized data 
services solution that uses an external data node featuring 
Intel Xeon Scalable processors and Intel Optane SSDs. The 
Intel Optane SSDs serve as a cache tier in front of the capacity 

tier, speeding access to hot data and taking the write pressure 
off the capacity drives to create a solution that is optimized for 
both IOPS and total cost. Intel Optane SSDs are fundamentally 
different from other types of SSDs because they feature a 
memory-like capability inside an SSD form factor. This gives 
them lower latency, higher IOPS, and greater endurance. 
Data services are I/O-intensive and benefit from Intel Optane 
SSDs’ ability to support up to 20x more drive writes per day 
than other SSDs. Intel Optane SSDs provide the performance, 
endurance, and reliability necessary to accelerate today’s 
most demanding workloads, such as latency-sensitive big data 
analytics, machine learning/deep learning, and databases.

OpenShift Data Foundation data nodes are easy to deploy, 
easy to configure, and portable across clouds. They offer a 
combination of simplicity and flexibility, and streamline the 
process of going cloud-native using containers.

Benefits of using OpenShift Data Foundation include:
• Platform services help manage workloads effectively.
• Application services simplify building cloud-native applications.
• Developer services help increase developer productivity.
• Data services help organizations realize the full value of data.

For Data at Rest
Databases, Lakes, 
and Warehouses

Provide simplified, universal 
resilience-at-scale services

For Data in Motion
Data Pipelines

Create scalable, event-driven 
architectures by connecting data 

ingest to Red Hat OpenShift 
serverless functions

For Data at Work
AI/ML Workloads

Enable collaboration by 
simplifying data set sharing 
and pre-loaded notebooks 

with common libraries

Workload Specialized Data Services

Hybrid Cloud Access
Uniform block, file and object 
kBs storage-class service via 

Red Hat OpenShift

Massive Scale
PB-scale, s3 compatible, 
consumed via rest APIs

Multicloud Portability
Policy-based data 

placement with compression, 
deduplication and encryption

Cloud-Native Infrastructure Data Services

Configuration Options

Network Connection

External Data Nodes

Edge
(Base or Plus)

Capacity
(Base or Plus)

Performance
(Base or Plus)

Data Node
Cluster
Data Node

Cluster
Data Node

Cluster

Data Node
Cluster
Data Node

Cluster
Data Node

Cluster

Data Node
Cluster
Data Node

Cluster
Data Node

Cluster

Figure 4. Whether data is at rest, in motion, or at work, Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation provides the portability and 
scalability today’s data centers need.

Other Deployment Options
The term “Red Hat OpenShift Foundation data nodes” in 
this document refers specifically to the “external mode” 
configuration, where the data nodes are separate from the 
worker and compute nodes. This is the configuration shown 
in Figure 4 and described later in the bill of materials tables.

Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation also supports an 
“internal mode,” where Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation 
pods are deployed within the Red Hat OpenShift Container 
Platform cluster itself. Refer to the “Deployment Agility with 
Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation” section later in this 
document for a discussion of the various considerations for 
choosing internal versus external mode.

https://www.redhat.com/rhdc/managed-files/st-data-nodes-openshift-intel-dell-datasheet-f28505pr-202105-en.pdf
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Sample Use Case: 

Hybrid-Multicloud Data Analytics from Data 
Center Cloud to Edge
To illustrate the value of the Red Hat OpenShift Container 
Platform on Intel® technologies, consider this example 
use case. A financial fraud detection use case built on Red 
Hat OpenShift can use data analytics and AI to analyze 
patterns in historical credit card transactions to accurately 
predict whether a credit card or banking transaction is 
fraudulent or not. Beyond financial services, the example 
can be adapted to applications in other industries such as 
retail, manufacturing, energy, or healthcare.

The examples illustrate the capabilities of the Red Hat 
OpenShift Container Platform including OperatorHub 
and Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation. The petabytes 
of historical credit card transaction data can reside on 
large-capacity Intel® architecture-powered servers in 
select public cloud databases (real-time updates on 
supported infrastructure and platforms can be found 
here). Regional data centers can pull portions of that 
data to train AI models. Once the model is trained, it can 
be encapsulated with the Red Hat OpenShift Container 
Platform and deployed at banks or kiosks where financial 
and credit transactions occur, to safeguard against 
potential fraud. The banks and financial institutions 
can choose to host their data center in a public cloud, a 
private cloud, or a hybrid cloud; they can also host the 
data center on-premises or at the edge. Banking and 
financial analysts and customers can use the model to 
better understand the patterns of fraudulent activities by 
making queries on the trained model, which uses the AI 
inferencing capabilities of 2nd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
processors, such as Intel® Deep Learning Boost, to deliver 
a better customer experience.

Intel and Red Hat are working with several system vendors 
to design Intel architecture-based Red Hat Ceph Storage 
reference architectures that simplify configuration and 
deployment. These reference architectures take advantage 
of innovations in Intel® hardware, which are described later 
in this document.

Deploy Agile and High-Performance Networking 
to Meet Network Demand 
As compute and storage requirements grow, the network 
requirements increase to support users receiving or sending 
content over the internet. This is true whether the traffic is over 
the broadband network or 4G LTE and 5G wireless networks. 
This growth puts pressure on CoSPs to meet the demand for 
high-quality user experiences without service interruption. As 
a result, CoSPs must implement an agile, high-performance, 
low-latency network infrastructure. Intel® processors and 
Intel® Ethernet network controllers can work together with 
DPDK to deliver high throughput and flexibility for network 
services implementation.

Benefits of Running Red Hat OpenShift Container 
Platform on the Latest Intel® Technology
The reference implementation developed by Red Hat and 
Intel combines 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors, 
Intel® Optane™ persistent memory, Intel Optane and Intel® 3D 
NAND SSDs, and Intel® Ethernet Network Adapters with the 
OpenShift Container Platform. The reference implementation 
also includes enhanced capabilities from OpenShift Container 
Platform 4.5+. 

These capabilities empower a hybrid-multicloud communications 
infrastructure that spans from the network edge to the network 
central office. Using this reference implementation, customers 
can quickly harness a reliable, comprehensive solution that 
delivers the following:

• Simple scalability from on-premises to the hybrid cloud 
helps enterprises easily accommodate additional changes 
in workload demands.

• High storage performance of OpenShift Data Foundation 
powered by Intel Optane SSDs can help enterprises get 
the most out of their Intel Xeon processors running AI, 
machine-learning, analytics, and database workloads.

• Advanced security features include technologies designed 
to help keep data secure and help businesses protect data 
with minimal impact on speed.

• High uptime with advanced RAS features helps facilitate 
recovery, which can reduce the frequency and cost of server 
downtime while protecting the integrity of mission-critical 
workloads. Fewer service interruptions can help lower 
total costs by reducing disruptions during drive swaps and 
providing LED management for faster status identification.

Hybrid-Multicloud Data Analytics  
from Data Center Cloud to Edge:

Are You Ready for Cloud-Native Infrastructure 
and Multicloud?
A cloud-native hybrid cloud is a computing environment 
that combines public cloud and private cloud environments. 
Data and applications can be shared between the two 
environments, enabling organizations to seamlessly scale 
on-premises infrastructure to off-premises infrastructure 
(and back). Software-defined networking, storage and 
security are integral parts of the computing environment.

Multicloud is the next evolutionary step in cloud-native 
infrastructure. It uses a combination of the best-of-breed 
solutions and services from different cloud providers, 
including private cloud, to create the most suitable 
business solution. According to Flexera, 93 percent 
of enterprises that are using cloud computing have a 
multicloud strategy.5 

Deploying containerized applications and running them 
on an Intel® technology-optimized solution for Red Hat 
OpenShift Container Platform is an excellent way to 
modernize your infrastructure and prepare for multicloud. 
Most leading CSPs support running Red Hat OpenShift.

https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_openshift_container_storage/4.3/html-single/planning_your_deployment/index#infrastructure-requirements_rhocs
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 Note: Throughout this document, Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.

This reference implementation consists of select hardware, 
various Intel Xeon processor technologies, Intel® Optane™ 
technology, and optimized software and firmware configurations. 
The following sections describe the various components.

Process Everything:  
Intel® Xeon® Processor Scalable Family
Intel and Red Hat chose 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable 
processors for this reference implementation because they 
support demanding workloads, such as big data analytics and 
networking. The Intel Xeon Scalable Platinum processor offers 
up to 28 cores per socket and frequency up to 3.6 GHz for 
next-level performance. The Intel Xeon Scalable Gold processor 
offers up to 24 cores per socket and frequency up to 3.4 GHz for 
value performance for networking workloads. These workload-
optimized processors also have built-in support for Intel Optane 
persistent memory and Intel DL Boost, which includes Vector 
Neural Network Instructions (VNNI).

Other features include:
• Intel® Ultra Path Interconnect (Intel® UPI) speed at up to 

10.4 GT/s to boost multi-processor data flow
• Enhanced memory bandwidth and performance across six 

memory channels at DDR4-2666 MHz, 2933 MHz for one 
DIMM per channel operation

• Highest accelerator throughput with two Fused Multiply-Add 
(FMA) operations of Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions 512 
(Intel® AVX-512) per CPU

• Intel® Turbo Boost Technology and Intel® Hyper-Threading 
Technology (Intel® HT Technology)

• Advanced reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS)
• Node controller support to assist in the node management

Intel Xeon Scalable Platform Technologies
This section describes some important Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
Platform technologies used by this reference implementation.

• Intel® Virtualization Technology (Intel® VT) provides 
hardware abstraction to allow multiple workloads to 
coexist and share common resources while maintaining 
full isolation. The Intel VT portfolio includes the capability 
in the CPU to implement Virtual Machine Extension (VMX) 
instructions. These allow all software in the VM to run 
natively without performance impact from operations 
such as instruction translation and page table swaps with 
memory virtualization support. Intel VT also includes I/O 
virtualization that supports offloading packet processing 
to network adapters, directly assigning virtual functions 
to VMs with SR-IOV and Intel® Data Direct I/O Technology 
Enhancement (Intel® DDIO). This provides native network 
performance in the VM. To obtain all the benefits of 
Intel VT, this reference implementation must have all 
virtualization technology features enabled.

• Intel® Boot Guard Technology is hardware-based boot 
integrity protection that prevents unauthorized software 
and malware takeover of boot blocks critical to a system’s 
function. This provides an added level of hardware-based 
system security. The Plus configuration of this reference 
implementation must have Intel Boot Guard Technology 
enabled. Intel Boot Guard Technology followed by UEFI 
Secure boot allows enhanced system security.

• Intel® Trusted Execution Technology (Intel® TXT) is a 
hardware-based security technology that tests the authenticity 
of a system, OS, and hypervisor against known good software.

• Intel® Platform Trust Technology (Intel® PTT) or a discrete 
TPM 2.0 help protect the system start-up process. It helps 
to ensure the boot hardware is tamper-resistant and 
provides secured storage for sensitive data.

• Intel® Hyper-Threading Technology (Intel® HT Technology)  
helps systems use processor resources more efficiently 
and increases processor throughput to improve overall 
performance on threaded software.

• Intel® Turbo Boost Technology accelerates processor and 
graphics performance for peak loads.

• Intel® Speed Shift Technology allows the processor to 
select its best operating frequency and voltage to deliver 
optimal performance and power efficiency.

• Adaptive Double DRAM Device Correction (ADDDC) offers 
an innovative approach for managing errors to extend 
DIMM longevity.

• Advanced Error Detection and Correction (AEDC) helps 
improve fault coverage by identifying and correcting errors.

• Local Machine Check Exception (LMCE) helps localize 
handling of bad data consumption to the core that’s 
executed on the bad data.

Solution Components

2nd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors
• Offer high scalability for enterprise data centers.

• Deliver performance gains for virtualized infrastructure 
compared to previous-generation processors.

• Achieve exceptional resource utilization and agility.

• Enable improved data and workload integrity and 
regulatory compliance for data center solutions.

  

The Intel® architecture-based solution for  
Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform features 

Intel Xeon Gold and Silver processors.
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Get More Memory: 
Intel® Optane™ Persistent Memory
Intel Optane persistent memory is an innovative memory 
technology that delivers a unique combination of affordable 
large capacity and support for data persistence. This unique 
technology is comparable in speed to DRAM, and affordably 
delivers massive system memory expansion (in Memory 
Mode) when working with 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable 
processors. Intel Optane persistent memory is designed to 
improve overall data center-class system performance and to 
lower latencies by putting more data closer to the processor 
(i.e., “warmer”) on non-volatile media. The persistent memory 
modules are DDR4 socket compatible and can co-exist with 
conventional DDR4 DRAM DIMMs on the same platform.

The Intel Optane persistent memory is:

• Available in capacities 128 GB, 256 GB and 512 GB per module.

• Designed to deliver big memory benefits to existing OS and 
applications.

• Remarkable improvement in average idle read latency 
(~350 nanoseconds) compared to SSDs or other storage 
types (for example, Intel Optane SSD average ~10,000 ns).

• Supports Volatile operation known as Memory Mode or 
Non-Volatile operation known as App Direct Mode. 

• In Memory Mode, the DRAM acts as a cache for frequently-
accessed data and Intel Optane persistent memory 
provides a volatile, larger memory footprint. Memory 
mode provides a path for easy adoption without any 
code modification.

• In App Direct mode, the application and OS are aware 
there are two types of direct load/store memory. For 
best performance in App Direct mode of operation, code 
modification may be required. Persistence is only available 
in App Direct mode.

Store More: Intel® SSDs
Intel SSDs are optimized for Intel Xeon Scalable processors. 
The Intel SSD DC P4500, Intel SSD DC P4510, and Intel 
SSD DC P4600, based on Intel® 3D NAND technology, are 
optimized for cloud infrastructures. They offer outstanding 
quality, reliability, advanced manageability, and serviceability 
to minimize service disruptions.

The Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X accelerates applications 
for fast caching and fast storage to increase scale per server 
and reduce transaction costs for latency-sensitive workloads. 
Adding one Intel Optane SSD per node to the cluster for 
RocksDB and the write-ahead log (WAL) partition and/or one 
Intel Optane SSD for caching can help accelerate all-flash 
clusters and break through storage bottlenecks. Also, the 
Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X enables IT to deploy bigger 
and more affordable datasets to gain new insights from large 
memory pools.

Intel Optane SSDs deliver:
• High throughput for breakthrough performance
• Low latency for response under load 
• High endurance (up to 60 drive writes per day)6

Intel and Red Hat selected a combination of Intel SSDs to 
power OpenShift Container Platform. 

The Intel® SSD D3-S4510 and the Intel® SSD DC P4510 use 
Intel® 3D tri-level cell (TLC) NAND technology. The Intel SSD 
D3-S4510 offers high capacity and compatibility with existing 
SATA-based infrastructure, which can minimize the costs 
associated with modernizing the data center. The Intel SSD 
DC P4510 uses Non-volatile Memory Express (NVMe) over PCI 
Express (PCIe) to increase server agility and utilization and 
accelerate applications across a wide range of workloads. The 
P4510 also supports data-at-rest encryption and advanced 
manageability features, such as NVMe Management Interface 
(NVMe-MI). Sequential write throughput for the P4510 
ranges from 1,100 to 2,900 MB/s (depending on drive size), 
compared to up to 510 MB/s for the S4510. Write latency for 
the P4510 is 18 µs, compared to 37 µs for the D3-S4510.7

Accelerate Workloads: Intel® QAT
Intel® QuickAssist Technology (Intel® QAT) consists of a 
hardware accelerator to offload lookaside cryptographic 
and compression/decompression co-processing services. 
These services are accessible using Intel QAT-related APIs 
that communicate via PCI configuration space access and 
associated rings stored in system memory. These features 
require an out-of-tree driver provided by Intel, and all 
Intel QAT functionality is directly supported by Intel.

Cryptographic Functions
• Cipher operations:

 n Advanced Encryption Standard
 n Data Encryption Standard/Triple DES (3DES/TDES)
 n RC4

• Hash operations:
 n SHA-1, MD5
 n SHA-2 (SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512)
 n SHA-3
 n ZUC

• Authentication operation:
 n HMAC, AES-XCBC, AES-CCM, AES-GCM, AES-XTS

• Cipher-Hash Combined Operation
• Key Derivation Operation
• Wireless Cryptography:

 n KASUMI, SNOW 3G, ZUC

Public Key Functions
• RSA Operation
• Diffie-Hellman Operation
• Digital Signature Standard Operation
• Key Derivation Operation
• Elliptic Curve Cryptography: ECDSA and ECDH

Compression/Decompression Functions
• Deflate
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Move Data Faster: Intel® Ethernet 700 Series 
The Intel® Ethernet 700 Series Network Adapters accelerate 
the delivery of new services and capabilities through 
intelligent offloads, sophisticated packet processing, quality 
open-source drivers, and added bandwidth. These adapters 
can meet high-quality thresholds for data resiliency and 
service reliability for most media types and port speeds, and 
are backed by extensive testing, validation, and worldwide 
product support.8,9,10,11

Intel® C620 Series Chipset Ethernet Connection
Intel’s OCP PHY mezzanine cards are designed to complement 
the integrated 4 X 10 GbE MAC in the Intel® C620 series 
chipset (formerly known as Lewisburg) to provide standards-
based flexibility for 1GBASE-T, 10GBASE-T or SFP+ cable 
connections. Specific Intel® C620 series chipset SKUs have 
integrated Intel QAT capability.

Intel® Network Adapter with DPDK
Intel® networking products deliver continuous innovation 
for high throughput and performance for networking 
infrastructure. Intel Network Adapter with DPDK provides 
highly optimized network virtualization and fast data path 
packet processing. DPDK supports many performance-sensitive 
telecommunications use cases running on this implementation.

Dynamic Device Personalization 
By complementing 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors 
with Intel SSDs and Intel Ethernet 700 Series Network 
Adapters, this reference implementation can help enterprises 
address storage bottlenecks and better utilize CPU resources. 
10, 25, 40, and 100 GbE options can be deployed where 
necessary to help provide balanced system performance 
that scales well and delivers low latency.

The ability to reconfigure network controllers for different 
network functions on-demand, without the need for migrating 
all VMs from the server, avoids unnecessary loss of compute for 

VMs during server cold restart. It also improves packet processing 
performance for applications/VMs by adding the capability to 
process new protocols in the network controller at run time. 

This kind of on-demand reconfiguration is offered by Intel 
Ethernet 700 Series’ Dynamic Device Personalization capability. 
This capability in the Intel Ethernet 700 Series devices to 
load an additional firmware profile on top of the device’s 
default firmware image, to enable parsing and classification 
of additional specified packet types so these packet types can 
be distributed to specific queues on the NIC’s host interface 
using standard filters. Software applies these custom profiles 
in a non-permanent, transaction-like mode, so that the original 
network controller’s configuration is restored after NIC reset 
or by rolling back profile changes by software. Using APIs 
provided by drivers, personality profiles can be applied by the 
DPDK. Support for kernel drivers and integration with higher 
level management/orchestration tools is in progress. 

Dynamic Device Personalization can be used to optimize packet 
processing performance for different network functions, 
native or running in virtual environment. By applying a 
Dynamic Device Personalization profile to the network 
controller, the following use cases could be addressed:

• New packet classification types (flow types) for offloading 
packet classification to network controller: 

 n New IP protocols in addition to TCP/UDP/SCTP (examples 
include IP ESP and IP AH)

 n New UDP protocols, such as MPLSoUDP and QUIC 
 n New TCP subtypes, like TCP SYN-no-ACK 
 n New tunneling protocols like PPPoE and GTP-C/GTP-U 

• New packet types for packet identification; these are 
reported on the packet’s RX descriptor: 

 n IPv6, GTP-U, IPv4, UDP, PAY4 
 n IPv4, GTP-U, IPv6, UDP, PAY4 
 n IPv4, GTP-U, PAY4 
 n IPv6, GTP-C, PAY4 
 n MPLS, MPLS, IPv6, TCP, PAY4
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Table 1. Base Configuration Bill of Materials. This configuration is suitable for small production environments. 
Component 
(Per Node)

Column A: Converged Enterprise  
Hybrid-Multicloud and SDN/NFV

Column B: 
SDN/NFV Differences

3x Control/Master Nodes

Processor
2x Intel® Xeon® Gold 5218 processor at 2.3 GHz (16 cores) 

Recommend: Intel Xeon Gold 5218R processor @ 2.1 GHz (20 cores)

Intel Xeon Gold 5218 processor @ 2.3 GHz (16 cores) or  
Intel Xeon Gold 5218N processor @ 2.3 GHz (16 cores)
Recommend: Intel Xeon Gold 5218R processor @ 2.1 GHz (20 cores)

Memory 96 GB 
Persistent Memory none Recommended for workloads that require a large memory footprint

Boot Drive 2x Intel® SSD D3-S4510 Series 480 GB 2.5-inch RAID1

Network 1x 10 GbE Intel® Ethernet Network Adapter X710-DA2  
dual-port or above. Recommend: 25 GbE

1x device per NUMA node – NUMA Aligned

Management Network 1 GbE
3x-6x Compute/Worker Nodes [depending on workload]

Processor
2x Intel® Xeon® Gold 6248 processor at 2.5 GHz (20 cores) Intel Xeon Gold 6230 processor @ 2.1 GHz (20 cores) or  

Intel Xeon Gold 6230N processor @ 2.3 GHz (20 cores)
Recommend: Intel Xeon Gold 6230R processor @ 2.1 GHz (26 cores)

Memory 384 GB (12x 32 GB)a 12x 32 GB 2933 MTs DDR4 DIMMs for best memory bandwidth 
Persistent Memory 1.5 TB (12x 128 GB) Intel® Optane™ Persistent Memory Recommended for workloads that require a large memory footprint

Boot Drive 2x Intel® SSD D3-S4510 Series 480 GB 2.5-inch RAID1

Network 1x 25 GbE Intel® Ethernet Network Adapter XXV710-DA2 
dual-port or above

1x device per NUMA Node – NUMA Aligned 

Management Network 1x 10 GbE Intel Ethernet Network Adapter X710-DA2 dual-port or above
3x-6x Data Nodes for OpenShift Data Foundation – Capacity-Optimized for Big Data, AI, and ML Workloads (30 TB) 
To each bare-metal Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform node, add RS00421b

Platform Dell EMC PowerEdge R740xd
Processor 1x Intel Xeon Gold 6242R processor (20 cores)
Memory 96 GB
Storage Cache 1x Intel® Optane™ SSD DC P4800X (750 GB)
Storage Media 8x Intel SSD DC-S4510 (3.84 TB, 2.5” SATA, TLC)
Data Network 2x 25 GbE Intel Ethernet Network Adapter XXV710-DA2
Management Network 1x 10 GbE Intel® Ethernet Connection X710-DA2
3x-6x Data Nodes for OpenShift Data Foundation – Performance I/O-Optimized for Analytics and Database Workloads (15 TB) 
To each bare-metal Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform node, add RS00421b

Platform Dell EMC PowerEdge R740xd
Processor 1x Intel Xeon Gold 6242R processor (20 cores)
Memory 192 GB
Storage Cache 2x Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X (750 GB)
Storage Media 8x Intel SSD DC-P4610 (1.92 TB, 2.5” U.2 NVMe, TLC)
Data Network 2x 50 GbE Intel Ethernet Network Adapter E810-CQDA2
Management Network 1x 10 GbE Intel Ethernet Connection X710-DA2

a Can be reduced to 192 GB to be used as cache if using 1 TB of Intel® Optane™ persistent memory in Memory Mode.
b OpenShift Data Foundation subscriptions are based on the OpenShift Container Platform nodes that consume the data. For an OpenShift Container Platform subscription on a bare-

metal deployment, add RS00421 to each OpenShift Container Platform node (1 to 2 sockets, up to 64 cores). If the OpenShift Container Platform subscription is per core pair, add one 
MCT4051 per core pair subscription. This addition entitles you to OpenShift Data Foundation Advanced with Premium support.

Bill of Materials 
The following tables provide a guide for assessing conformance 
to this document, for the Worker Node Base Configuration, 
Worker Node Plus Configuration, and Master Node. Information 
is provided for the Base Configuration, the Plus Configuration, 
and the Edge Configuration. In these tables, column A provides 
the configuration requirements for a converged solution; 
column B points out differences if the workload is to be 
specifically tuned for telecommunications workloads. 

This bill of material showcases the best combination of the 
latest Intel® CPU technology coupled with Intel® platform 

technologies such as Intel QAT. These technologies are 
integrated on the motherboard to deliver best-in-class NFVI 
performance with the highest virtual network function density 
using the DPDK. Again, as this is a multi-node solution, it is 
expected that all required resources to implement a software-
defined infrastructure reside within each server instance. 
For a system to conform to the reference implementation, all 
requirements in the bill of materials must be satisfied.

Additional tables follow to provide information for other 
requirements, such as for the Bastion Node, network, BIOS 
settings, and software versions.

Cluster Configuration
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Table 2. Plus Configuration Bill of Materials. This configuration is suitable for high-availability production environments. 
Component  
(Per Node)

Column A: Converged Enterprise  
Hybrid-Multicloud and SDN/NFV

Column B: 
SDN/NFV Differences

3x Control/Master Nodes

Processor
2x Intel® Xeon® Gold 5218 processor at 2.3 GHz (16 cores) Intel Xeon Gold 6252 processor @ 2.1 GHz (24 cores) 

or Intel Xeon Gold 6252N processor @ 2.3 GHz (24 cores)
Recommend: Intel Xeon Gold 6238R processor @ 2.2 GHz (28 cores)

Memory 384 GB (12x 32 GB) (option to add 192 GB) 12x 32 GB 2933 MTs DDR4 DIMMs for best memory bandwidth 
Persistent Memory none Recommended for workloads that require a large memory footprint

Boot Drive 2x Intel® SSD D3-S4510 Series 480 GB 2.5-inch RAID1
Storage Drive 1x Intel SSD DC P4510 Series 4 TB or more 2x device of ≥2 TB capacity per NUMA Node – NUMA Aligned

Network 1x 10 GbE Intel® Ethernet Network Adapter X710-DA2  
dual-port or above. Recommend: 25 GbE

1x 25 GbE Intel Ethernet Network Adapter XXV710-DA2  
dual-port or above per NUMA Node – NUMA Aligned

Management Network 1 GbE
12x Compute/Worker Nodes

Processor
2x Intel® Xeon® Gold 6248 processor @ 2.5 GHz (20 cores) or 6252N processor @ 2.3 GHz 24C/48T or higher number Intel® Xeon® 

Gold/Platinum CPU SKU and 2x Intel Xeon Gold 6252 processor @ 2.1 GHz or 6252N processor @ 2.3 GHz 24C/48T or higher 
number Intel Xeon Gold/Platinum CPU SKU

Memory 384 GB (12x 32 GB)a

Persistent Memory 1.5 TB (12x 128 GB) Intel® Optane™ Persistent Memory
Boot Drive 2x Intel® SSD D3-S4510 Series 480 GB 2.5-inch RAID1

Network 1x 25 GbE Intel® Ethernet Network Adapter XXV710-DA2 dual-port or  
1x 10 GbE Intel Ethernet Converged Network Adapter X710 DA-2 dual-port

Management Network 1x 10 GbE Intel Ethernet Network Adapter X710-DA2 dual-port or above

Intel® QAT Intel® C620 Series Chipset integrated on base board Intel C627/C628 Chipset,  
integrated with NUMA connectivity to each CPU or minimum 16 PCIe lane connectivity to one CPU

LAN on Motherboard 
(LoM)

10 Gbps or 25 Gbps port for PXE and OAM and 
1/10 Gbps port for Management NIC

12x Data Nodes for Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation – Capacity-Optimized for Big Data, AI, and ML Workloads (60 TB) 
To each bare-metal Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform node, add RS00421b

Platform Dell EMC PowerEdge R740xd
Processor 2x Intel Xeon Gold 6242R processor (20 cores)
Memory 192 GB
Storage Cache 2x Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X (750 GB)

Storage Media
16x Intel SSD DC-S4510 (3.84 TB, 2.5” SATA, TLC) or

8x Intel SSD DC-S4510 (7.68 TB, 2.5” SATA, TLC)
Data Network 2x 25 GbE Intel Ethernet Network Adapter XXV710-DA2
Management Network 1x 10 GbE Intel Ethernet Connection X710-DA2
12x Data Nodes for Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation – Performance I/O-Optimized for Analytics and Database Workloads (30 TB) 
To each bare-metal Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform node, add RS00421b

Platform Dell EMC PowerEdge R740xd
Processor 1x Intel Xeon Gold 6248R processor (24 cores)
Memory 384 GB
Storage Cache 2x Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X (1.5 TB)
Storage Media 8x Intel SSD DC-P4610 (3.84 TB, 2.5” U.2 NVMe, TLC)
Data Network 2x 100 GbE Intel Ethernet Network Adapter E810-CQDA2
Management Network 1x 10 GbE Intel Ethernet Connection X710-DA2

a Can be reduced to 192 GB to be used as cache if using 1 TB of Intel® Optane™ persistent memory in Memory Mode.
b OpenShift Data Foundation subscriptions are based on the OpenShift Container Platform nodes that consume the data. For an OpenShift Container Platform subscription on a bare-

metal deployment, add RS00421 to each OpenShift Container Platform node (1 to 2 sockets, up to 64 cores). If the OpenShift Container Platform subscription is per core pair, add one 
MCT4051 per core pair subscription. This addition entitles you to OpenShift Data Foundation Advanced with Premium support.
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Table 3. Edge Cluster Configuration Bill of Materials. This configuration is suitable for cluster administrators and developers 
to use for deployment, development, and testing.

Component  
(Per Node) Enterprise Edge Hybrid-Multi Cloud  

3x Control/Master Nodes, which are also worker nodes

Processor 2x Intel® Xeon® Silver 4210 processor @ 2.2 GHz (10 cores)
Memory 192 GB 
Persistent Memory none
Boot Drive 2x SATA Intel® SSD DC S4510 480 GB RAID1 
Network 1x 10 GbE Intel® Ethernet Network Adapter X710-DA2 dual-port or above Recommend: 25 GbE

Management Network 1 GbE Network

3x Data Nodes for OpenShift Data Foundation  
Note: To each bare-metal node, add RS00421a

Base = 10 TB Plus = 20 TB
Platform Dell EMC PowerEdge R740xd Dell EMC PowerEdge R740xd

Processor
Intel® Xeon® Gold 5218R processor (16 cores) Intel® Xeon® Gold 5218R processor (16 cores)
1x  2x

Memory 96 GB 192 GB
Storage Cache none 1x Intel® Optane™ SSD DC P4800X (375 GB)
Storage Media 6x Intel® SSD DC-S4510 (1.92 TB, 2.5” SATA, TLC) 6x Intel SSD DC-S4510 (3.84 TB, 2.5” SATA, TLC)
Data Network 2x 10 GbE Intel Ethernet Network Adapter X710-T2L 2x 10 GbE Intel Ethernet Network Adapter X710-T2L
Management Network 1x 10 GbE Intel Ethernet Connection X710-DA2 1x 10 GbE Intel Ethernet Connection X710-DA2

a OpenShift Data Foundation subscriptions are based on the Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform nodes that consume the data. For an OpenShift Container Platform subscription on a 
bare-metal deployment, add RS00421 to each OpenShift Container Platform node (1 to 2 sockets, up to 64 cores). If the OpenShift Container Platform subscription is per core pair, add 
one MCT4051 per core pair subscription. This addition entitles you to OpenShift Data Foundation Advanced with Premium support.

Table 4. Network and Bastion Node Bill of Materials 

Network

Management
Switch: 1x Arista
Ports: 48x RJ45 1GbE 1U

Data
Switch: 1x Arista
Ports: 18x SFP28 10/25 GbE, 4x 100 GbE 1U

Bastion Node

Processor 2x Intel® Xeon® Silver 4114 processor @ 2.2 GHz (10 cores)
Memory 250 GB
Boot Drive 2x Intel® SSD D3-S4610 Series 480 GB 2.5-inch RAID1
Storage Drive 4x Intel SSD D3-S4610 Series 1.6 TB U.2
Network 25 GbE

Table 5. System BIOS Settings for All Reference Designs 

Ingredient Setting Required or Recommended

Intel® HT Technology Enabled Required
C-States No Limit Recommended
PU Power/Performance Policy Performance Required
CPWorkload Configuration Balanced Recommended
Intel® Turbo Boost Technology Enabled Recommended
Intel® Speed Shift technology HWP native Recommended
Intel Turbo Boost Technology/
HWP EPP

EPP/EPB settings balanced Recommended

Three-way mirroring Least overhead on processing power Recommended
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Column A of Table 6 provides guidance for advanced BIOS settings that maximize deterministic performance. For networking 
applications that can tolerate a higher level of packet jitter, Turbo mode can be enabled for improved performance. 
Follow column B to enable Turbo mode, C-state, and P-state. For deployments that consist of a mixture of use cases, the 
recommendation is to configure for column B; for CNFs that require deterministic performance with very low jitter, Turbo mode 
should be disabled and the following command-line options added to the grub command line:

intel_pstate=disable
intel_idle.max_cstate=1
processor.max_cstate=1

After booting into the kernel, the Cpupower module can be used to limit the min/max CPU frequency. If you set both to the same 
CPU rated frequency, that will limit CPU P-state transitions.

Table 6. Advanced BIOS Settings 
Menu 
(Advanced) Path to BIOS Setting BIOS Setting

Column A Settings:a 
Deterministic Performance

Column B Settings:b 
Max Performance

Required or 
Recommended

Power 
Configuration

CPU P-State Control

EIST PSD Function HW_ALL SW_ALL Recommended
Boot Performance Mode Max. Performance Max. Performance Required
Energy Efficient Turbo Disable Disable Recommended
Turbo Mode Disable Enable Recommended
Intel® SpeedStep Technology (P-states) Disable Enable Recommended

HW PM-State Control Hardware P-states Disable Disable Recommended

CPU C-State Control
Autonomous Core C-state Disable Enable Recommended
CPU C6 Report Disable Disable Recommended
Enhanced Halt State (C1E) Disable Enable Recommended

Energy Perf Bias
Power Performance Tuning BIOS Controls EPB BIOS Controls EPB Recommended
ENERGY_PERF_BIAS_CFG Mode Perf Perf Recommended

Package C-State Control Package C State C0/C1 State C6 Recommended

Intel® UPI 
Configuration

Intel UPI General 
Configuration

LINK L0P ENABLE Disable Disable Recommended
LINK L1 ENABLE Disable Disable Recommended
SNC Disable Disable Recommended

Memory Configuration
Enforce POR Disable Disable Recommended
IMC Interleaving 2-Way Interleave 2-Way Interleave Recommended
Volatile Memory Mode 2 LM mode 2 LM mode Required

Platform 
Configuration

Misc. Configuration Serial Debug Message Level Minimum Minimum Recommended
PCIe Configuration PCIe ASPM Support Per Port Per Port Recommended

Uncore Uncore Frequency Scaling Disable Disable Required
a Turbo mode, C-state and P-state are disabled
b Turbo mode, C-state and P-state are enabled
NOTE: Use either column with deterministic performance or turbo mode enabled in this table to gather performance data required for conformance. Some solutions may not provide the 
BIOS options as documented in this table. Therefore, for this reference implementation, the BIOS should be set to “Max Performance” profile with Virtualization.
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Advanced Platform Technologies
This section lists the Intel® Solutions Requirements for 
Intel® Advanced Platform Technologies. NFVI requires 
Intel VT and Intel® Scalable IOV) to be enabled to reap the 
benefits of hardware virtualization. Either Intel Boot Guard or 
Intel TXT establishes the firmware verification, allowing for a 
platform static root of trust (see Table 7). 

Table 7. Intel® Advanced Platform Technology Requirements 
(Master Node, Worker Node - Base/Plus Configurations) 

Platform Technologies
Enable or 
Disable

Required or 
Recommended

Intel® VT Intel® CPU VMX Support Enable Required
Intel® I/O Virtualization Enable Required

Intel® Boot Guard Enable Required
Intel® TXT Enable Recommended

Platform Security
This reference implementation must implement and enable Intel 
Boot Guard Technology to ensure that the firmware is verified in 
the boot phase. This makes it possible to establish the hardware 
root of trust. With UEFI Secure Boot Methodology, the secure 
boot can be extended into the OS and further extend the 
chain of trust into loading of signed kernel modules. 

Alternatively, all Intel solutions recommend installing the 
TPM. The TPM enables administrators to secure platforms 
for a trusted (measured) boot with known trustworthy 
(measured) firmware and OS. The TPM also enables local and 
remote attestation by third parties to advertise such known 
good conditions (assuming the presence of Intel TXT).

Side Channel Mitigation
This reference implementation has been verified for Spectre 
and Meltdown exposure using Spectre and Meltdown Mitigation 
Detection Tool v0.42, which verifies that firmware and OS updates 
protect against known attacks: “Spectre Variant 1,” “Spectre 
Variant 2,” “Spectre Variant 3,” “Spectre Variant 3a,” “Spectre 
Variant 4,” “Foreshadow (SGX), L1 terminal fault,” “Foreshadow-
NG (OS), L1 terminal fault,” “Foreshadow-NG (VMM), L1 terminal 
fault,” MDS, ZombieLoad v2, TAA, No eXcuses, iTLB multihit, and 
MCEPSC. For more details, refer to Appendix C and the white 
paper “System Check for Speculative Execution Side Channel.”

Firmware Versions
Firmware ingredient versions are listed in Table 8.

Table 8. Firmware Versions 

Ingredient Version

BIOS R02.01.0012
BMC 2.48.89b32e0d
Intel® Management Engine 04.01.04.381
SDR 2.00
Intel® SSD DC P4510 Firmware: VDV10170
Intel SSD DC P4800X Firmware: E2010320
Intel® Ethernet Converged 
Network Adapter X710

Firmware: E68793-005_rev1_0

Intel Ethernet Network 
Adapter XXV710

Firmware: v6.80 or later, GTPv1 or later

Intel® Optane™ Persistent 
Memory Firmware  

Firmware: 01.02.00.5435

Software Components
Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS
This reference implementation uses Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
CoreOS as the OS. This OS helps ensure high quality and a 
reliable base for the whole system. It is a next-generation, single-
purpose container OS that provides strong security features 
and supports business-critical workloads with automated, 
remote upgrade features from CoreOS Container Linux.

Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform
Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform is a complete container 
application platform that provides all aspects of the application 
development and deployment process in one consistent solution 
across multiple infrastructure footprints. Red Hat OpenShift 
integrates the architecture, processes, platforms, and services 
needed to help development and operations teams traverse 
traditional siloed structures and produce applications that help 
businesses succeed.

OpenShift Container Platform is managed by the Kubernetes 
container orchestrator, which manages containerized applications 
across a cluster of systems running the Container Runtime Inter-
face - Open Container (CRI-O) runtime environment. OpenShift 
Container Platform contains the Kubernetes container orchestra-
tion and scheduler software.

Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation
OpenShift Data Foundation offers highly scalable persistent 
storage for cloud-native applications that require features 
such as encryption, replication, and availability across the 
hybrid cloud. Application teams can dynamically provision 
persistent volumes for a wide variety of workload categories 
including SQL/NoSQL databases, CI/CD pipelines, and AI/ML. 
It provides a highly scalable backend for the next generation 
of cloud-native applications, built on a new technology stack 
that includes Red Hat Ceph Storage, the Rook.io Operator, 
and NooBaa’s Multicloud Object Gateway technology.

OpenShift Data Foundation provides a trusted, enterprise-
grade application development environment that simplifies 
and enhances the user experience across the application 
lifecycle in a number of ways:

• Take advantage of flexible storage options:
 n Block storage for databases
 n Shared file storage for continuous integration, messaging, 
and data aggregation

 n Object storage for cloud-first development, archival, 
backup, and media storage

• Scale applications and data exponentially.
• Attach and detach persistent data volumes quickly.
• Stretch clusters across multiple data centers or availability zones.
• Establish a comprehensive application container registry.
• Support the next generation of Red Hat OpenShift 

workloads such as data analytics, AI, machine learning, 
deep learning, and Internet of Things (IoT).

• Dynamically provision not only application containers, but 
also data service volumes and containers, as well as additional 
OpenShift Container Platform nodes, Elastic Block Store 
(EBS) volumes, and other infrastructure services.

https://cdrdv2.intel.com/v1/dl/getContent/614140
https://www.redhat.com/en/technologies/cloud-computing/openshift
https://www.redhat.com/en/containers
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Software Configurations
OS Configuration
The Bastion Node and Infrastructure Node must use Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 7.8 as the OS. RHEL requires a Red 
Hat subscription enabled to run properly.

The Bootstrap, Control Plane, and Compute Nodes must 
use the Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS as the OS. CoreOS 
system settings can be modified only in limited manner. This 
controlled immutability allows OpenShift Container Platform 
to store the latest state of CoreOS systems in the cluster, 
so it is always able to create additional nodes and perform 
updates based on the latest CoreOS configuration.

Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform Configuration
Installing OpenShift Container Platform requires at least the 
following nodes:

• One Bastion Node. Used to provision the bootstrap node. 
The Bastion Node is used later to manage the cluster while 
it is in production use. It hosts the PXE, DHCP, DNS, and 
HTTP servers.

• Infrastructure Node. For enterprise-level, high-availability 
deployment of OpenShift Container Platform 4.5 it is 
recommended to have at least two enterprise-level, 
commercially supported L4 load balancers, such as those 
available from NGINX, F5, or Avi Networks.

• One Bootstrap Node. Used to deploy OpenShift Container 
Platform. The Bootstrap Node can be reinstalled to become 
a Compute Node after the cluster is installed.

• Three Control Plane Nodes.
• At least two Compute (or Worker) Nodes. Worker Nodes 

can be added to or deleted from a cluster if doing so does 
not compromise the viability of the cluster. At least two 
viable Worker Nodes must always be operating.

Table 9 shows the resource requirements. Installing 
OpenShift Container Platform with OpenShift Data 
Foundation requires at least three external data nodes. These 
nodes can be added later, after cluster deployment. See the 
“Cluster Configuration” section for resource requirements.

Table 9. Minimum Resource Requirements for Red Hat 
OpenShift Container Platform 4.5 Nodes 

Node OS Coresa RAM Storage

Bastion Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.8 4 32 GB 180 GB
Infrastructure Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.8 4 16 GB 120 GB
Bootstrap Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS 4 16 GB 120 GB
Control Plane Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS 4 16 GB 120 GB
Compute Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS 2 8 GB 120 GB

a Cores column signifies minimum number of CPU cores required.

For more information about OpenShift Container Platform 
installation, see Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform 4.5 

Documentation. For recommended and validated hardware 
configuration, see the “Cluster Configuration” section.

The following code shows an example installation 
configuration file for minimum installation.
apiVersion: v1
baseDomain: ocp.public
compute:
- hyperthreading: Enabled
  name: worker
replicas: 0
controlPlane:
  hyperthreading: Enabled
  name: onprem1
  replicas: 3
metadata:
  name: cluster
networking:
  clusterNetworks:
  - cidr: 10.128.0.0/14
    hostPrefix: 23
  networkType: OpenShiftSDN
  serviceNetwork:
  - 172.31.0.0/16
platform:
  none: {}
fips: false
pullSecret: '{"auths": ...}' 
sshKey: 'ssh-ed25519 AAAA...'

Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation Configuration
OpenShift Data Foundation installation follows the official 
documentation. For local storage devices, three external 
data nodes should be used, per the bill of materials.  

Note: At the time of this paper's publication, some 
documentation (including within the operator and product 
interface) may use the former product name, OpenShift 
Container Storage.

After installing the Local Storage Operator and OpenShift 
Container Storage Operator, the following custom 
resources (CRs) are created:

1. LocalVolume that resides on an Intel Optane SSD DC 
P4800X 375 GB drive. This LocalVolume will be used for 
Ceph’s MON service. 
apiVersion: local.storage.openshift.io/v1
kind: LocalVolume
metadata:
 name: local-file
 namespace: local-storage
spec:
 nodeSelector:
  nodeSelectorTerms:
  - matchExpressions:
     - key: cluster.ocs.openshift.io/openshift-storage
       operator: In
       values:
       - ""
 storageClassDevices:
  - storageClassName: localfile
    volumeMode: Filesystem
    devicePaths:
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE21K375GA_
PHKE731000N6375AGN
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE21K375GA_
PHKE730600TY375AGN
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE21K375GA_
PHKE730200TB375AGN

https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/4.5/installing/installing_bare_metal/installing-bare-metal.html#installing-bare-metal
https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/4.5/installing/installing_bare_metal/installing-bare-metal.html#installing-bare-metal
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_openshift_container_storage/4.5/html/deploying_openshift_container_storage_in_external_mode/index
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_openshift_container_storage/4.5/html/deploying_openshift_container_storage_in_external_mode/index
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2. LocalVolume that uses at least 3x Intel SSD DC P4510 
Series 4 TB drives per node. This LocalVolume is used 
for Ceph’s object storage daemon (OSD) service. Note 
that drives are provided by their by-id path, which points 
to a specific drive; these values must be changed per 
cluster. Read an article about how to list those IDs on every 
OpenShift Container Storage node. 
apiVersion: local.storage.openshift.io/v1
kind: LocalVolume
metadata:
 name: local-block
 namespace: local-storage
 labels:
  app: ocs-storagecluster
spec:
 nodeSelector:
   nodeSelectorTerms:
   - matchExpressions:
     - key: cluster.ocs.openshift.io/openshift-storage
       operator: In
       values:
       - ""
 storageClassDevices:
   - storageClassName: localblock
     volumeMode: Block
     devicePaths:
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE2KX040T8_
PHLJ829302ES4P0DGN
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE2KX040T8_
PHLJ8294012E4P0DGN
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE2KX040T8_
PHLJ8293032C4P0DGN
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE2KX040T8_
BTLJ906003PS4P0DGN
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE2KX040T8_
PHLJ8294031F4P0DGN
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE2KX040T8_
PHLJ829302F34P0DGN
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE2KX040T8_
PHLJ829405064P0DGN
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE2KX040T8_
PHLJ8294033G4P0DGN
     - /dev/disk/by-id/nvme-INTEL_SSDPE2KX040T8_
PHLJ829401Z84P0DGN

3. StorageCluster that creates an instance of the OpenShift 
Data Foundation cluster and uses localfile and 
localblock storage classes that were created in relation to 
the LocalVolume object created in step 1. Note: Unlike the 
official documentation, monPVCTemplate is used instead of 
monDataDirHostPath.
apiVersion: ocs.openshift.io/v1
kind: StorageCluster
metadata:
  name: ocs-storagecluster
  namespace: openshift-storage
spec:
  manageNodes: false
  monPVCTemplate:
    spec:
      accessModes:
      - ReadWriteOnce
      resources:
        requests:
          storage: 10Gi
      storageClassName: localfile
      volumeMode: Filesystem
  storageDeviceSets:
  - count: 3
    dataPVCTemplate:
      spec:
        accessModes:
        - ReadWriteOnce
        resources:
          requests:
            storage: 3.7T
        storageClassName: localblock
        volumeMode: Block
    name: ocs-deviceset
    placement: {}
    portable: false
    replica: 3
    resources: {}

After all three objects are created and setup is complete, it 
is recommended to verify the installation as described in 
Red Hat’s OpenShift Container Storage documentation. 

Additionally, the OpenShift Data Foundation class ocs-
storagecluster-ceph-rbd is labeled default with the 
following command, so that is used for all Persistent Volume 
Claims that don’t specify a class:
# oc patch storageclass ocs-storagecluster-ceph-rbd -p 
'{"metadata": \ {"annotations":{"storageclass.kubernetes.io/
is-default-class": "true"}}}'

Finally, reconfigure storage for OpenShift Container Platform 
services:

1. Local container registry is reconfigured to consume the 
OpenShift Data Foundation volume.

2. Change the cluster monitoring configuration to use 
OpenShift Data Foundation.

3. Change cluster logging configuration to use OpenShift 
Data Foundation.

https://access.redhat.com/solutions/4928841
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_openshift_container_storage/4.5/html/deploying_openshift_container_storage_in_external_mode/verifying-your-openshift-container-storage-installation_external_mode_rhocs
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_openshift_container_storage/4.5/html-single/managing_openshift_container_storage/index#configuring-monitoring-to-use-openshift-container-storage_rhocs
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_openshift_container_storage/4.5/html-single/managing_openshift_container_storage/index#configuring-monitoring-to-use-openshift-container-storage_rhocs
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_openshift_container_storage/4.5/html-single/managing_openshift_container_storage/index#configuring-monitoring-to-use-openshift-container-storage_rhocs
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Software Versions Summary
Tables 10 and 11 provide version information for software 
and drivers used in this reference implementation.

Table 10. Software Versions 
Softwarea,b,c,d Version
Red Hat OpenShift Container
 – Platform
 – Storage

4.5
4.5

Operating System 
 – Master Node
 – Worker Node

Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS 4.5
Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS 4.5  
   or
Red Hat Enterprise Linux RHEL7.8-kernel-
3.10.0-1127.10.1.el7.x86_64

HAProxy 2.1
Dnsmasq 2.79
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.8 (Bastion and Infrastructure Nodes)
H2O.io Driverless AI v1.8.0
Spark 2.4.5 
H2O Sparkling Water 3.28.0.3-1-2.4
Kafka v2.3
SQL Database PostgreSQL
Deep Learning Reference Stack:  Latest version
DPDK 20.02
NGINX 1.17.10
K6 0.26

a The software versions listed in the above table are minimum requirements. It is 
recommended to use the latest version if available. This is a validated software 
stack that has gone through verification. 

b Intel recommends checking your system’s exposure to the “Spectre” and 
“Meltdown” exploits. At the time of release, this reference implementation is 
deemed not vulnerable to Spectre and Meltdown Variants 1, 2, 3, 4, Foreshadow 
L1 terminal fault condition and MDS. Refer to Appendix C for details. 

c DPDK is available as an extra package from Red Hat Enterprise Linux.
d Intel Ethernet Adapter XXV710-DA2 NVM Update Utility for Intel Ethernet 

Network Adapter 710 Series can be found here: downloadcenter.intel.com/
product/95260/Intel-Ethernet-Network-Adapter-XXV710-DA2.

Table 11. Driver Versions 

Intel® QAT 1.7-L.4.9

I40e 2.8.10-k

Ixgbe 5.1.0-k-rh7.6

I40evf 3.2.3-k

Ixgbevf 4.1.0-k-rh7.7

NVMe 1.0

Public Cloud Configurations
The following sections describe how to configure this reference 
implementation on Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services 
(AWS), and IBM Cloud.

Microsoft Azure Installation
The Red Hat OpenShift installation shown below has been 
completed using the openshift-install binary (hereafter 
referred to as the “installer”).

1. Set up an Azure account.

2. From the account, create the install-config.yaml file, 
either manually or by using the installer:
openshift-install create install-config --dir=.

Here is an example install-config.yaml file:
apiVersion: v1
baseDomain: intel.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com
compute:
- hyperthreading: Enabled
  name: worker
  platform:
    azure:
      type: Standard_F16s_v2
  replicas: 6
controlPlane:
  hyperthreading: Enabled
  name: master
  platform: {}
  replicas: 3
metadata:
  creationTimestamp: null
  name: cluster1
networking:
  clusterNetwork:
  - cidr: 10.128.0.0/14
    hostPrefix: 23
  machineCIDR: 10.0.0.0/16
  networkType: OpenShiftSDN
  serviceNetwork:
  - 172.30.0.0/16
platform:
  azure:
    baseDomainResourceGroupName: rh_ocp
    region: westeurope
pullSecret: <use your pull secret here>
sshKey: |
  ssh-rsa <use your public ssh key here>

3. Call the installer to create a cluster using the file from step 2:
openshift-install create cluster --dir=. --log-level=info
INFO Consuming Install Config from target directory
INFO Creating infrastructure resources...
INFO Waiting up to 30m0s for the Kubernetes API at 
https://api.cluster1.intel.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.
com:6443...
INFO API v1.17.1 up
INFO Waiting up to 30m0s for bootstrapping to complete...
INFO Destroying the bootstrap resources...
INFO Waiting up to 30m0s for the cluster at https://api.
cluster1.intel.westeurope.cloudapp.azure.com:6443 to 
initialize...
INFO Waiting up to 10m0s for the openshift-console route 
to be created...
INFO Install complete!
INFO To access the cluster as the system:admin user when 
using 'oc', run 'export KUBECONFIG=/home/user/azure/auth/
kubeconfig'
INFO Access the OpenShift web-console here: https://
console-openshift-console.apps.cluster1.intel.westeurope.
cloudapp.azure.com
INFO Login to the console with user: kubeadmin, password: 
<kubeadmin-password>

After successful installation, oc get nodes should return a 
list of nodes that are ready to work, as shown in the example:
NAME                                    STATUS ROLES  AGE VERSION
cluster1-2jlqr-master-0                 Ready  master 46m v1.18.3+6c42de8
cluster1-2jlqr-master-1                 Ready  master 45m v1.18.3+6c42de8
cluster1-2jlqr-master-2                 Ready  master 45m v1.18.3+6c42de8
cluster1-2jlqr-worker-westeurope1-jjmkp Ready  worker 24m v1.18.3+6c42de8
cluster1-2jlqr-worker-westeurope1-kwzr6 Ready  worker 25m v1.18.3+6c42de8
cluster1-2jlqr-worker-westeurope2-4lrjg Ready  worker 25m v1.18.3+6c42de8
cluster1-2jlqr-worker-westeurope2-z7pdt Ready  worker 23m v1.18.3+6c42de8
cluster1-2jlqr-worker-westeurope3-mjmfd Ready  worker 24m v1.18.3+6c42de8
cluster1-2jlqr-worker-westeurope3-zmf2l Ready  worker 25m v1.18.3+6c42de8

4. Then, complete the OpenShift Data Foundation installation.

https://clearlinux.org/stacks/deep-learning
https://downloadcenter.intel.com/product/95260/Intel-Ethernet-Network-Adapter-XXV710-DA2
https://downloadcenter.intel.com/product/95260/Intel-Ethernet-Network-Adapter-XXV710-DA2
https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/4.4/installing/installing_azure/installing-azure-account.html
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AWS Installation
Similar to Azure installation, AWS uses the installer and 
requires account setup. The installation process is almost 
identical to the process used for Azure; the differences are 
visible only in the installation configuration file. Here is an 
example of the install-config.yaml file for AWS:
apiVersion: v1
baseDomain: example.com 
controlPlane: 
  hyperthreading: Enabled   
  name: master
  platform:
    aws:
      zones:
      - us-west-2a
      - us-west-2b
      rootVolume:
        iops: 4000
        size: 500
        type: io1
      type: m5.xlarge 
  replicas: 3
compute: 
- hyperthreading: Enabled 
  name: worker
  platform:
    aws:
      rootVolume:
        iops: 2000
        size: 500
        type: io1 
      type: c5.4xlarge
      zones:
      - us-west-2c
  replicas: 3
metadata:
  name: test-cluster 
networking:
  clusterNetwork:
  - cidr: 10.128.0.0/14
    hostPrefix: 23
  machineNetwork:
  - cidr: 10.0.0.0/16
  networkType: OpenShiftSDN
  serviceNetwork:
  - 172.30.0.0/16
platform:
  aws:
    region: us-west-2 
    userTags:
      adminContact: jdoe
      costCenter: 7536
pullSecret: '{"auths": ...}' 
fips: false 
sshKey: ssh-ed25519 AAAA...

IBM Cloud Installation
IBM provides Red Hat OpenShift Kubernetes for OpenShift 
Container Platform cluster installation, using IBM Cloud 
infrastructure. To install, follow these steps:

1. The cluster administrator logs in to the IBM Cloud dashboard.

2. From the dashboard view, the cluster administrator should 
click on the Red Hat OpenShift logo, which redirects to the 
overall container cluster view. From this view, click on the 
Create button, which opens the cluster configuration form.

3. On the cluster configuration form, the cluster administrator 
can configure a new cluster. 

The cluster administrator can be configured in the 
following areas:
• Red Hat OpenShift version
• Cluster name
• Cluster location:

 n Single zone: All cluster nodes are spawned in the 
same IBM data center.

 n Multi-zone: Cluster nodes are spawned across 
multiple IBM data centers.

• VLAN configuration: Reuse previously created VLANs for 
private and public access or create a new one.

• Node flavor:
 n Bare Metal: The entire cluster is spawned directly on 
bare-metal servers, without any virtualization layers.

 n Virtual Machine – shared: The entire cluster is 
spawned on VMs. The Control Plane and Data Plane 
node roles are collocated on the same VMs.

 n Virtual Machine – dedicated: The entire cluster is 
spawned on VMs. The Control Plane and Data Plane 
node roles are not collocated on the same VMs.

• Disk encryption: (On or Off)
• Number of nodes

4. After setting up all necessary parameters, the cluster 
administrator clicks the Create button, which will start 
the cluster spawning operation. 

5. When the spawning operation succeeds, the cluster 
administrator can generate an access token from the 
container cluster view by clicking the three dots on the right 
side of the cluster entry and selecting Connect via CLI.

https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/4.4/installing/installing_aws/installing-aws-account.html
https://cloud.ibm.com
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Bare-Metal Installation

User-Provisioned Infrastructure Configuration
Before installing an OpenShift Container Platform cluster, 
the underlying infrastructure must be provided. Follow these 
steps, which are essential to install OpenShift Container 
Platform:

1. Provide a static IP address configuration for each node in 
the cluster to establish a network connection between all 
nodes in the cluster.

2. Configure load balancers. Here is an example configuration 
file for HAProxy:
frontend openshift-api-server-onprem1
    bind 172.30.4.111:6443
    default_backend openshift-api-server-onprem1
    mode tcp
    option tcplog

frontend machine-config-server-onprem1
    bind 172.30.4.111:22623
    default_backend machine-config-server-onprem1
    mode tcp
    option tcplog

frontend ingress-http-onprem1
    bind 172.30.4.111:80
    default_backend ingress-http-onprem1
    mode tcp
    option tcplog

frontend ingress-https-onprem1
    bind 172.30.4.111:443
    default_backend ingress-https-onprem1
    mode tcp
    option tcplog

backend openshift-api-server-onprem1
    balance source
    mode tcp
    server bootstrap 172.30.4.104:6443 check
    server master1 172.30.4.101:6443 check
    server master2 172.30.4.102:6443 check
    server master3 172.30.4.103:6443 check

backend machine-config-server-onprem1
    balance source
    mode tcp
    server bootstrap 172.30.4.104:22623 check
    server master1 172.30.4.101:22623 check
    server master2 172.30.4.102:22623 check
    server master3 172.30.4.103:22623 check

backend ingress-http-onprem1
    balance source
    mode tcp
    server master1 172.30.4.101:80 check
    server master2 172.30.4.102:80 check
    server master3 172.30.4.103:80 check
    server worker1 172.30.4.104:80 check
    server worker2 172.30.4.105:80 check

backend ingress-https-onprem1
    balance source
    mode tcp
    server master1 172.30.4.101:443 check
    server master2 172.30.4.102:443 check
    server master3 172.30.4.103:443 check
    server worker1 172.30.4.104:443 check
    server worker2 172.30.4.105:443 check

3. Provide a DNS configuration for each node in the cluster 
and required Red Hat OpenShift DNS records. The example 
below shows the configuration file for dnsmasq:
# main DNS entries for apps & infra - OpenShift specific
address=/api.onprem1.ocp.public/api.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.111
address=/api-int.onprem1.ocp.public/api-int.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.111
address=/lb.onprem1.ocp.public/lb.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.111
address=/etcd-0.onprem1.ocp.public/etcd-0.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.101
address=/etcd-1.onprem1.ocp.public/etcd-1.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.102
address=/etcd-2.onprem1.ocp.public/etcd-2.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.103
srv-host=_etcd-server-ssl._tcp.onprem1.ocp.public,etcd-0.
onprem1.ocp.public,2380,0,10
srv-host=_etcd-server-ssl._tcp.onprem1.ocp.public,etcd-1.
onprem1.ocp.public,2380,0,10
srv-host=_etcd-server-ssl._tcp.onprem1.ocp.public,etcd-2.
onprem1.ocp.public,2380,0,10
# DNS entries for OpenShift hosts
address=/master1.onprem1.ocp.public/master1.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.101
address=/master2.onprem1.ocp.public/master2.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.102
address=/master3.onprem1.ocp.public/master3.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.103
address=/ocs1.onprem1.ocp.public/ocs1.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.107
address=/ocs2.onprem1.ocp.public/ocs2.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.108
address=/ocs3.onprem1.ocp.public/ocs3.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.109
address=/worker1.onprem1.ocp.public/worker1.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.104
address=/worker2.onprem1.ocp.public/worker2.onprem1.ocp.
public/172.30.4.105

4. Configure the ports for your nodes and verify that the 
ports shown in Table 12 were opened.

Table 12. Opened Ports 

All Nodes to All Nodes

Protocol Port Description

ICMP N/A Network reachability tests
TCP 9000-9999 Host level services, including the node 

exporter on ports 9100-9101 and the 
Cluster Version Operator on port 9099

10250-10259 The default ports that Kubernetes reserves
10256 openshift-sdn

UDP 4789 VXLAN and GENEVE
6081 VXLAN and GENEVE
9000-9999 Host level services, including the node 

exporter on ports 9100-9101
TCP/UDP 30000-32767 Kubernetes NodePort

All Nodes to the Control Plane

Protocol Port Description

TCP 2379-2380 etcd server, peer, and metrics ports
6443 Kubernetes API
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Creating the Red Hat OpenShift Manifest and 
Ignition Configuration Files
1. Similar to other install environments, bare-metal installation 

also needs to provide an install-config.yaml file. 
a) Base and Plus configuration install-config.yaml:

apiVersion: v1
baseDomain: example.com 
compute:
- hyperthreading: Enabled   
  name: worker
  replicas: 0 
controlPlane:
  hyperthreading: Enabled   
  name: master 
  replicas: 3 
metadata:
  name: test
networking:
  clusterNetwork:
  - cidr: 10.128.0.0/14 
    hostPrefix: 23 
  networkType: OpenShiftSDN
  serviceNetwork: 
  - 172.30.0.0/16
platform: none: {} 
fips: false 
pullSecret: '{"auths": ...}' 
sshKey: ssh-ed25519 AAAA...

b) Edge (three-node) configuration install-config.
yaml:

apiVersion: v1
baseDomain: example.com
compute:
  name: worker
  platform: {}
  replicas: 0
controlPlane:
  hyperthreading: Enabled
  name: master
  replicas: 3
metadata:
  name: edge
networking:
  clusterNetworks:
  - cidr: 10.128.0.0/14
    hostPrefix: 23
  networkType: OpenShiftSDN
  serviceNetwork:
  - 172.31.0.0/16
platform: none: {}
fips: false
pullSecret: '{"auths": ...}' 
sshKey: ssh-ed25519 AAAA...

2. Next, generate the Red Hat OpenShift manifests for the 
cluster:
$ ./openshift-install create manifests --dir=<installation_
directory>

3. Modify the <installation_directory>/manifests/
cluster-scheduler-02-config.yml Red Hat 
OpenShift manifest file to prevent pods from being 
scheduled on the control plane machines. Open the 
<installation_directory>/manifests/cluster-
scheduler-02-config.yml file and locate the 
mastersSchedulable parameter. Set its value to False. If 
you are deploying an edge cluster, skip the following step 
to allow the masters to be schedulable.

4. Then, generate the Ignition configuration files:
$ ./openshift-install create ignition-configs 
--dir=<installation_directory>

Creating Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS Nodes
Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS-ready nodes must be 
provided before installing the OpenShift Container Platform 
cluster. The Linux CoreOS nodes can be created by an ISO 
image or network PXE booting.

Bare-Metal Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform 
Installation
The rest of the bare-metal installation is similar to installation 
in other environments. 

https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/4.4/installing/installing_bare_metal/installing-bare-metal.html#creating-machines-bare-metal
https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/4.4/installing/installing_bare_metal/installing-bare-metal.html#creating-machines-bare-metal
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 Note: Throughout this document, Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.

PostgreSQL is an open-source RDBMS that uses SQL. The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator is a Kubernetes-enabled platforms 
operator that automates and simplifies deploying and managing PostgreSQL clusters. It enables you to create and manage 
your own database-as-a-service in any public, private, or hybrid cloud infrastructure using easy-to-use interfaces. The 
Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator provides efficient management and automation of “Day 2” PostgreSQL operations.

The first step is to install the Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator. Once that is complete, you can create a PostgreSQL cluster.

PostgreSQL Cluster Creation
1. To create the PostgreSQL cluster, we used the pgo client 

pod previously deployed using Ansible. The pod is already 
configured to communicate with the operator. All pgo 
commands are executed from the pgo pod. The commands 
for creating a new primary PostgreSQL cluster member are 
shown below. 
$ oc exec -ti pgo-client-d85fff84b-v477x bash

 bash-4.2$ pgo create cluster mycluster -n 
postgresql
created cluster: mycluster
workflow id: a3bb97b6-a922-45f7-8783-8584456b2a56
database name: mycluster
users:
        username: testuser password: 
nBICR;0(,z9CI08+.uZosfir

2. Next, with the pgo client binary, create three additional 
replicas for the previously created primary cluster.
bash-4.2$ pgo scale mycluster --replica-count=3 -n 
postgresql
WARNING: Are you sure? (yes/no): yes
created Pgreplica mycluster-snaf
created Pgreplica mycluster-lxop
created Pgreplica mycluster-tigb

3. Finally, check the status of the PostgreSQL cluster.
bash-4.2$ pgo status mycluster -n postgresql
Databases:   5
Claims:      5
Total Volume Size:   50Gi
Database Images:
  4  registry.developers.crunchydata.com/
crunchydata/crunchy-postgres-ha:centos7-12.3-4.4.0
  1  registry.developers.crunchydata.com/
crunchydata/pgo-backrest-repo:centos7-4.4.0
  2  registry.developers.crunchydata.com/
crunchydata/pgo-backrest:centos7-4.4.0
Databases Not Ready:
Labels (count > 1): [count] [label]
 [7] [vendor=crunchydata]
 [5] [pg-cluster=mycluster]
 [4] [crunchy-pgha-scope=mycluster]
 [4] [pgo-version=4.4.0]
 [4] [workflowid=a3bb97b6-a922-45f7-8783-
8584456b2a56]
 [4] [pg-pod-anti-affinity=]
 [4] [crunchy_collect=false]
 [4] [pgo-pg-database=true]

The complete pgo client reference documentation can be 
found here.

Simplified documentation with common pgo client tasks 
can be found here.

PostgreSQL Databases Administration
To manage databases in the PostgreSQL cluster we can use 
pgAdmin 4, a graphical user interface that lets you work with 
PostgreSQL databases. The pgAdmin 4 web client can be 
deployed and synchronized with PostgreSQL clusters so that 
users can administrate their databases with their PostgreSQL 
username and password.

1. Once the PostgreSQL cluster is ready, create the 
pgAdmin 4 deployment using the pgo client.
$ oc exec -ti pgo-client-d85fff84b-v477x bash

 bash-4.2$ pgo create pgadmin mycluster --namespace 
postgresql
 mycluster pgAdmin addition scheduled

2. The pgAdmin 4 pod should be now deployed on the 
cluster. A corresponding Kubernetes service for the pod is 
also created.
$  oc get pods | grep pgadmin
mycluster-pgadmin-c6546c-gnccq  1/1  Running 0 94s
$  oc get svc | grep pgadmin
mycluster-pgadmin 172.31.32.28 <none> 5050/TCP 3m47s

3. To access the pgAdmin 4 web interface, we need to expose 
the service outside the Red Hat OpenShift cluster using route.
$ oc expose svc/mycluster-pgadmin
route.route.openshift.io/mycluster-pgadmin exposed
$ oc get route
 NAME: mycluster-pgadmin
 HOST/PORT: mycluster-pgadmin-postgresql.apps.
onprem1.ocp.public
 PATH   SERVICES     PORT   TERMINATION   WILDCARD
 mycluster-pgadmin   5050                 None

4. Point your browser at http://mycluster-pgadmin-postgresql.
apps.onprem1.ocp.public and use your database username 
and password to log in.

5. After successful login, you should see the web console of 
pgAdmin 4 as shown below.

6. If you do not need pgAdmin 4 deployment anymore, it can 
be removed with the pgo delete pgadmin command.

High-Performance, Resilient 
PostgreSQL Deployment

https://access.crunchydata.com/documentation/postgres-operator/4.4.1/pgo-client/reference/
https://access.crunchydata.com/documentation/postgres-operator/4.4.1/pgo-client/common-tasks/
http://mycluster-pgadmin-postgresql.apps.onprem1.ocp.public
http://mycluster-pgadmin-postgresql.apps.onprem1.ocp.public
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Performance and Resilience for PostgreSQL

PostgreSQL and Red Hat Collaboration Overview
As critical PostgreSQL database applications embrace 
cloud and container environments, retaining enterprise 
functionality remains a vital focus. Providing for business 
continuity is essential, as is protecting data against loss. 
Moreover, applications and the databases they depend on 
must continue to perform consistently in the face of any 
infrastructure failures, without significant degradations.

Together, technologies from Crunchy Data and Red Hat 
can enable organizations to deliver resilience for critical 
PostgreSQL applications. Crunchy Data provides a high-
availability PostgreSQL solution via the Crunchy PostgreSQL 
Operator for Red Hat OpenShift, offering replication, failover, 
and workload scalability at the database level. Designed for 
and with Red Hat OpenShift, OpenShift Data Foundation 
offers cloud-native software-defined storage that can 
provide storage redundancy and failover for PostgreSQL and 
other applications across multiple AWS availability zones—
without compromising performance.

Business Continuity for PostgreSQL Applications
PostgreSQL is one of the most popular databases in the 
Kubernetes domain, and its use is increasing. Designers can 
choose from sophisticated mechanisms to provide resilience 
and business continuity for PostgreSQL through the database 
itself, or through a resilient storage layer. Options include:

• The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator for Red Hat OpenShift. 
The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator for Red Hat OpenShift 
Kubernetes operator provides a means to create several 
PostgreSQL pods (multi-instance) with a single primary 
read-write PostgreSQL instance and multiple read-only 
replica PostgreSQL instances. The operator offers both 
database resilience as well as workload scalability through 
multiple secondary read-only instances. When a failure 
occurs, the Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator can promote a 
secondary instance to primary and continued operations.

• OpenShift Data Foundation. Based on container-native 
Ceph, Rook, and NooBaa technologies, OpenShift Data 
Foundation can provide storage resiliency for PostgreSQL 
deployments where replicating the database is not 
required. OpenShift Data Foundation can offer storage 
redundancy to a PostgreSQL pod (single instance). 
The same storage layer deployment can also provide 
resilient and scalable storage to other databases or other 
applications that need to store and access block, file, or 
object data.

As shown in Figure 5, these two approaches can be used 
individually as befits the needs of the application and 
business case or combined for maximum resiliency.

Database Replication
Multiple read-only 
replicas and 
workload scalability

Storage Replication
Block, file and object 

storage and resilience 
for all Red Hat 

OpenShift 
applications

Maximum Resiliency 
Combining Database 

and Storage Replication

Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator 
for Red Hat OpenShift

Red Hat OpenShift 
Data Foundation

Figure 5. The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator for Red Hat 
OpenShift and OpenShift Data Foundation can be used 
together or separately to achieve desired levels of resiliency.

This section describes testing conducted by Red Hat and 
Crunchy Data engineers. PostgreSQL database clusters 
were evaluated under load with induced failover events. The 
testing was conducted on AWS infrastructure using storage-
optimized AWS instances and support for direct-attached 
storage in Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage 4.3. Testing 
showed that OpenShift Data Foundation can achieve good 
performance while still maintaining 3x data replication, even 
when the application and the storage are replicated across 
multiple AWS availability zones for high availability and 
business continuity.12

PostgreSQL Running in Containers
Containers are highly portable, enabling container-
based applications to be deployed on multiple platforms 
and operating systems. The decoupling that containers 
provide allows developers to quickly deploy and manage 
applications at scale. With the rise in popularity in DevOps 
and container technologies, developers are looking to 
deploy applications and database code using CI/CD. Many 
container-based cloud-native applications use relational 
databases for persistent storage.

Crunchy Data is a leading provider of trusted open-source 
PostgreSQL technology, support, and enterprise training. 
Crunchy Data offers enterprise-ready open-source solutions—
including Crunchy PostgreSQL for Kubernetes—a cloud-agnostic, 
Kubernetes-native, enterprise PostgreSQL solution.

Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator Overview
PostgreSQL is ACID-compliant (referring to fundamental 
properties of atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability). 
It also has many built-in features to help with the ongoing 
operational management and durability of a database cluster. 
However, the core PostgreSQL database server leaves high-
availability implementations to external applications.

Crunchy Data developed the Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator 
as an open-source controller that runs within a Kubernetes 
cluster, providing a means to deploy and manage production-

https://db-engines.com/en/ranking
https://www.dbta.com/Columns/Next-Gen-Data-Management/The-Growth-of-PostgreSQL-as-a-Tier-1-RDBMS-141251.aspx
https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/crunchy-data-and-openshift-container-storage-for-PostgreSQL-detail
https://www.crunchydata.com/
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ready, Kubernetes-native, PostgreSQL clusters at scale. By 
abstracting and automating specific operational tasks, the 
Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator reduces the level of domain-
specific knowledge necessary to perform advanced tasks 
such as deploying highly-available clusters, managing disaster 
recovery settings, and applying PostgreSQL configurations.

From an enterprise user perspective, the Crunchy PostgreSQL 
Operator lets organizations confidently deploy PostgreSQL 
clusters that address common enterprise requirements such 
as auto-provisioning, high availability, disaster recovery, 
monitoring, and management. The Crunchy PostgreSQL 
Operator automates and simplifies deploying and managing 
open-source PostgreSQL clusters on Kubernetes and other 
Kubernetes-enabled platforms with features that include:
• PostgreSQL cluster provisioning
• High availability
• Disaster recovery
• Monitoring
• PostgreSQL user management
• Upgrade management
• Connection pooling and more

The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator makes it easy to rapidly 
deploy PostgreSQL-as-a-Service on Kubernetes-enabled 
platforms and allows further customizations, including:
• Selecting different storage classes for primary, replica, and 

backup storage
• Determining resource allocation for each PostgreSQL cluster
• Bringing your own trusted certificate authority (CA) for use 

with the Operator API server
• Overriding PostgreSQL configuration

High Availability Using the Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator
In the database context, high availability implies the ability to 
access a database without interruption. Certain events that 
could cause a database to become unavailable during normal 
operations include:
• A database storage (disk) failure or any other hardware failure
• A network event that renders the database unreachable
• Host operating system instability or crashes
• A corrupted key database file
• Total loss of a data center due to an outage or catastrophe

Planned downtime events can stem from normal operations, 
such as performing a minor upgrade, patching an operating 
system for security, upgrading hardware, or other maintenance.

High-availability systems for databases are architected to 
recover from these and many other kinds of situations. An 
archiving system, such as the one used for disaster recovery, 
should be in place as well. An archiving system should be 
able to do a PITR to ensure that a database can be reset to a 
specific point in the timeline before a disaster occurred.

The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator addresses these needs 
by integrating trusted and tested open-source components 
that provide a high-availability environment complete with 
disaster recovery features. These components build on core 
Kubernetes and PostgreSQL capabilities to perform the 
following functions:

• Detect downtime events using distributed consensus 
algorithms and failover to the most appropriate available 
instance

• Provide connection pooling, holding, and cutover to 
minimize any disruption to users and applications

• Provide continuous archiving of data to facilitate PITR
• Provide a variety of mechanisms to create backups that 

are both stored efficiently and can be restored quickly to 
achieve recovery point objectives (RPOs)

The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator provides for safe and 
automated failover to support enterprise high-availability 
requirements, backed by a distributed consensus-based 
high-availability solution. As a result, users can easily add or 
remove nodes to provide automatic failover and resiliency. 
Figure 6 provides a high-level perspective showing how 
Kubernetes interacts with the Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator 
to provide database replication and disaster recovery.

Each PostgreSQL database replica node has its container 
backed by its copy of the data in a persistent volume claim. 
Replica nodes in PostgreSQL can function as read-only nodes 
as well as failover targets for high availability. Any hardware or 
network failure event affecting the PostgreSQL primary node 
will cause failover to one of the available replicas, with that 
node then promoted to be the primary node.

Control Plane 1

Kubernetes Load Balancer

Control Plane 2 Control Plane 3

Primary 1

Replica 2

Node 1

Replica 1

Backup Repo 2

Node 2

Backup Repo 1

Primary 2

Node 3

Kubernetes

Figure 6. The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator allows for 
replication and backup.

Crunchy Data PostgreSQL and 
OpenShift Data Foundation
There are certain scenarios, however, where read-only 
replicas are not necessary. In those cases, OpenShift Data 
Foundation can be an effective solution for providing storage 
replication and high availability for PostgreSQL and features 
built-in replication for block, file, and object data. This ability 
allows PostgreSQL to be deployed as a standalone node with 
OpenShift Data Foundation providing storage replication 
(default 3x). In the event of a node failure or any other failure, 
the PostgreSQL pod will be rescheduled quickly to another 
node. It will become bonded to another OpenShift Data 
Foundation node with the persistent data intact.
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The sections that follow describe how the Crunchy 
PostgreSQL Operator works together with the Red Hat 
OpenShift Container Storage Operator.

Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage Operator
The OpenShift Container Storage Operator is a single 
meta-operator providing one interface for installation and 
management for three components, including:

• Ceph, as the storage building block providing all 
storage needs

• Rook, an operator to manage storage (Ceph) in a 
Kubernetes cluster

• NooBaa, an operator for a true multicloud object 
gateway and management

Direct-Attached Storage
With Ceph as the storage technology for OpenShift Data 
Foundation, performance directly correlates to the type of 
storage provided to the Ceph components. Direct-attached 
storage, now available from multiple public cloud vendors, 
offers compelling performance. AWS provides Storage 
Optimized Instances, offering storage devices directly 
connected to the instance (VM). Importantly, these devices 
are not shared among other instances. With support for 
direct-attached storage in Red Hat OpenShift Container 
Storage 4.3, the Ceph OSD pods consume storage locally 
attached to the node, instance, or VM where the OSD pods 
are running. 

Cluster Layout
For performance testing, Red Hat and Crunchy Data engineers 
chose to have three worker nodes dedicated to the Crunchy 
Data pods (the PostgreSQL databases) and three worker 
nodes dedicated to providing storage to these databases via 
OpenShift Data Foundation (the storage cluster). Nodes were 
configured as follows:

• Database nodes used AWS m5.4xlarge instances, each with 
64 GB of RAM and 16 vCPUs.

• Storage nodes used AWS i3en.2xlarge instances, each with 
64 GB of RAM, eight vCPUs, and two direct-attached 2.3 TB 
NVMe devices.

Tests ran on two separate clusters. One cluster was created 
within a single AWS Availability Zone (us-west-2b). The 
second cluster was spread across three AWS availability 
zones (us-west-2a/b/c). Figure 7 shows the single availability 
zone layout. Figure 8 illustrates the layout across multiple 
availability zones.

As shown, each OpenShift Data Foundation node contains 
two Ceph OSD pods. Each of these pods uses a single 
NVMe device, whether it is in a single or multiple availability 
zone environment. For the nodes running Crunchy Data 
PostgreSQL, we used a pod resource of four vCPUs and 16 GB 
of memory for requests and limits. As such, the configuration 
uses 12 vCPUs and 48 GB of RAM for the PostgreSQL pods. 
This approach retains extra resources in each node to be used 
by Red Hat OpenShift, or in case we need to migrate pods.
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Figure 7. Layout for a single availability zone.
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Figure 8. Layout for multi-availability zones.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/storage-optimized-instances.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/storage-optimized-instances.html
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Test Workload and Process
In Red Hat testing, Sysbench was used to benchmark the 
performance of the cluster. Engineers chose Sysbench 
because it closely emulates an online web application in 
processing I/O operations. A small bash script spread the 
Crunchy instances (PostgreSQL pods) equally among the 
three application worker nodes. Another bash script started 
statistics collection and Sysbench pods via Kubernetes jobs.

The initial Sysbench job loaded data into all the databases. 
With each database containing 400 tables of 1,000,000 rows, 
the resulting database saved to storage was 100 GB in size. 
Once the data was loaded into all the databases, a five-
minute Sysbench warmup ran in parallel on all nine Crunchy 
databases simultaneously. The warmup job consisted of 
70 percent read operations and 30 percent writes. 

Once the warm-up phase was complete, ten consecutive runs 
were started in parallel. Each job consisted of 70 percent 
reads and 30 percent writes. Each job ran for 10 minutes, 
followed by one minute of rest. In total, engineers collected 
100 minutes of Sysbench workload on each database, and 
in parallel across the nine Crunchy databases.

Performance Testing
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate performance for a single 
availability zone configuration as measured from PostgreSQL. 

Figure 9 shows average transactions per second (TPS) for the 
nine databases, the total TPS for the whole cluster, as well 
as average latency and 95th percentile latency per database. 
Figure 10 shows read and write IOPS across the Ceph RBDs. 
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Figure 9. TPS and latency for a single availability zone 
configuration.
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Figure 10. Performance for a single availability zone 
configuration.

Figure 11 shows TPS and latency data for the multi-availability 
zone configuration, with results that are highly similar to those 
obtained in a single availability zone (Figure 9). Figure 12 
shows OSD performance per node for a multi-availability zone 
configuration. Again, these results closely matched those for a 
single availability zone (Figure 10).
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Figure 11. TPS and latency for a multi-availability zone 
configuration.
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Figure 12. Performance for a multi-availability zone configuration.

Performance Summary
In summary, engineers made the following observations 
based on the testing:
• The OSD device per node shows a stable and consistent 

spread of IOPS between the databases. This behavior 
demonstrates that Ceph handles the RBD volumes equally 
among all the databases.

• Testing produced an average of roughly 50 TPS per 
database and 450 TPS for the entire cluster (all nine 
databases). These results are consistent with expectations 
based on the type of test (Sysbench 70r/30w), database size, 
the CPU and RAM resources per Crunchy pod (PostgreSQL 
database), and the number of Crunchy pods per node.

• Importantly, OpenShift Data Foundation kept the same 
performance capabilities when moving from a single 
availability zone to running across multi-availability zones. 
This finding is remarkable since the devices Ceph used were 
spread across three instances, with each instance located 
in a different availability zone. Latency is typically lowest 
within a single availability zone (such as servers located in 
the same rack or the same row in the data center). Latency 
is generally higher across multi-availability zones (such as 
servers in different rooms in the data center or in different 
data centers all together). OpenShift Data Foundation made 
these differences essentially moot.

https://github.com/akopytov/sysbench
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• Testing configured resources with headroom for flexibility. 
From the Red Hat OpenShift perspective, resources were 
retained in each instance to provide for failover. From 
the OpenShift Data Foundation perspective, the devices 
that the Ceph OSDs used averaged 90 percent utilization, 
leaving headroom for accommodating device failures.

Resilience and Business Continuity
Resilience is one of the greatest challenges for any enterprise 
application, and this is no different for a PostgreSQL 
database. Performance during failover is another critical 
aspect, since services must continue to operate at sufficient 
performance levels, even while underlying infrastructure 
services are down or recovering from failure. The Crunchy 
PostgreSQL Operator and the OpenShift Container Storage 
Operator work together to provide resilience that can help 
provide business continuity. This section provides results 
from testing and validating three common failure scenarios:

• Simulating human operator error (deleting a Ceph OSD pod)

• Simulating maintenance operations (rebooting an OpenShift 
Data Foundation instance)

• Simulating a node failure (shutting down an OpenShift Data 
Foundation instance)

All the scenarios were evaluated with the same infrastructure, 
cluster, and databases as used for the performance testing 
described above. Engineers also ran the same Sysbench 
workload continuously while triggering these failover scenarios.

Simulating Human Operator Error
Human error is a common source of downtime, and an 
important aspect to simulate and understand. OSDs are the 
building blocks of the Ceph data plane and the Ceph cluster 
consumes and aggregates all the OSDs into a logical storage 
layer for the application. In OpenShift Data Foundation, 
an OSD pod corresponds to a storage device that the 
Ceph cluster consumes. Accidentally deleting an OSD pod 
would result in losing a storage device momentarily. The 
AWS i3en.2xlarge instances used in testing each have two 
direct-attached NVMe devices. Two OSDs are run on each 
instance for six OSDs in total since three nodes were used for 
OpenShift Data Foundation.

The Rook operator monitors all the Ceph components and 
the configuration used Kubernetes deployments for the 
OSD pods. As such, deleting an OSD pod causes Kubernetes 
to immediately bring up another OSD to support the same 
NVMe device the deleted OSD pod had used before. In 
testing, the time it took for a new OSD pod to start averaged 
two to four seconds. In fact, recovery occurred so quickly in 
our tests that the Ceph cluster never required any kind of 
rebuild process and I/O operations were barely impacted.

As shown in Figure 13, the same Sysbench workload was run 
10 times within the single availability zone cluster. During 
each run, engineers failed one of the Ceph OSDs in the cluster 
by deleting one of the OSD pods. A different OSD pod was 
deleted in a random manner on each run at different points of 

the run timeline. The impact on performance was minimal, as 
demonstrated by the nearly identical performance both with 
and without deleting the pod.
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Figure 13. TPS with and without OSD pod deletion.

Simulating Maintenance Operations
Planned downtime for maintenance operations like security 
patching can also impact operations. In this scenario, we 
concentrate on rebooting a server, or in our case, an AWS 
instance. An instance reboot may be caused by scheduled 
maintenance or simply human error. The OpenShift Data 
Foundation cluster consisted of three AWS i3en.2xlarge 
instances with two OSDs each. As such, rebooting a node 
resulted in taking two Ceph OSDs down for one to two 
minutes. Kubernetes recognizes when the AWS instance 
reboots, notices when it is back up, and restarts all pods on it.

This failure scenario gave engineers the opportunity to study 
impacts to the workload (in terms of TPS), and also at the 
recovery time for the Ceph cluster after losing a full third of its 
OSDs. The impact of the recovery on the workload was also of 
interest. The scenario was run 10 times, as with the previous 
tests. The Sysbench workload had an average “io-pause”13 of 
about 10 seconds on all nine databases during the 10 runs.

To test the impact on recovery time, engineers needed to 
run the Sysbench workload for a longer period of time. While 
previous runs were 10 minutes, testing for this scenario 
increased the workload time to 65 minutes. Results from the 
testing are shown in Figure 14. The dark blue line represents 
the TPS performance per database while running during a 
reboot of an AWS instance (losing two Ceph OSDs). 
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Figure 14. Rebooting an instance with two OSD pods.
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Importantly, these results closely mirror those obtained when 
a single OSD was deleted. For all of the test runs, the time to 
complete the recovery was slightly less than 60 minutes. In 
this testing, there was negligible impact on the performance 
of the Sysbench workload during a Ceph cluster recovery, 
even though a third of the cluster devices were impacted.14

Simulating Maintenance Operations with More OSDs
Importantly, the OpenShift Data Foundation cluster under 
test represented a bare minimum from a Ceph cluster 
perspective. With only six devices for the OpenShift Data 
Foundation cluster (two in each AWS EC2 instance), this test 
temporarily removed a third of the devices. Larger OpenShift 
Data Foundation/Ceph clusters—with more nodes, more 
devices per node, or both—would realize a smaller impact. 
This is true not only for the impact on the transactions, but 
also for the recovery time. 

Because Ceph can handle significantly more OSDs than 
were deployed in the test cluster, engineers wanted to 
explore the impact on performance with more OSDs. An 
additional six AWS EC2 i3en.2xlarge instances were added 
to the OpenShift Data Foundation cluster. The same three 
instances were retained for the PostgreSQL databases (via 
the Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator). In fact, the database 
remained up and running while the additional storage 
instances were added. Figure 15 illustrates the impact of 
adding an additional six OSD nodes on TPS, I/O pause, and 
the full recovery of the cluster.
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Figure 15. Adding more OSDs to a cluster dramatically 
improves performance, reduces I/O pause, and achieves full 
recovery in less time.

The results showed that average TPS per database 
went from 42.6 TPS to 109.18 TPS, almost tripling the 
performance and moving the bottleneck to the compute 
resources on the instances running the database pods. 
More importantly, the I/O pause went from an average of 
10 seconds with only three OpenShift Data Foundation 
instances to an average of two seconds with the six 
additional instances. The full recovery time of the cluster 
went from roughly 59 minutes with three OpenShift Data 
Foundation nodes to 23 minutes with nine nodes.

These results demonstrate the power of decoupled 
software-defined storage. Storage resources can be scaled 
independently from computational (database) resources, 
potentially realizing dramatic performance gains.

Simulating a Node Failure
Node failure was the final resilience scenario tested. This 
scenario is particularly important because the AWS EC2 
storage instances have storage devices that are directly 
attached to these virtual instances for much better 
performance. This increased performance comes with a 
caveat—if the AWS instance is shut down and then started 
again, it will get new storage devices attached to it. Note that 
this is distinct from rebooting an AWS instance with direct-
attached storage. If an AWS storage instance is rebooted 
(either via the AWS console or the operating system) it will 
retain the same storage devices (as discussed in the section 
on Simulating Maintenance Operations).

With OpenShift Data Foundation and its inherent Ceph data 
replication, other copies of the data spread are distributed on 
other OSDs. In the event of an instance shutdown, OpenShift 
Data Foundation can automatically update the new direct-
attached devices to be part of the cluster. 

For the instance shutdown, test engineers reverted to a 
three-node OpenShift Data Foundation cluster. With the 
same Sysbench workload running as before, they performed 
an instance shutdown from the AWS console (though it can 
also be done from the operating system). The process is 
summarized here, and full details are provided in Appendix A. 

1. Under load, engineers shut down one of the OpenShift 
Data Foundation nodes.

2. After one minute, they used the console to restart the 
instance. When the instance came back online, it had two 
new NVMe devices.

3. Engineers then logged into the instance and updated 
symbolic links for the two new NVMe devices.

4. Next, the Red Hat OpenShift Local Storage Operator (LSO) 
LocalVolume CR was updated with the new NVMe device 
names.

Once the CR is saved, new symbolic links are created by the 
LSO, and the OpenShift Container Storage Operator will start 
to take action. In our testing, the new pods were created in 
a matter of seconds. At this point, Ceph will begin using the 
two new OSDs and will start to copy pages of Placement 
Groups to the new OSDs, making the new NVMe devices part 
of the existing OpenShift Data Foundation cluster. Resiliency 
will be restored to 100 percent (three copies). This rebuild 
process is very similar to what happened in our second test 
case (“rebooting an instance”) and it had no impact on the 
performance of the running workloads.
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 Note: Throughout this document, Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.

Conclusion
Running Crunchy Data PostgreSQL databases on OpenShift 
Data Foundation provides a simple, general solution to 
business continuity during infrastructure failure and data 
protection against loss. The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator 
provides a convenient mechanism to configure primary and 
replica database nodes, for database failover and workload 
scalability through multiple read-only database instances.

In instances where additional read-only database replicas are 
not required, resilience and data redundancy can be achieved 

by using OpenShift Data Foundation along with the Crunchy 
PostgreSQL Operator. Internal OpenShift Data Foundation 
data replication provides highly-available PostgreSQL. That 
replication can be easily extended across multiple AWS 
availability zones with little or no performance penalty to the 
application in terms of both TPS and latency, even during 
failover events. As a common storage services layer for Red 
Hat OpenShift, OpenShift Data Foundation can also provide 
this same data protection to other applications running in the 
same Red Hat OpenShift cluster.

The growing embrace of hybrid cloud environments is 
placing increased focus on cloud-native storage. Developers 
and data scientists need to architect and deploy container-
native storage rapidly, and per their organization’s 
governance needs. They need the ability to launch their 
data-intensive apps and machine-learning pipelines where 
it makes sense within the hybrid cloud, with a fundamental 
assumption of consistent data storage services. Those 
services must be inherently reliable and able to scale both 
in capacity and performance independently from the 
applications they support.

OpenShift Data Foundation now offers solution architects 
multiple deployment options to suit their specific needs. 
Traditional internal mode storage offers simplified 
management, deployment speed, and agility by deploying 
OpenShift Data Foundation pods within the OpenShift 
Container Platform cluster. External mode supports Ceph 
Storage clusters that are separate and independent from 
the OpenShift Container Platform cluster that consumes the 
storage. These are called external data nodes for OpenShift 
Data Foundation. The external mode option can serve 
multiple purposes, including:

• Providing centralized storage for multiple OpenShift 
Container Platform clusters.

• Scaling or tuning Ceph Storage outside the specifications 
available within an internal mode OpenShift Data 
Foundation cluster.

• Utilizing an existing Ceph Storage cluster.

• Sharing a Ceph Storage cluster between multiple OpenShift 
Container Platform clusters.

To characterize performance for different OpenShift Data 
Foundation modes, Red Hat engineers deployed both 
database and analytics workloads on an OpenShift Container 
Platform cluster built with the latest Intel Xeon processors and 
Intel SSD technology. For PostgreSQL testing, the external 
Ceph Storage cluster achieved greater performance and 
scalability, aided by high-performance Intel Optane SSD 
Data Center (DC) Series for storing Ceph metadata. For less 
I/O-intensive analytics workloads, testing showed that both 
internal and external mode configurations provided roughly 
equal performance when normalized for the number of drives.

Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation Internal and 
External Mode Deployment Options
Earlier releases of OpenShift Data Foundation were focused 
on a fully containerized Ceph cluster run with an OpenShift 
Container Platform cluster, optimized as necessary to provide 
block, file, or object storage with standard 3x replication. 
While this approach made it easy to deploy a fully integrated 
Ceph cluster within a Red Hat OpenShift environment, it 
presented several limitations:

• External Ceph clusters could not be accessed, potentially 
requiring redundant storage.

• A single OpenShift Data Foundation cluster was deployed 
per OpenShift Container Platform instance, so the storage 
layer could not be mutualized across multiple clusters.

• Internal mode storage had to respect some limits in terms of 
total capacity and number of drives, keeping organizations 
from exploiting Ceph’s petabyte-scale capacity.

Deployment Agility with  
Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation
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OpenShift Data Foundation external mode overcomes these 
issues by allowing OpenShift Container Platform to access a 
separate and independent Ceph Storage cluster (Figure 16). 
Together with traditional internal mode storage, solutions 
architects now have multiple deployment options to address 
their specific workload needs. These options preserve a 
common, consistent storage services interface to applications 
and workloads, while each provides distinct benefits:

• Internal mode schedules applications and OpenShift Data 
Foundation pods on the same Red Hat OpenShift cluster, 
offering simplified management, deployment, speed, 
and agility. OpenShift Data Foundation pods can either 
be converged onto the same nodes or disaggregated on 
different nodes, allowing organizations to balance Red Hat 
OpenShift compute and storage resources as they like.

• External mode decouples storage from Red Hat OpenShift 
clusters, allowing multiple OpenShift clusters to consume 
storage from a single, external Ceph Storage cluster that can 
be scaled and optimized as needs dictate.
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Figure 16. External mode allows OpenShift Data Foundation 
to access an external Red Hat Ceph Storage cluster.

Workloads and Cluster Configuration
Because OpenShift Data Foundation internal and external 
mode architectures differ in component configuration, data 
path, and networking, engineers wanted to verify that they both 
provide the same predictable and scalable Ceph performance 
across multiple workloads.

Workload Descriptions
To help guide organizations with architectural choices, Red 
Hat engineers wanted to compare the performance of two 
types of workloads—databases and analytics—across both 
internal and external mode configurations. The following 
workloads were evaluated:

• Database workload . The database workload consisted 
of multiple  Crunchy Data PostgreSQL  database instances 
queried by multiple  Sysbench multithreaded workload 
generators. The workload uses a block-based access 
method, and the principal measurement metric is 
aggregated TPS across all databases.

• Analytics workload . The analytics workload consisted of 
a selection of 56 I/O-intensive workloads from the  TPC-
DS benchmark , run by  Starburst Enterprise for Presto . This 
workload exercised object performance, with the primary 
metric being the time taken to complete all the queries 
(execution time).

Cluster Configuration
Both workloads were run on the same OpenShift Container 
Platform cluster, configured alternately with internal mode 
and external mode (see Table 13 and Figure 17). The two 
configurations were chosen based on the following criteria:

• Internal mode OpenShift Data Foundation clusters are 
typically smaller, with fewer nodes and drives, since they 
provide storage only to the supporting Red Hat OpenShift 
cluster. A three-node OpenShift Data Foundation cluster 
was used for internal mode testing.

• External mode storage clusters can be much larger, with 
more nodes and drives, since they are independent of 
limitations brought by the Red Hat OpenShift cluster. A 
six-node OpenShift Data Foundation cluster was used for 
external mode testing. The external mode configuration 
also evaluated placing Ceph Storage metadata on separate 
high-performance Intel Optane SSDs.

https://www.crunchydata.com/products/crunchy-postgresql-for-kubernetes/
https://github.com/akopytov/sysbench
http://www.tpc.org/tpcds/
http://www.tpc.org/tpcds/
https://www.starburstdata.com/presto-enterprise/
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Table 13. Test Cluster with Internal Mode and External Mode Storage Plane Options

Control Plane Compute Plane Storage Plane

Resources Helper node, bootstrap node,  
Red Hat OpenShift Data 
Foundationa master node

OpenShift Data Foundation 
worker nodes

OpenShift Data Foundation 
internal cluster nodes

OpenShift Data Foundation 
external cluster nodes (Red Hat 
Ceph Storage)

Node Count 1+1+3 4 3 6

CPU 2x Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2699 v4 @2.20 GHz 2x Intel® Xeon® Gold 6142 processor @2.60 GHz

Memory 192 GB 256 GB 192 GB 192 GB

Metadata Drives N/A N/A
2x Intel® SSD D5-P4320 (7.68 TB, 
2.5-inch, PCIe 3.1 x4, 3D2, QLC)

2x Intel® Optane™ SSD DC 4800X 
(750 GB, ½ height PCIe x4)

Data Drives N/A N/A 8x Intel SSD D5-P4320 (7.68 TB, 
2.5-inch PCIe 3.1 x4, 3D2, QLC)

Red Hat OpenShift 
Cluster Network

2x 25 GbE SFP28 
(bonded)

Management Network 10 GbE

Operating System Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
CoreOS

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.2

Red Hat OpenShift 
Container Platform

v. 4.5.2

Red Hat OpenShift 
Data Foundation

N/A N/A v. 4.5 v. 4.5

Red Hat Ceph Storage N/A N/A N/A v. 4.1
a All references to “Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation” are synonymous with “Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage.”
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Figure 17. Red Hat test cluster configuration.

Intel Xeon Processors and SSDs
Intel technologies played a significant role in Red Hat testing. 
The test cluster employed the latest Intel Xeon Scalable 
processors and Intel SSD technology, including:

• Intel Xeon processor E5 family. Designed for architecting 
next-generation data centers, the Intel Xeon processor E5 
family delivers versatility across diverse workloads in the 
data center or cloud. The OpenShift Container Platform 
cluster under test ran on servers powered by Intel Xeon 
processor E5-2699 v4.

• Intel Xeon Scalable processors. OpenShift Data 
Foundation servers utilized servers equipped with two 
Intel Xeon Gold 6142 processors. These processors 
deliver workload-optimized performance and advanced 
reliability with the highest memory speed, capacity, and 
interconnects.

• Intel SSD D5-P4320. Intel SSD D5-P4320 were used as 
combined data and metadata drives for the internal mode 

testing, and as data drives for the external mode testing. 
As the industry’s first PCIe-enabled QLC drive for the data 
center, the Intel SSD D5-P4320 delivers large, affordable, and 
reliable storage. With 33 percent more bits than TLC,15 Intel® 
QLC NAND SSDs enable triple the storage consolidation 
compared to HDDs, leading to lower operational costs.

• Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X . For maximum scalability 
and reliability, Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X was used 
for metadata storage in external mode testing. Hosting 
metadata on high-speed storage is an effective means of 
enhancing Ceph Storage performance. The Intel Optane SSD 
DC P4800X represents an ideal storage tier that provides 
high performance, low latency, and predictably fast service 
to improve response times. Important for Ceph metadata, 
the Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X provides high endurance 
suitable for write-intensive applications like OLTP. Able to 
withstand heavy write traffic, the Intel SSD DC P4800X is 
ideal for a Red Hat Ceph Storage cluster utilized by OpenShift 
Data Foundation external mode.
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PostgreSQL Testing
To evaluate database performance within the OpenShift 
Container Platform, engineers employed Crunchy 
PostgreSQL on the test cluster, measuring performance using 
both OpenShift Data Foundation internal mode and external 
mode. Testing simulated multiple databases being queried by 
multiple clients for a variety of query types. To generate the 
workload, open-source Sherlock scripts were used to launch 
multiple PostgreSQL databases, which were exercised using 
the scriptable Sysbench multi-threaded benchmark tool.16

Crunchy PostgreSQL
Crunchy Data developed the Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator 
as an open-source controller that runs within a Kubernetes 
cluster, providing a means to deploy and manage production-
ready Kubernetes-native PostgreSQL clusters at scale. By 
abstracting and automating specific operational tasks, the 
Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator reduces the level of domain-
specific knowledge necessary to perform advanced tasks 
such as deploying highly-available clusters, managing 
disaster recovery settings, and applying PostgreSQL 
configurations.

The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator lets organizations 
confidently deploy PostgreSQL clusters that address common 
enterprise requirements such as auto-provisioning, high 
availability, disaster recovery, monitoring, and management. 
The Crunchy PostgreSQL Operator automates and simplifies 
deploying and managing open-source PostgreSQL clusters 
on Kubernetes and other Kubernetes-enabled platforms with 
features that include:
• PostgreSQL cluster provisioning
• High availability
• Disaster recovery
• Monitoring
• PostgreSQL user management
• Upgrade management
• Connection pooling and more

Default and Tuned Internal Mode Testing
Even within an OpenShift Container Platform cluster, tuning 
options can result in performance gains for data-intensive 
applications like PostgreSQL. Engineers compared a default 
OpenShift Data Foundation configuration with a tuned 
configuration. The two internal mode configurations were 
equipped as follows:
• Default configuration: 2x CPUs, 6 GB per Ceph OSD
• Tuned configuration: 6x CPUs, 16 GB per Ceph OSD

Figure 18 shows that aggregated TPS across all of the 
database instances was dramatically higher with the tuned 
configuration than with the default configuration. Moreover, 
performance scaled nicely as the number of worker nodes 
and PostgreSQL databases was quadrupled.
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Figure 18. Tuned internal mode configurations can provide 
performance scalability for PostgreSQL.

Comparing OpenShift Data Foundation 
Internal and External Modes
Engineers then compared performance with the OpenShift 
Data Foundation external mode, utilizing the external Red 
Hat Ceph Storage cluster. As discussed, the external cluster 
doubled the number of nodes in the Red Hat Ceph Storage 
cluster. In addition, Ceph metadata was stored on two 
Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X on each server. The resulting 
performance provided higher aggregated TPS above the tuned 
internal mode configuration for a given number of databases. 
Performance also scaled as the number of worker nodes and 
databases was quadrupled (see Figure 19).
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Figure 19. PostgreSQL on different OpenShift Data 
Foundation deployment modes.

https://github.com/sagyvolkov/sherlock
https://github.com/akopytov/sysbench
https://www.crunchydata.com/products/crunchy-postgresql-operator/
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TPC-DS Testing
The TPC Benchmark DS (TPC-DS) is a standardized 
benchmark that provides a representative evaluation of 
performance as a general-purpose decision support system. 
It includes data sets and queries that allow benchmarking of 
infrastructure by reporting query response times. This test is 
a good fit for simulating analytics workloads in a reproducible 
and objective manner. Out of the 100 queries provided by 
TPC-DS, Red Hat engineers selected 56 of the most I/O-
intensive queries to evaluate OpenShift Data Foundation.

Starburst Enterprise for Presto
In Red Hat testing, the selected TPC-DS queries were run 
by Starburst Enterprise for Presto—a modern solution built 
on the open-source Presto distributed SQL query engine. 
It harnesses the value of open-source Presto, one of the 
fastest distributed query engines available today. Presto was 
designed and written for interactive analytic queries against 
data sources of all sizes, ranging from gigabytes to petabytes. 
Starburst Enterprise for Presto approaches the speed of 
commercial data warehouses while scaling dramatically.

The Starburst Enterprise for Presto platform provides 
distributed query support for varied data sources, including:
• Apache Cassandra
• Hive (Apache HDFS)
• Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3, HDFS)
• Microsoft SQL Server
• MySQL
• PostgreSQL

TPC-DS Data Generation
Before the TPC-DS queries could be run, the cluster needed 
to be populated with data. The data generation methodology 
applied was the same for both OpenShift Data Foundation 
internal mode and external mode, as follows:

• A Presto cluster was deployed on the worker nodes using 
the Starburst Presto Kubernetes operator (running on four 
nodes).

• Eight Presto workers with 40 CPUs (fixed number, 
request=limit) and 120 GB of RAM were used to generate 
the data, using the TPC-DS connector included with 
Starburst Enterprise for Presto. This connector creates 
synthetic data sets at various scale factors (dataset sizes).

• The datasets were created in various sizes (1 GB, 10 GB, 
100 GB, 1 TB, and 3 TB), and creation time was measured 
for each of these.

Figure 20 illustrates data generation times measured on both 
the internal mode and the external mode clusters, with log 
scales along both axes. In general, data generation times 
were found to be highly similar for the two storage options.
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Figure 20. TPC-DS data generation time, eight workers.

TPC-DS Query Performance
Once the data was generated, engineers ran the subset of 56 
TPC-DS queries with the two different Presto configurations 
against the datasets created on the OpenShift Data 
Foundation internal-mode and external-mode clusters. 
Engineers used two configurations to run the queries:
• Eight Presto workers with 40 CPUs and 120 GB of RAM
• Four Presto workers with 80 CPUs and 240 GB of RAM

For the OpenShift Data Foundation external mode tests, two 
different configurations of RGW access were then tested: a 
single RGW as an S3 endpoint, and 12 RGWs behind a load-
balancer acting as the S3 endpoint. As shown in Figure 21, 
external mode runs generally performed at parity or slightly 
better than the results from all of these runs, demonstrating 
that organizations can reap the benefits of OpenShift Data 
Foundation external mode without sacrificing performance.
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Figure 21. TPC-DS benchmark, various runs (lower is better).

http://www.tpc.org/tpcds/
https://www.starburstdata.com/presto-on-kubernetes/
http://docs.starburstdata.com/latest/connector/tpcds.html
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 Note throughout this document Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.

In Q2 2020, Microsoft announced SQL Big Data Clusters (BDC) 
enablement for SQL Server, Spark, and HDFS deployment 
on both on-premises OpenShift as well as Azure Red Hat 
OpenShift. Use SQL Server Big Data Clusters to:

• Deploy scalable clusters of SQL Server, Spark, and HDFS 
containers running on Red Hat OpenShift.

• Read, write, and process big data from Transact-SQL or Spark.
• Easily combine and analyze high-value relational data with 

high-volume big data.
• Query external data sources.
• Store big data in HDFS managed by SQL Server.
• Query data from multiple external data sources through 

the cluster.
• Use the data for AI, machine learning, and other analysis tasks.
• Deploy and run applications in Big Data Clusters.
• Virtualize data with PolyBase. Query data from external SQL 

Server, Oracle, Teradata, MongoDB, and Open Database 
Connectivity (ODBC) data sources with external tables.

• Provide high availability for the SQL Server master instance 
and all databases by using Always On availability group 
technology.

Installation Documents
The Installation guide applies to existing Red Hat OpenShift 
clusters (both on-premises and Azure). There is a separate 
deployment method for Azure Red Hat OpenShift and BDC. 

On-premises Installation Summary
For on-premises deployment, the built-in custom-dev-test 
is selected in the process of creating configuration files (Note: 
that production deployments of BDC are advised to be based 
on the built-in openshift-prod.):
$ azdata bdc config init --source openshift-dev-test 
--target custom-openshift

Red Hat OpenShift’s specific configurations require a selection 
of the storageclass for Persistent Volumes. OpenShift Data 
Foundation provides ocs-storagecluster-ceph-rbd that 
should be used for that purpose:

    "storage": {
      "data": {
        "className": "ocs-storagecluster-ceph-rbd",
        "accessMode": "ReadWriteOnce",
        "size": "15Gi"
      },
      "logs": {
        "className": "ocs-storagecluster-ceph-rbd",
        "accessMode": "ReadWriteOnce",
        "size": "10Gi"
      },

Deployment is started using created configuration files:

$ export AZDATA_USERNAME=admin
$ export AZDATA_PASSWORD=bdc2019onPrem
$ azdata bdc create --config custom-openshift --accept-
eula yes

Upon successful deployment, it is recommended to login 
to the BDC cluster and check the health of all endpoints. An 
example output for a healthy cluster is on the next page.

Microsoft SQL Big Data Clusters

Conclusion
Data scientists and cloud-native app developers need their 
apps to work the same, wherever they are on the hybrid 
cloud, without variability in storage services capabilities. By 
offering a choice of internal mode and external mode storage 
for OpenShift Data Foundation, Red Hat gives organizations 
the flexibility they need without sacrificing performance.

Optimized external mode configurations can help data-
intensive apps like those based on PostgreSQL to improve 
performance and scale predictably as the number of 
worker nodes and databases grows. For less data-intensive 
applications such as the TPC-DS queries evaluated herein, 
organizations can enjoy the flexibility of external mode 
operation without compromising performance.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/big-data-cluster/deploy-get-started?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/big-data-cluster/concept-application-deployment?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/polybase/polybase-guide?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/big-data-cluster/deploy-openshift?view=sql-server-ver15/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/big-data-cluster/quickstart-big-data-cluster-deploy-aro?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/big-data-cluster/quickstart-big-data-cluster-deploy-aro?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/big-data-cluster/deploy-active-directory?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/big-data-cluster/deploy-openshift?view=sql-server-ver15#openshift-specific-settings-in-the-deployment-configuration-files
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example output for a healthy cluster

$ azdata login
Namespace: mssql-cluster
Logged in successfully to 'https://172.30.4.109:30080' in namespace 'mssql-cluster'. Setting active context to 'mssql-
cluster'.
$ azdata bdc status show
Mssql-cluster: ready                                              Health Status:  healthy
=========================================================================================
Services: READY                                                   Health Status:  healthy
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Servicename    State    Healthstatus    Details
 sql            READY    healthy         -
 hdfs           READY    healthy         -
 spark          READY    healthy         -
 control        READY    healthy         -
 gateway        READY    healthy         -
 app            READY    healthy         -

Sql Services: ready                                               Health Status:  healthy
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Resourcename    State    Healthstatus    Details
 master          ready    healthy         StatefulSet master is healthy
 compute-0       ready    healthy         StatefulSet compute-0 is healthy
 data-0          ready    healthy         StatefulSet data-0 is healthy
 storage-0       ready    healthy         StatefulSet storage-0 is healthy

Hdfs Services: ready                                              Health Status:  healthy
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Resourcename    State    Healthstatus    Details
 nmnode-0        ready    healthy         StatefulSet nmnode-0 is healthy
 storage-0       ready    healthy         StatefulSet storage-0 is healthy
 sparkhead       ready    healthy         StatefulSet sparkhead is healthy

Spark Services: ready                                             Health Status:  healthy
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Resourcename    State    Healthstatus    Details
 sparkhead       ready    healthy         StatefulSet sparkhead is healthy
 storage-0       ready    healthy         StatefulSet storage-0 is healthy

Control Services: ready                                           Health Status:  healthy
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Resourcename    State    Healthstatus    Details
 controldb       ready    healthy         StatefulSet controldb is healthy
 control         ready    healthy         ReplicaSet control is healthy
 metricsdc       ready    healthy         DaemonSet metricsdc is healthy
 metricsui       ready    healthy         ReplicaSet metricsui is healthy
 metricsdb       ready    healthy         StatefulSet metricsdb is healthy
 logsui          ready    healthy         ReplicaSet logsui is healthy
 logsdb          ready    healthy         StatefulSet logsdb is healthy
 mgmtproxy       ready    healthy         ReplicaSet mgmtproxy is healthy
 controlwd       ready    healthy         ReplicaSet controlwd is healthy

Gateway Services: ready                                           Health Status:  healthy
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Resourcename    State    Healthstatus    Details
 gateway         ready    healthy         StatefulSet gateway is healthy

App Services: ready                                               Health Status:  healthy
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Resourcename    State    Healthstatus    Details
 appproxy        ready    healthy         ReplicaSet appproxy is healthy
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 Note: Throughout this document, Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.

Apache Kafka is an open-source distributed publish-subscribe messaging system for fault-tolerant real-time data feeds. AMQ 
Streams integrates the features of Apache Kafka into the OpenShift Container Platform. The AMQ Streams Operator provides 
an easy way to install and maintain an Apache Kafka cluster and its components on OpenShift Container Platform.

Preparing an Apache Kafka Cluster with 
the AMQ Streams Operator
1. Install AMQ Streams from OperatorHub.
2. Create a KafkaCluster resource. kafkacluster.yaml

apiVersion: kafka.strimzi.io/v1beta1 
kind: Kafka
metadata:
  name: kafka-cluster
spec:
  kafka:
    version: 2.4.0
    replicas: 6
    resources:
      requests:
        memory: 8Gi
        cpu: 2
      limits:
        memory: 8Gi
        cpu: 2
    jvmOptions:
      -Xms: 8192m
      -Xmx: 8192m
    listeners:
      external:
        type: route
      plain: {}
      tls: {}
    config:
      offsets.topic.replication.factor: 3
      transaction.state.log.replication.factor: 3
      transaction.state.log.min.isr: 2
      log.message.format.version: “2.4”
    storage:
      type: persistent-claim
      size: 1G
      class: ocs-storagecluster-ceph-rbd
  zookeeper:
    replicas: 3
    resources:
      requests:
        memory: 8Gi
        cpu: 2
      limits:
        memory: 8Gi
        cpu: 2
    jvmOptions:
      -Xms: 8192m
      -Xmx: 8192m
    storage:
      type: persistent-claim
      size: 1G
      class: ocs-storagecluster-ceph-rbd
  entityOperator:
    topicOperator: {}
    userOperator: {}

3. Create a Kafka Topic for your data. kafkatopic.yaml
apiVersion: kafka.strimzi.io/v1beta1 
kind: KafkaTopic
metadata:
  name: credit-card-data
  labels:
    strimzi.io/cluster: kafka-cluster
spec:
  partitions: 12
  replicas: 2
  config:
    retention.ms: -1
    retention.bytes: -1

Loading Data into an Apache Kafka Topic
1. Download credit card data and add an ID column.

echo ‘”ID”’ > id.csv
seq 1 $(($(wc -l < creditcard.csv) - 1)) >> id.csv
paste -d “,” id.csv creditcard.csv > tmp && mv tmp 
creditcard.csv

2. Download the Spooldir CSV plugin and build your Apache 
Kafka Connect container image. Place the extracted plugin 
in the ./connect directory and the .csv file in the ./data 
directory and build your image:
FROM registry.redhat.io/amq7/amq-streams-kafka-24-
rhel7:1.5.0 
USER root:root
COPY ./connect/ /opt/kafka/plugins/
COPY ./data/ /data
RUN mkdir /data/finished /data/error
RUN chmod 777 -R /data
USER 1001

3. Push the new image to your registry and create Apache 
Kafka Connect with your image. kafkaconnect.yaml
apiVersion: kafka.strimzi.io/v1beta1 
kind: KafkaConnect
metadata:
  name: kafka-cluster
  annotations:
    strimzi.io/use-connector-resources: “true”
spec:
  image: image-registry.openshift-image-registry.svc:5000/
amq-streams/kafka-connect:0.2
  version: 2.5.0
  replicas: 1
  bootstrapServers: kafka-cluster-kafka-bootstrap:9093
  tls:
    trustedCertificates:
      - secretName: kafka-cluster-cluster-ca-cert
        certificate: ca.crt
  config:
    group.id: connect-cluster
    config.storage.topic: connect-cluster-configs
    offset.storage.topic: connect-cluster-offsets
    status.storage.topic: connect-cluster-status
    value.converter.schemas.enable: false
    key.converter.schemas.enable: false

4. Create the Apache Kafka Connector, which will upload your 
.csv to the Kafka Topic. kafkaconnector.yaml
apiVersion: kafka.strimzi.io/v1alpha1
kind: KafkaConnector
metadata:
  name: credit-card-connector
  labels:
    strimzi.io/cluster: kafka-cluster
spec:
  class: com.github.jcustenborder.kafka.connect.spooldir.
SpoolDirCsvSourceConnector
  tasksMax: 2
  config:
    input.path: “/data”
    input.file.pattern: creditcard.csv
    csv.first.row.as.header: true
    topic: credit-card-data
    error.path: “/data/error”
    finished.path: “/data/finished”
    halt.on.error: false
    schema.generation.enabled: true
    schema.generation.key.fields: “ID”

Streaming Analytics with Apache Kafka

https://www.kaggle.com/mlg-ulb/creditcardfraud/data?select=creditcard.csv
https://www.confluent.io/hub/jcustenborder/kafka-connect-spooldir
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 Note: Throughout this document, Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.

Analytics and AI Building Blocks
Enterprises need high-performance data analytics and 
AI to remain competitive. They require flexible solutions 
that can run traditional data analytics and AI applications. 
This reference implementation includes components that 
leverage performance optimizations to take advantage 
of Intel hardware in a Red Hat OpenShift infrastructure. 
Intel supports developing machine-learning workloads at 
multiple layers in the solution stack. These building blocks 
enable enterprises to quickly operationalize analytics, AI, 
and machine-learning workloads because they are already 
optimized for Intel architecture and have been verified with 
multiple production deployments. Therefore, enterprises 
can immediately begin to use them. 

This reference architecture demonstrates how to train a 
machine-learning model and then how it can be deployed on 
a hybrid cloud cluster. It also shows how Intel architecture-
optimized deep-learning libraries can be used to boost 
inference performance.

This section contains a short explanation of how Intel helps 
developers on multiple layers to build and optimize their 
analytics or AI solutions.

Intel® oneAPI Initiative
Modern workload diversity necessitates the need for 
architectural diversity; no single architecture is best for 
every workload. XPUs, including CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and 
other accelerators are required to extract high performance. 
Intel oneAPI products deliver the tools needed to deploy 
applications and solutions across these architectures. Its set 
of complementary toolkits—a base kit and specialty add-
ons—simplify programming and help developers improve 
efficiency and innovation. The core Intel oneAPI DPC++ 
Compiler and libraries implement the oneAPI industry 
specifications available at oneapi.com.

Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit (Beta) is a foundational kit that 
enables developers of all types to build, test, and deploy 
performance-driven, data-centric applications across 
CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs. 

In addition, there are domain-specific toolkits that can be used 
for specialized workloads that are powered or based on the 
oneAPI Base Toolkit. Toolkit examples include the following:

• Intel® AI Analytics Toolkit (Beta) for accelerating end-to-end 
machine-learning and data science pipelines:

 n Intel® Optimization for TensorFlow
 n PyTorch Optimized for Intel Technology
 n Intel® Distribution for Python
 n Intel® Optimization of Modin (available through 
Anaconda only)

 n Model Zoo for Intel® architecture
 n Intel® AI Quantization Tools for TensorFlow

• Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit for deploying high-
performance inference applications from device to cloud. 
This toolkit includes:

 n OpenCV: Optimized Functions for Intel® Accelerators
 n Intel® Deep Learning Deployment Toolkit
 n Inference Support
 n Deep Learning Workbench

• Intel® oneAPI DL Framework Developer Toolkit (Beta) for 
building deep-learning frameworks or customizing existing 
ones. This toolkit includes:

 n Intel® oneAPI Collective Communications Library
 n Intel® oneAPI Deep Neural Network Library

Model Zoo for Intel® Architecture
For this reference implementation, deep-learning models 
are used that contain Intel optimizations for running deep-
learning workloads on Intel Xeon Scalable processors. To 
accelerate deep-learning workload development, Intel 
open-sourced a repository of those models, called Model 
Zoo for Intel® Architecture. The repository contains links 
to pre-trained models, sample scripts, best practices, and 
tutorials for open-source machine-learning models. It helps 
developers run Intel architecture-optimized models on Intel 
hardware in the cloud or on bare metal.

The models include common use cases, like image recognition, 
image segmentation, object detection, language translation and 
others. This reference implementation demonstrates the usage 
of deep-learning inference by deploying image classification 
Inception-v3 and ResNet50 neural network topologies.

Intel® DL Boost
This technology extends the Intel AVX-512 to accelerate AI and 
deep-learning inference workloads. Compute-intensive use 
cases such as voice recognition can significantly benefit from 
this new embedded AI acceleration technology—it can speed 
deep-learning inference throughput by up to 30X, compared 
to a previous-generation Intel Xeon Scalable processor.17

Machine Learning with H2O Sparkling Water: 
A Fraud Detection Use Case
The following components are used to implement machine 
learning with H2O Sparkling Water: 

• H2O is an open-source solution containing a collection 
of in-memory machine-learning algorithms. This product 
consists of tools built for data scientists, with R and Python 
support. More information on H2O can be found in the 
Introduction section of the H2O-AI Reference Architecture 
document and on the official H2O website.

• Apache Spark is an engine created for large-data 
processing. This solution offers unification and scalability 
by running jobs, flows, and applications written in Java, 
Scala, Python, or R in a distributed, multi-node manner.

Machine-Learning Workloads

https://www.oneapi.com/
https://github.com/IntelAI/models
https://github.com/IntelAI/models
https://builders.intel.com/docs/aibuilders/accelerate-ai-development-with-h2o-ai-on-intel-architecture-brief.pdf
https://www.h2o.ai/
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• Sparkling Water combines Spark and H2O’s capabilities, 
allowing you to run in-memory machine-learning workloads 
in a distributed environment of Spark. Technical details 
and diagrams showing the relationship between Spark and 
H2O can be found in the H2O-AI Reference Architecture 
document (“Open-source H2O” section).

• Spark Operator is a special method of providing a 
Spark cluster to OpenShift Container Platform. It allows 
configuring and managing the cluster.

• Spark Streaming is an extension that allows stream-
processing on Spark. For example, data can be delivered 
and pushed after processing from/to AMQ Streams, Kafka, 
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and more.

• Jupyter Notebook is a tool that allows code to run from a 
convenient browser-based user interface. It can run your 
R or Python code partially or all at once. It allows changing 
parts of your solution during the run. Jupyter Notebook 
is a great tool for experiments and code sharing. The 
application has built-in big data libraries and supports 
Spark, TensorFlow, and many other machine-learning 
frameworks. Jupyter Notebook can be integrated with the 
Red Hat OpenShift authentication mechanism.

• AMQ Streams is a high-performance streaming platform 
based on Apache Kafka.

• PostgreSQL is an open-source object-relational database.

• PostgreSQL Operator is a convenient method of providing 
PostgreSQL over OpenShift Container Platform.

Example Financial Fraud Detection Flow –  
High-Level Description
The example focuses on transaction fraud detection. It 
consists of three parts:

1. Initial model training
2. Real-time fraud detection flow
3. Model retraining

Initial Model Training 
For this example, we assume a financial institution has a 
collection of transactions data. Based on this dataset, a 
model can be trained using Sparkling Water. The trained 
model can be exported as an H2O MOJO file and then 
eventually used for inference. For more information on 
MOJO files, see the H2O documentation.

Real-Time Fraud Detection 
When a transaction is made, data is sent via AMQ Streams 
(spawned in the cloud) to a custom application with the Spark 
Streaming module. Having the AMQ Streams component in 
the cloud can prevent connectivity issues because you can 
easily configure the environment to be both widely available 
and security-enabled. Data can be analyzed, filtered, 
combined, and so on; exactly how the data is used depends 
on the developer that delivers the application. For example, 
data might need to be added to a specific record. Transaction 
data usually contains only a card number, cardholder name, 
and location. Combining this information with the last 
transactions of the user or some other data can be done with 
the help of Spark Streaming in this step.

In our case, however, the data flow is simplified for clarity, 
so it assumes that all data is sent using AMQ Streams. The 
Spark Streaming application pushes data to PostgreSQL 
to maintain transaction history. Also, a prediction is made 
using the custom model and application. If the transaction is 
suspicious, a consultant is alerted. The financial institution 
can contact the customer and determine if the transaction is 
fraudulent. The consultant can label the data in PostgreSQL 
based on the customer’s response. The transaction can also 
be blocked automatically based on the prediction. The entire 
work flow, including the physical components that handle 
each stage, are shown in Figure 22.

Model Retraining 
After some time, when more data is collected, the model can 
be retrained for better accuracy. This process is similar to the 
initial model training. The retrained model then replaces the 
old one.

Summary 
This example illustrates that the system components and 
platforms described in this reference implementation are 
capable of handling data flows with different complexity levels. 
There are many ways to improve and extend the example, 
depending on the specific case. Note that this is only one of 
many possible solutions that fit the ecosystem provided in this 
reference implementation. It is both simplified and specific. 
Every flow should always be considered individually.

Spark Streaming
Application
Data Processing

Model Serving
Application

Sparkling Water
Model Training
(On Demand)

PostgreSQL
Data Storage

On PremisesCloud

AMQ Streams
Data Transfer

Transaction Data Transaction Data

Transaction Data
Fraud Alert

Fraud Alert

Model Usage

Model
Deployment

Transaction 
Generator Used 

for Testing

Figure 22. We used well-known and well-documented components to conduct our financial fraud detection testing.

https://builders.intel.com/docs/aibuilders/accelerate-ai-development-with-h2o-ai-on-intel-architecture-brief.pdf
https://h2o-release.s3.amazonaws.com/h2o/rel-ueno/2/docs-website/h2o-docs/pojo-quick-start.html
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Experiments Reproduction
The flow consists mainly of well-known and documented 
third-party components. The high-level view and 
dependencies are shown in Figure 22.

The choice of components that are widely known and easily 
available on the market makes this flow easy to reuse and 
adapt. Details on how to set up all components are provided in 
this section. Here are the components and how they are used:

• Transactions generator. The application that artificially 
creates transaction data and sends them to AMQ Streams 
was used in this example. It was deployed on the cloud 
with the Red Hat OpenShift user interface and a prepared 
YAML file.

• AMQ Streams. This component was deployed with the AMQ 
Streams Operator. Detailed instruction is available on the 
operator’s website. Remember to create the necessary topics.

• PostgreSQL. The flow uses the PostgreSQL database as a 
machine-learning dataset source and as a destination for 
inference results. Refer to the “High-Performance, Resilient 
PostgreSQL Deployment” section for details about setting 
up the database on the Red Hat OpenShift platform.

• Spark Streaming application.  The Apache Spark cluster 
necessary for the application can be spawned with Spark 
Operator in the Red Hat OpenShift user interface. Again, 
this process is described on the developer’s website.

• Spawning the application. This step requires creating 
the Scala JAR package containing the application. Then, 
the Docker image should be built. For convenience, it can 
be pushed to the repository. Deploying the application 
requires slight modifications to the operator’s original 
YAML files. Refer to the Running Spark Streaming Application 
(Deployment) and Running Spark Streaming Application 
(Service) sections in Appendix F for YAML file source 
code. This application uses Spark Streaming mechanisms 
(libraries) to connect to both AMQ Streams and PostgreSQL.

• Model serving application. This custom application allows 
the model to be used. It was spawned on the cluster using 
the Kubernetes deployment mechanism. First, a suitable 
image must be created and pushed to the repository. 
Then, using the YAML file, the application can be started 
on the cluster. The example YAML file for the application 
deployment is provided in the Model Serving Application 
(Deployment and Service) section in Appendix F. Note that 
in our example, the application was spawned on-premises. 
However, it could also be deployed on the edge or in the 
cloud, depending on the flow and requirements. Also note 
that many instances can be used independently.

There are several ways to deliver the model to the model 
serving application. For example, the user can build an 
image that contains the model in it. Another way is to use 
a shared resource like a common path or S3 bucket. The 
delivery mechanism can vary, depending on the specific 
deployment and whether it is on-premises or in the cloud.

Sparkling Water
There are two ways to create a Sparkling Water application 
and perform the training manual and automated.

Manual
This method is simple, because it uses the Red Hat OpenShift 
user interface and the Open Data Hub Operator. Red Hat 
OpenShift defines an operator as a method of managing and 
deploying Kubernetes-native applications. A full explanation 
can be found on the Red Hat OpenShift web page. With just 
a few clicks in the Red Hat OpenShift user interface, the 
whole stack of different components is deployed. By creating 
an instance of Open Data Hub, the following set of tools is 
spawned: Grafana, Jupyter Notebook, Prometheus, Spark 
master node, and Spark worker nodes. In the manual example, 
we used Jupyter Notebook to spawn a Sparkling Water instance 
on Spark and Prometheus, using Grafana to monitor the cluster. 
Jupyter Notebook allows you to spawn a Sparkling Water 
instance with just a few lines of Python code. You can create 
a notebook and write the code directly in the user interface. 
Jupyter Notebook spawned by the Open Data Hub Operator 
contains dependencies that allow the Spark connections to 
be created, so you don’t have to install them yourself. This 
approach is very convenient while experimenting with the 
workflow, datasets, and code. It also allows the automation of 
some of the steps of the workflow, if necessary. Our example 
uses Jupyter Notebook to create Python code that spawns 
Sparkling Water and uploads the dataset to it. The code is 
included as Appendix G. Either a file or a PostgreSQL table can 
be used as a data source.

Automated
This method is more advanced than the manual method, 
but offers additional features. This method is recommended 
when the model must be often retrained. In this scenario, 
Scala's "fat JAR" with all dependencies should be created. 
Again, the image with the JAR file must be created and 
pushed to the repository. Everything can then be run with 
one YAML file. The example content of it is provided in the 
Sparkling Water – Spark Application section in Appendix F. 
This method spawns a Sparkling Water cluster on demand 
and stops it when the training is over.

https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_amq/7.5/html/evaluating_amq_streams_on_openshift/index
https://github.com/radanalyticsio/spark-operator
https://www.openshift.com/learn/topics/operators
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Inference with Intel Architecture-Optimized 
Containers Running the TensorFlow Benchmark
Image classification is one of the most popular use cases 
for deep learning. Our tests benchmarked inference of the 
ResNet 50 v1.5 topology, using the TensorFlow distribution 
with a batch size of 256 from the Intel architecture-optimized 
containers (Intel Optimized TensorFlow) with Intel’s Model Zoo 
pretrained models. 

We ran the following experiments on a Red Hat OpenShift 
Kubernetes cluster:

• Testing the impact on inference throughput of Intel 
AVX-512 with VNNI for int8 precision, compared to fp32 
precision throughput. 

• Comparing the performance of Intel Optimization for 
TensorFlow with a default TensorFlow container to illustrate 
how optimizations can impact throughput of inference.

• Checking throughput scaling with more pods working 
in parallel.

Comparing Throughput of int8 versus fp32 Precision 
We tested one pod with 76 CPU cores assigned to it, which 
corresponds to full utilization of one Kubernetes node. 
ResNet 50 v1.5 topology showed improved throughput using 
int8 precision. Figure 23 shows the test results achieved for a 
batch size of 256.18
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Figure 23. With a small loss of precision, the Intel® 
Optimization for TensorFlow container quadrupled 
the throughput.18

Comparing Intel Optimization for TensorFlow to 
Default TensorFlow
The next experiment was to compare Intel Optimization 
for TensorFlow with the default version of TensorFlow. We 
wanted to illustrate how optimizations can impact inference 
throughput. Like the previous experiment, we used one 
pod with 76 CPU cores assigned to it, which corresponds 
to full utilization of one Kubernetes node. Figure 24 shows 

improvement of Intel Optimization for TensorFlow over the 
default version of TensorFlow.19
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Figure 24. Intel® Optimization for TensorFlow provides twice 
the throughput as the default version of TensorFlow.19

Demonstrating Scalability
The last experiment was to check throughput scaling with 
more pods. We ran the same benchmarks on three pods in 
parallel, each with 76 CPU cores (which fully utilized three 
Kubernetes nodes). Ideally, we would obtain a 2x and 3x 
improvement in throughput. Figure 25 shows that scalability 
of our solution closely matched the ideal scalability goal 
(using a batch size of 256).20
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Figure 25. As the number of Kubernetes nodes increases, 
throughput scales nearly linearly.20

Conclusions from Our Test Results
Figures 23, 24, and 25 show that optimizations for Intel 
architecture increase throughput performance significantly—
enabling organizations to uncover business insights faster. 
With a slight reduction in accuracy of the model using int8 
precision instead of fp32 precision, you can get up to a 
4X throughput improvement on the Intel Optimization for 
TensorFlow container. Intel Optimization for TensorFlow also 
double the performance compared to the default TensorFlow 
container. By combining the performance boost of using int8 
precision and the Intel Optimization for TensorFlow, you can 
expect to see substantial performance improvement. 

The scaling experiments confirmed that scaling to more nodes 
is nearly linear. Overall, taking advantage of Intel architecture-
optimized containers can improve machine-learning inference 
throughput. And the more nodes you use, the more throughput 
you will get.

https://hub.docker.com/r/intelaipg/intel-optimized-tensorflow
https://github.com/IntelAI/models/tree/master/benchmarks
https://hub.docker.com/r/tensorflow/tensorflow/
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Recreating Our Experiments
The following instructions explain how to repeat our 
benchmark tests with one of the containers. Feel free to 
adjust values to your own needs.

1. First, you need to use SSH to connect to a node or VM 
connected to your Red Hat OpenShift environment. Then, 
determine if you have Podman (a Docker alternative from 
Red Hat) and Helm 3 installed on it. If not, install Podman 
and Helm 3 according to the documentation. When Podman 
and Helm 3 are ready, prepare a Dockerfile configuration file 
(intel-opt-tf.Dockerfile) with the following content:
FROM intelaipg/intel-optimized-tensorflow:1.15.0-mkl-py3

RUN mkdir /tf && cd /tf
RUN apt-get update && apt-get install -y numactl google-
perftools wget git
RUN git clone --depth 1 https://github.com/tensorflow/
models.git /tf/tf_models
RUN git clone -b v1.5.0 --depth 1 https://github.com/
IntelAI/models.git /tf/intel-models
RUN wget -q -P /tf https://storage.googleapis.com/intel-
optimized-tensorflow/models/v1_5/resnet50v1_5_int8_
pretrained_model.pb
RUN wget -q -P /tf https://zenodo.org/record/2535873/
files/resnet50_v1.pb
RUN wget -q -P /tf https://storage.googleapis.com/
intel-optimized-tensorflow/models/v1_5/inceptionv3_int8_
pretrained_model.pb
RUN wget -q -P /tf https://storage.googleapis.com/
intel-optimized-tensorflow/models/v1_5/inceptionv3_fp32_
pretrained_model.pb

WORKDIR /tf
CMD ["/bin/bash"]

2. Next, build the container image and push it to your Red Hat 
OpenShift registry with the following commands (you need 
to adjust the values to your environment):
podman build -f intel-opt-tf.Dockerfile -t intel-
optimized-tensorflow:1.15.0-mkl-py3 .
podman login -u "${OPENSHIFT_REPO_USER}" -p "${OPENSHIFT_
REPO_PASS}" "${OPENSHIFT_REPO}"
podman tag intel-optimized-tensorflow:1.15.0-mkl-
py3 ${OPENSHIFT_REPO_PROJECT}/intel-optimized-
tensorflow:1.15.0-mkl-py3
podman push ${OPENSHIFT_REPO_PROJECT/intel-optimized-
tensorflow:1.15.0-mkl-py3

3. When Helm 3 is ready, run the helm create tf-benchmark 
command to create a Helm 3 Chart for deployment of 
the TensorFlow benchmark with an Intel architecture-
optimized container.

4. Inside the tf-benchmark directory, edit the files shown 
below (values.yaml, Chart.yaml) and on the following page 
(templates/job.yaml, templates/configmap.yaml), and 
copy/paste the content (you need to adjust the values to 
your environment).

5. When you have prepared the tf-benchmark Helm chart, 
run it on the Kubernetes cluster by running the following 
command:
oc new-project tf-benchmark
helm install --namespace tf-benchmark --name tf-benchmark

6. After this command, the Kubernetes job is spawned on the 
cluster. To obtain the benchmark output, run:
oc project tf-benchmark
kubectl get pods -l job-name=tf-benchmark -o name | xargs 
-n 1 kubectl logs

tf-benchmark directory files TO COPY (STEP 4)
values.yaml:
image:
  repository: ${OPENSHIFT_REPO_PROJECT/intel-optimized-tensorflow 
  tag: 1.15.0-mkl-py3

# How many jobs run in parallel on K8s
jobs: 1

# How many resources apply to pod in Guaranteed QoS class (requests==limits)
resources:
  cpu: "76"
  memory: "368Gi"

Chart.yaml:
apiVersion: v2
name: tf-benchmark
description: A Helm chart for Kubernetes
type: application
version: 0.1.0
appVersion: 1.0.0

https://podman.io/getting-started/installation.html
https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/4.4/cli_reference/helm_cli/getting-started-with-helm-on-openshift-container-platform.html#on-linux
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tf-benchmark directory files TO COPY (STEP 4)
templates/job.yaml:
apiVersion: batch/v1
kind: Job
metadata:
  labels:
    role: tf-benchmark
  name: tf-benchmark
spec:
  completions: {{ .Values.jobs }}
  parallelism: {{ .Values.jobs }}
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        role: tf-benchmark
      name: tf-benchmark
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: tf-benchmark
        image: {{ .Values.image.repository }}:{{ .Values.image.tag }}
        imagePullPolicy: Always
        resources:
          requests:
            cpu: {{ .Values.resources.cpu }}
            memory: {{ .Values.resources.memory }}
          limits:
            cpu: {{ .Values.resources.cpu }}
            memory: {{ .Values.resources.memory }}
        command:
        - "bash"
        args:
        - "/usr/local/bin/job.sh"
        volumeMounts:
        - name: usr-local-bin
          mountPath: "/usr/local/bin/job.sh"
          subPath: job.sh
      restartPolicy: Never
      volumes:
      - name: usr-local-bin
        configMap:
          name: tf-benchmark-job

templates/configmap.yaml:
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: tf-benchmark-job
data:
  job.sh: |
    #!/bin/bash

    #######################################
    # Run benchmark.
    # Arguments:
    #   $1 Filepath to model
    #   $2 Model name
    #   $3 Precision of the model
    #######################################
    function run_benchmark() {
    for batch_size in 1 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
    do
        benchmark_app_output="$(python3 /tf/intel-models/benchmarks/launch_benchmark.py --in-graph $1 --model-name $2 
--framework tensorflow --precision $3 --mode inference --batch-size ${batch_size} --benchmark-only 2>&1)"
        latency="$(echo $benchmark_app_output | sed -n 's/.*Latency: \([0-9]*\.[0-9]*\) ms.*/\1/p')"
        if [[ -z "${latency}" ]]; then
            latency='-1'
        fi
        fps="$(echo $benchmark_app_output | sed -n 's/.*[T,t]hroughput.*: \([0-9]*\.[0-9]*\) images\/sec.*/\1/p')"
        if [[ -z "${fps}" ]]; then
            fps='-1'
        fi
        echo "$2_$3,${batch_size},${fps},${latency}"
    done
    }

    echo "model_name,batch_size,fps,latency_ms"

    run_benchmark "/tf/resnet50v1_5_int8_pretrained_model.pb" "resnet50v1_5" "int8"
    run_benchmark "/tf/resnet50_v1.pb" "resnet50v1_5" "fp32"

    run_benchmark "/tf/inceptionv3_int8_pretrained_model.pb" "inceptionv3" "int8"
    run_benchmark "/tf/inceptionv3_fp32_pretrained_model.pb" "inceptionv3" "fp32"
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This section provides information necessary to verify the 
performance metrics for the Intel Reference Implementation 
for Cloud-Native Hybrid-Multicloud and SDN/NFV Built Using 
Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform, to ensure that there 
are no anomalies. The current Base and Plus solutions were 
tested with specific hardware and software configurations.21 
For performance baseline and performance verification, the 
Turbo enabled with C-states enabled settings are used to 
gather data for maximum performance configuration.

DPDK is a core platform technology component for 
Master Node, Base Worker Node, and Plus Worker Node 
configurations. As such, it is expected that a compliant 
system must implement the DPDK software and meet 
performance metrics, as defined in Appendix B.

Figure 26 illustrates SDN and NFV workload examples across 
all network locations, including centralize sites, regional 
points of presence (PoPs), remote central offices (COs), 
access COs, or customer premises. Each network location 
has different network throughput requirements as well 
as thermal and power conditions. Intel provides platform 
architecture solutions that span all levels of network location 
deployment with the same consistent Intel architecture 
software investment.

Performance Baseline Requirement
There are a few applications that are required to be executed 
once the system has been configured per the bill of materials, 
BIOS configuration, Intel® Advanced Technology configuration, 
and software stack configuration. The output of these 
applications provides a performance baseline on the system’s 
expected latency performance, memory bandwidth, and 
jitter. If the latency performance and memory bandwidth 
performance are outside the range as tabulated above, revisit 
the “Cluster Configuration” section to verify the validity of 
system components, BIOS settings, and software components.

Cyclictest
This reference implementation must demonstrate the 
NFVI system latency for the wake-up time of the threads 
running in the container as specified in Table 14. To validate 
conformance to this requirement, benchmarking must 

be performed using the cyclictest application running in a 
container. Appendix D provides information on running the 
cyclictest application.

Table 14. Cyclictest Performance Requirement Executed 
Inside the VM. Note: A real-time kernel is available from Red Hat for any 

workload that requires strict low latency and deterministic behavior. 

Latency 1 CPU 8 CPUs 

Minimum <5 µs <10 µs
Average <10 µs <15 µs

Memory Latency Checker – Reference Only
The Memory Latency Checker (MLC) is also required (Table 
15 and 16). Download the latest version and execute the 
application, unzip the tarball package, and go into the 
Linux folder and execute ./mlc or ./mlc_avx512.

Table 15. Memory Latency Checker 

Local Socket Remote Socket

Idle Latency <90 ns <150 ns
Memory Bandwidth Between 
Nodes within the System 
Using read-only traffic type

>100,000 MB/s >34,000 MB/s

Table 16. Peak Injection Memory Bandwidth Using All Threads 

Peak Injection Memory 
Bandwidth (1 MB/s)  
Using All Threads

Base 
Configuration

Plus 
Configuration

All Reads ~200,000 ~210,000
3:1 Reads-Writes ~200,000 ~200,000
2:1 Reads-Writes ~200,000 ~200,000
1:1 Reads-Writes ~190,000 ~190,000
Stream-Triad-Like ~170,000 ~170,000
Loaded Latencies Using Read-only 
Traffic Type with Delay=0

<250 ns <250 ns

L2-L2 HIT Latency <50 ns <50 ns
L2-L2 HITM Latency <50 ns <50 ns
Remote Socket L2-L2 HITM Latency 
Data Address on Writer Socket

~110 ns ~110 ns

Remote Socket L2-L2 HITM Latency 
Data Address on Reader Socket

<200 ns <200 ns

Customer 
Building

Network 
Application

15 km

Typical NFV Workload Deployed at Network Location
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Figure 26. SDN and NFV workloads per network location deployment.

NFV Performance Requirements

https://wiki.linuxfoundation.org/realtime/documentation/howto/tools/cyclictest/start
https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intelr-memory-latency-checker
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Jitter – Reference Only
The jitter application measures the variability of latency in 
the execution of a user space dummy loop with a dummy 
operation. Use the following steps to download the tool, 
build, and execute the tool, targeting an idle core:

1. git clone https://gerrit.fd.io/r/pma_tools 
2. cd pma_tools/jitter
3. make
4. ./jitter –c 2 –i 200

In the output, review the Inst_Jitter column; this should 
range from 5K to 100K if Max Performance Profile with Turbo 
Mode is enabled. When using Deterministic Performance in a 
BIOS setting, the jitter should not exceed 10K.

Intel QAT cpa_sample_code
The Intel QAT cpa_sample_code should be executed 
to ensure that the Intel QAT functionality is tested to the 
expected performance (Table 17). This test is not required 
for the Master Node. Refer to Appendix E for an example of 
verification information.

Table 17. Intel® QAT cpa_sample_code 

Intel® QAT Compressiona Encryptionb RSA2048c
PCIe 
Width

Base Worker Node Configuration

Intel® C626 Chipset 24 Gb/s 40 Gb/s 100 K/Ops x16
Intel QAT 8970 (PCIe) 
AIC or Equivalent 
Third-Party Intel C626 
Series Chipset Intel 
QAT-enabled PCIe AIC

34 Gb/s 40 Gb/s 100 K/Ops x8

Plus Worker Node Configuration

Intel C627 Chipset 54 Gb/s 100 Gb/s 100 K/Ops x16
Intel C628 Chipset 54 Gb/s 100 Gb/s 100 K/Ops x16

a Performance to be measured at 8 KB packet size
b Performance to be measured at 4 KB packet size
c Performance to be measured at 2 KB packet size

OpenSSL Speed Benchmark
The OpenSSL speed benchmark should be executed to perform 
Bulk Encryption with AES128-CBC HMAC-SHA1 and Public Key 
Exchange with RSA2048. Verify that the expected results are as 
shown in Table 18 to obtain a baseline for the performance of 
the system. This test is not required for the Master Node. Refer 
to Appendix E for an example of verification information.

Table 18. OpenSSL Speed Benchmark 

OpenSSL 
Benchmark

AES128-
CBCHMAC-SHA1a RSA2048 (1 Core)
Intel® QAT Intel QAT Software

Base Configuration 40 Gbps 100 K sign/s 1 K sign/s
Plus Configuration 100 Gbps 100 K sign/s 1 K sign/s

a Performance to be measured at 16 KB packet size

Packet Processing Performance Requirements
Systems compliant with this reference implementation must 
demonstrate a minimum packet processing performance as 
specified in Table 19, implementing DPDK to optimize packet 
processing performance. To validate conformance to the 
packet processing performance requirements, benchmarking 
must be performed using the DPDK L3 Forwarding application. 

The RFC2544, Benchmarking Methodology for Network 
Interconnect Devices Zero Packet Loss test case, is used to 
validate conformance. This test is used to determine the target 
platform throughput as defined in RFC1242, Benchmarking 
Terminology for Network Interconnection Devices. For this 
requirement, the RFC2544 test case uses DPDK L3 Forwarding 
application (see Appendix H) as the test application. Refer 
to Appendix H and the Benchmarking Methodology for 
Network Interconnect Devices, RFC2544, and Benchmarking 
Methodology for Network Interconnect Devices, RFC1242.

This reference implementation requires that the following 
KPIs be collected to ensure that these network use cases are 
meeting the expected performance. 

• SR-IOV Function DPDK application
• SR-IOV Function CNI application
• Topology manager for Kubernetes

Table 19. Network KPIs 

NIC Test Cases

Packet Rate  
Line Rate with 
Packet Size 256B

25 Gbps NIC PF Pass-through 90%
SRIOV DPDK APP 90%
SRIOV CNI APP 90%

2x 25 Gbps NIC Topology manager for k8s

Install SR-IOV Network Operator
A pod can achieve excellent network performance by using 
SR-IOV network devices, network attachments, and Multus. 
You can install the SR-IOV Network Operator on your cluster 
to manage SR-IOV network devices and network attachments 
using the OpenShift Container Platform command-line 
interface (CLI) or the web console. Here we provide an 
example of how to install the SR-IOV Network Operator using 
the OpenShift Container Platform web console:

1. In the OpenShift Container Platform web console, click 
Operators ➔ OperatorHub.

2. Choose SR-IOV Network Operator from the list of 
available Operators, and then click Install.

3. On the Create Operator Subscription page, under A 
specific namespace on the cluster, select openshift-
sriov-network-operator. Then click Subscribe.

https://wiki.fd.io/view/Pma_tools/jitter
http://www.dpdk.org/doc/guides/sample_app_ug/l3_forward.html
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Configure the SR-IOV Network Devices
1. Create the following SriovNetworkNodePolicy for each 

network device that will take advantage of DPDK:
# cat sriov-dpdk-policy.yaml
apiVersion: sriovnetwork.openshift.io/v1
kind: SriovNetworkNodePolicy
metadata:
  name: policy-dpdk
  namespace: openshift-sriov-network-operator
spec:
  deviceType: vfio-pci
  mtu: 1500
  nicSelector:
    deviceID: "158b"
    rootDevices:
    - 0000:18:00.0
    vendor: "8086"
  numVfs: 4
  priority: 90
  resourceName: intel_dpdk_res

2. Create the following SriovNetworkNodePolicy for 
network attachments:
# cat sriov-net-policy.yaml
apiVersion: sriovnetwork.openshift.io/v1
kind: SriovNetworkNodePolicy
metadata:
  name: policy-net
  namespace: openshift-sriov-network-operator
spec:
  deviceType: netdevice
  mtu: 1500
  nicSelector:
    deviceID: "158b"
    rootDevices:
    - 0000:18:00.1
    vendor: "8086"
  numVfs: 4
  priority: 90
  resourceName: intel_cni_res

3. Create the configuration for the IP address management 
(IPAM) CNI plug-in:
# cat sriov-net.yaml
apiVersion: sriovnetwork.openshift.io/v1
kind: SriovNetwork
metadata:
  name: sriov-net
  namespace: openshift-sriov-network-operator
spec:
  ipam: |
    {
      "type": "host-local",
      "subnet": "10.56.217.0/24",
      "rangeStart": "10.56.217.171",
      "rangeEnd": "10.56.217.181",
      "routes": [{
        "dst": "0.0.0.0/0"
      }],
      "gateway": "10.56.217.1"
    }
  vlan: 0
  resourceName: intel_cni_res

SR-IOV Function DPDK Performance Test
1. Create the pod spec file sriov-dpdk-res.yaml. 

In the example below, two virtualized functions are 
requested from the intel_dpdk_res resource that 
was created previously using the SR-IOV network device 
plug-in. This method assigns virtualized functions to the 
pod, without providing any interface configuration or 
IPAM. This makes it ideal for DPDK applications, where 
the configuration is done directly in the application.
# cat sriov-dpdk-res.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  generateName: sriov-testpmd-
spec:  # specification of the pod's contents
  containers:
  - name: sriov-testpmd
    image: testpmd:v1.0
    imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
    command: ["sleep", "infinity"]
    env:
    securityContext:
      privileged: true
      runAsUser: 0
    volumeMounts:
    - mountPath: "/usr/src/dpdk"
      name: dpdk-dir
    - mountPath: "/dev/hugepages"
      name: hugepage
    resources:
      limits:
        cpu: "8"
        memory: "2048Mi"
        hugepages-1Gi: 8Gi
        openshift.io/intel_dpdk_res: '2'
      requests:
        cpu: "8"
        memory: "2048Mi"
        hugepages-1Gi: 8Gi
        openshift.io/intel_dpdk_res: '2'
  restartPolicy: Never
  volumes:
  - hostPath:
      path: "/usr/src/dpdk"
    name: dpdk-dir
  - name: hugepage
    emptyDir:
      medium: HugePages

2. Create the pod from the master node using sriov-dpdk-
res.yaml:
# oc create -f sriov-dpdk-k8s.yaml
pod/sriov-testpmd-rjdjv created
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3. Inspect the pod environment; you can find the virtualized 
functions’ PCI addresses from the environment variables, 
shown below using the env command. The PCI addresses 
of the virtualized functions used by the pod are 
0000:af:0a.1 and 0000:af:02.0 in this example.
# 
oc exec -ti sriov-testpmd-rjdjv bash
root@sriov-testpmd-rjdjv:/# env
LS_COLORS=rs=0:di=01;34:ln=01;36:mh=00:pi=40;33:so=01;35:do=01;35: 
bd=40;33;01:cd=40;33;01:or=40;31;01:mi=00:su=37;41:sg=30;43:ca=30; 
41:tw=30;42:ow=34;42:st=37;44:ex=01;32:*.tar=01;31:*.tgz=01;31:*.a 
rc=01;31:*.arj=01;31:*.taz=01;31:*.lha=01;31:*.lz4=01;31:*.lzh=01; 
31:*.lzma=01;31:*.tlz=01;31:*.txz=01;31:*.tzo=01;31:*.t7z=01;31:*. 
zip=01;31:*.z=01;31:*.Z=01;31:*.dz=01;31:*.gz=01;31:*.lrz=01;31:*. 
lz=01;31:*.lzo=01;31:*.xz=01;31:*.zst=01;31:*.tzst=01;31:*.bz2=01; 
31:*.bz=01;31:*.tbz=01;31:*.tbz2=01;31:*.tz=01;31:*.deb=01;31:*.rp 
m=01;31:*.jar=01;31:*.war=01;31:*.ear=01;31:*.sar=01;31:*.rar=01;3 
1:*.alz=01;31:*.ace=01;31:*.zoo=01;31:*.cpio=01;31:*.7z=01;31:*.rz 
=01;31:*.cab=01;31:*.wim=01;31:*.swm=01;31:*.dwm=01;31:*.esd=01;31 
:*.jpg=01;35:*.jpeg=01;35:*.mjpg=01;35:*.mjpeg=01;35:*.gif=01;35:* 
.bmp=01;35:*.pbm=01;35:*.pgm=01;35:*.ppm=01;35:*.tga=01;35:*.xbm=0 
1;35:*.xpm=01;35:*.tif=01;35:*.tiff=01;35:*.png=01;35:*.svg=01;35:* 
.svgz=01;35:*.mng=01;35:*.pcx=01;35:*.mov=01;35:*.mpg=01;35:*.mpeg 
=01;35:*.m2v=01;35:*.mkv=01;35:*.webm=01;35:*.ogm=01;35:*.mp4=01;3 
5:*.m4v=01;35:*.mp4v=01;35:*.vob=01;35:*.qt=01;35:*.nuv=01;35:*.wm 
v=01;35:*.asf=01;35:*.rm=01;35:*.rmvb=01;35:*.flc=01;35:*.avi=01;35 
:*.fli=01;35:*.flv=01;35:*.gl=01;35:*.dl=01;35:*.xcf=01;35:*.xwd=01; 
35:*.yuv=01;35:*.cgm=01;35:*.emf=01;35:*.ogv=01;35:*.ogx=01;35:*.a 
ac=00;36:*.au=00;36:*.flac=00;36:*.m4a=00;36:*.mid=00;36:*.midi=00; 
36:*.mka=00;36:*.mp3=00;36:*.mpc=00;36:*.ogg=00;36:*.ra=00;36:*.wa 
v=00;36:*.oga=00;36:*.opus=00;36:*.spx=00;36:*.xspf=00;36:
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_PORT_8383_TCP_PORT=8383
OPERATOR_WEBHOOK_SERVICE_PORT=tcp://172.10.134.88:443
OPERATOR_WEBHOOK_SERVICE_PORT_443_TCP_PROTO=tcp
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_SERVICE_PORT_CR_METRICS=8686
NETWORK_RESOURCES_INJECTOR_SERVICE_PORT_443_TCP_ADDR=172.10.4.218
HOSTNAME=sriov-testpmd-rjdjv
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_SERVICE_PORT_HTTP_METRICS=8383
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_PORT_8686_TCP_PORT=8686
KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP_PROTO=tcp
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_SERVICE_HOST=172.10.178.92
KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP_ADDR=172.10.0.1
KUBERNETES_PORT=tcp://172.10.0.1:443
PWD=/
HOME=/root
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_PORT_8686_
TCP=tcp://172.10.178.92:8686
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_PORT_8383_TCP_PROTO=tcp
NETWORK_RESOURCES_INJECTOR_SERVICE_SERVICE_PORT=443
KUBERNETES_SERVICE_PORT_HTTPS=443
NETWORK_RESOURCES_INJECTOR_SERVICE_PORT_443_TCP_PORT=443
NETWORK_RESOURCES_INJECTOR_SERVICE_PORT_443_
TCP=tcp://172.10.4.218:443
KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP_PORT=443
OPERATOR_WEBHOOK_SERVICE_PORT_443_TCP=tcp://172.10.134.88:443
NETWORK_RESOURCES_INJECTOR_SERVICE_PORT=tcp://172.10.4.218:443
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_PORT=tcp://172.10.178.92:8383
KUBERNETES_PORT_443_TCP=tcp://172.10.0.1:443
OPERATOR_WEBHOOK_SERVICE_PORT_443_TCP_ADDR=172.10.134.88
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_PORT_8383_TCP_ADDR=172.10.178.92
PCIDEVICE_OPENSHIFT_IO_INTEL_DPDK_RES=0000:af:0a.1,0000:af:02.0
TERM=xterm
NSS_SDB_USE_CACHE=no
SHLVL=1
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_SERVICE_PORT=8383
KUBERNETES_SERVICE_PORT=443
OPERATOR_WEBHOOK_SERVICE_SERVICE_HOST=172.10.134.88
NETWORK_RESOURCES_INJECTOR_SERVICE_SERVICE_HOST=172.10.4.218
PATH=/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/bin
NETWORK_RESOURCES_INJECTOR_SERVICE_PORT_443_TCP_PROTO=tcp
OPERATOR_WEBHOOK_SERVICE_SERVICE_PORT=443
KUBERNETES_SERVICE_HOST=172.10.0.1
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_PORT_8686_TCP_PROTO=tcp
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_PORT_8383_
TCP=tcp://172.10.178.92:8383
OPERATOR_WEBHOOK_SERVICE_PORT_443_TCP_PORT=443
SRIOV_NETWORK_OPERATOR_METRICS_PORT_8686_TCP_ADDR=172.10.178.92
_=/usr/bin/env

We can use following setup to test the throughput: traffic 
generated by TRex flows through the SR-IOV VF of NIC port 0 
and directly passes through to the Testpmd pod. The traffic 
is forwarded by the Testpmd application and directly passes 
through to the SR-IOV VF of port 2 and is then sent back 
to the TRex server. Based on this topology (see Figure 27), 
the throughput performance is illustrated in both gigabits 
per second (Gbps) and million packets per second (Mpps),22 
as shown in Figures 28 and 29, respectively. The results of 
the test showed that the platform can achieve near-linear 
performance for large packet sizes.

Port 0

VF0

Hardware L2 Switch

VF1 VF2 VF3 VFn

Port 1

Port 0 Port 1

Test PMD Container TRex Traffic Generator

Red Hat OpenShift
Worker Node

TRex Traffic Generator

Port 0 Port 1

Figure 27. Test methodology for the SR-IOV function DPDK 
performance test.
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Figure 28. The SR-IOV function DPDK performance test 
results shown in Gbps.
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results shown in Mpps.
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SR-IOV Function CNI Performance Test
Figure 30 shows the test setup for the SR-IOV function CNI 
performance test.

iPerf Server iPerf Client

Red Hat OpenShift Worker Node

Port 0

Hardware L2 Switch

Port 1

Port 0 Port 1

VF0 VF1 VF2 VF3 VFn

Figure 30. Test methodology for the SR-IOV function CNI 
performance test.

Follow the procedure below:

1. Create a sample pod specification sriov-test.yaml file. 

In this example, sriov-net was configured for the SR-
IOV interface, which is already configured using the IPAM 
settings provided for the object.
# cat sriov-iperf.yaml
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
  generateName: sriov-iperf-
  annotations:
    k8s.v1.cni.cncf.io/networks: sriov-net
spec:  # specification of the pod's contents
  tolerations:
  - operator: "Exists"
  containers:
  - name: multus-multi-net-poc
    image: docker.io/networkstatic/iperf3
    command: ["top"]
    stdin: true
    tty: true
    resources:
      requests:
        openshift.io/intel_cni_res: '1'
      limits:
        openshift.io/intel_cni_res: '1'

2. Create two multiple network-based pods from the master 
node using sriov-test.yaml:
# oc create -f sriov-iperf.yaml -f sriov-iperf.yaml
pod/ sriov-iperf-jvj4l created
pod/ sriov-iperf-kxpw9 created

3. Retrieve the details of the running pod from the master:
# oc get pods
NAME                 READY     STATUS    RESTARTS AGE
sriov-iperf-jvj4l    1/1       Running   0        19m
sriov-iperf-kxpw9    1/1       Running   0        19m

4. Enter one of the pods to start the iPerf server:
# oc exec -ti sriov-iperf-kr6nc bash
root@sriov-iperf-kr6nc:/# ip address
1: lo: <LOOPBACK,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 65536 qdisc noqueue 
state UNKNOWN group default qlen 1000
    link/loopback 00:00:00:00:00:00 brd 00:00:00:00:00:00
    inet 127.0.0.1/8 scope host lo
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
    inet6 ::1/128 scope host
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
3: eth0@if32: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1450 
qdisc noqueue state UP group default
    link/ether 0a:58:0a:f0:04:0a brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
    inet 10.240.4.10/24 brd 10.240.4.255 scope global 
eth0
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
    inet6 fe80::bc4d:1ff:feff:51f6/64 scope link
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
27: net1: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 
qdisc mq state UP group default qlen 1000
    link/ether 22:ae:3c:ea:89:1d brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
    inet 10.56.217.173/24 brd 10.56.217.255 scope global 
net1
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
    inet6 fe80::20ae:3cff:feea:891d/64 scope link
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
root@sriov-iperf-kxpw9:/# iperf3 -s
--------------------------------------------------------
---
Server listening on 5201

5. Then enter another pod to start the iPerf client. The 
results showed that the platform can achieve near-linear 
performance.
# oc exec -ti sriov-iperf-jvj4l bash
root@sriov-iperf-jvj4l:/# iperf3 -c 10.56.217.171
Connecting to host 10.56.217.171, port 5201
[ 4] local 10.56.217.172 port 44498 connected to 
10.56.217.171 port 5201
[ID] Interval       Transfer    Bandwidth   Retr Cwnd
[ 4] 0.00-1.00sec  2.77GBytes 23.8Gbits/sec 102  807KBytes
[ 4] 1.00-2.00sec  2.23GBytes 19.2Gbits/sec   0  809KBytes
[ 4] 2.00-3.00sec  3.04GBytes 26.1Gbits/sec 131  612KBytes
[ 4] 3.00-4.00sec  2.90GBytes 24.9Gbits/sec  95  768KBytes
[ 4] 4.00-5.00sec  2.93GBytes 25.2Gbits/sec  77  807KBytes
[ 4] 5.00-6.00sec  2.25GBytes 19.3Gbits/sec   0  807KBytes
[ 4] 6.00-7.00sec  2.24GBytes 19.2Gbits/sec   0  809KBytes
[ 4] 7.00-8.00sec  2.22GBytes 19.0Gbits/sec   0  810KBytes
[ 4] 8.00-9.00sec  2.22GBytes 19.1Gbits/sec   0  812KBytes
[ 4] 9.00-10.00sec 2.24GBytes 19.2Gbits/sec   0  813KBytes
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
[ID] Interval      Transfer   Bandwidth     Retr  
[ 4] 0.00-10.00sec 25.0GBytes 21.5Gbits/sec  405 sender
[ 4] 0.00-10.00sec 25.0GBytes 21.5Gbits/sec      receiver

iperf Done.
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Intel QAT SSL Performance Requirement: HAProxy
Figure 31 shows the test setup for the Intel QAT SSL 
Performance test. Intel QAT hardware acceleration helps to 
offload the public key exchange for SSL layer 7 applications. 

K6 Traffic Generator

Red Hat OpenShift
Worker Node

TRex Traffic Generator

NGINX

HAProxy + QAT

Port 0 Port 1

Port 1 Port 2

HTTPHTTP

HTTPSHTTPS HTTPSHTTPS HTTPSHTTPSHTTPSHTTPS
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Hardware L2 Switch

VF1 VF2 VF3 VFn

Port 1 Port 2

Figure 31. Test methodology for the SSL with HAProxy and 
NGINX performance test.

For this reference implementation, systems must be able to 
demonstrate a relative performance gain for connections per 
second (CPS) of at least 300 percent (see Table 20), with the 
full software stack of HAProxy, which includes Intel QAT. If 
a system is using the Base configuration without Intel QAT, 
there is no specific requirement for CPS with the full software 
stack of HAProxy.

Table 20. SSL Layer 7 Performance Requirements 

SSL PKE with 
NGINX Application

Taskset to 1-Core with Hyper-Threading
Software Intel® QAT

Base Configuration 100+ CPS >300% of the software-only performance
Plus Configuration 100+ CPS >300% of the software-only performance

The test methodology implements the following to measure 
the relative CPS (without full performance tuning):
• HAProxy software stack using the Intel QAT engine and 

OpenSSL 1.1.0+
• Vegeta benchmarking client, which simulates client traffic to 

the proxy server (HAProxy with HTTPS workloads) and then 
to the backend server (NGINX with HTTP workloads)

The test measures the relative number of connection 
requests per second that the server can sustain without 
additional performance tuning.

Find the right solution for your organization. 
Contact your Intel representative or visit  
intel.com/redhat .

Learn More
You may find the following resources helpful:

• Red Hat and Intel Alliance
• Intel® Select Solutions for Red Hat OpenShift Container 

Platform
• Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform
• Red Hat OpenShift home page
• 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors
• Intel® Optane™ persistent memory
• Intel® SSD Data Center Family
• Intel® Ethernet 700 Series Network Adapters
• Intel® Builders
• Twitter #IntelBuilders

http://intel.com/redhat
https://www.redhat.com/en/partners/intel?sc_cid=70160000000q9dxAAA
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/solutions/select-solutions/cloud/red-hat-openshift-container-platform.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/solutions/select-solutions/cloud/red-hat-openshift-container-platform.html
http://redhat.com/en/technologies/cloud-computing/openshift
https://www.openshift.com/
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/docs/processors/xeon/2nd-gen-xeon-scalable-processors-brief.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/optane-dc-persistent-memory.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/memory-storage/solid-state-drives/data-center-ssds.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/details/ethernet/700-network-adapters.html
http://builders.intel.com/
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23intelbuilders
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 Note: Throughout this document, Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.

Appendix A: Instance Shutdown and 
Recovery Procedure
This section illustrates the instance shutdown testing process used in Red Hat testing in detail.

To execute the test, the workload was started and engineers waited several minutes before using the AWS console to shut 
down one of the Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation (formerly Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage) nodes. They then 
waited another minute and used the AWS console to restart the instance. Once the instance is again up and running and in the 
“Ready” state, two of the OSD pods are shown as not being in the “Running” state.

When the AWS i3en.2xlarge instance came back online it had two new NVMe devices. First, engineers needed to change the 
Red Hat OpenShift LSO persistent volumes to point to the new NVMe devices. To do this, engineers logged into the instance 
that was shutdown.23

After gaining access to the node, the symbolic link that the LSO created previously, before the node shutdown. The links are 
located at /mnt/local-storage/localblock and are named nvme1n1 and nvme2n1.

After the shutdown, the targets of these symbolic links are missing. These links must be deleted and replaced with links to the 
new NVMe devices that AWS provided to the new i3en instance once it was up and running again.

With the new NVMe devices, the LSO LocalVolume CR can be updated using the following command: 

oc edit LocalVolume local-block -n local-storage

As shown below, the devicePaths array still holds the “old” NVMe devices that the AWS instance had prior to the shutdown 
(the first two devices listed in the code below).
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The old devices can now be replaced with the two new devices that are associated with the new i3en instance.

Once the CR is saved, new symbolic links will be created by the LSO.

Once the symbolic links are recreated, the Ceph OSDs that were using the old devices must be deleted. OpenShift Data 
Foundation and the Rook operator will then recreate new OSDs and new OSD pods. The OpenShift Container Storage 
Operator has a specific built-in job template for this use case.24 Viewing the previous output of OSD pods, OSD numbers 4 and 
5 need to be deleted. 

Once the two jobs are completed, the OSDs are gone but the deployments, and thus, the pods still exist. They must be removed.

Once the deployments are deleted, which triggers a new reconcile of the Ceph cluster, CR will cause the OpenShift Data 
Foundation and Rook operators to take note and compare the current setup to the original OpenShift Data Foundation setup. 
They will notice that two OSDs are missing and will start deployment. The easiest way to perform this operation is to update 
the settings in the CR using the following command:

oc edit cephcluster ocs-storagecluster-cephcluster -n openshift-storage

Then look for “storageClassDeviceSets” and update the first “count” from “2” to “0” (it really doesn’t matter which 
storageClassDeviceSets you update, OpenShift Data Foundation will always compare the value to what was initially installed and 
make sure it’s at the same level, so if you edit the CR again, you’ll see the count is back at “2”)

In this example, two new deployments for OSD 4 and 5 were created and the corresponding osd-prepare and OSD pods were 
up and running. It is important to mention that the number of OSDs in the Ceph cluster can impact the timing of when you will 
actually see the new OSD pods being created.
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 Note: Throughout this document, Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.

Appendix B: Verification with  
TRex Packet Generator
This appendix outlines the methodology to set up and test DPDK with TRex as the packet generator.

For verification purposes, the following setup is required to execute the DPDK zero packet loss test case (refer to RFC2544, 
“Benchmarking Methodology for Network Interconnect Devices” in Appendix H). Refer to Figure B1 for the test setup.
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Figure B1. Test setup with TRex packet generator.

Procedure to Get Started
This section outlines procedures to install and configure TRex as the packet generator.

Install TRex (from the Bastion Node)
Refer to the TRex web page for installation instructions. Note: If the version of TRex is later than v2.27, enter the version 
number downloaded: 
$ mkdir trex
$ cd trex
$ wget http://trex-tgn.cisco.com/trex/release/v2.40.tar.gz
$ tar -xzvf v2.40.tar.gz

Configure TRex
The default configuration file name is /etc/trex_cfg.yaml. Note: Different NIC types are not supported in one config file.

1. Copy a basic configuration file from cfg folder to /etc folder:
$cp /<path>/trex/v2.40/cfg/simple_cfg.yaml /etc/trex_cfg.yaml

2. Edit the configuration file adding your NIC’s MAC addresses, IP addresses, and so forth.

Sample MAC-based trex.cfg.yaml 
(Base configuration)
For the Base configuration, a sample trex_cfg.yaml file 
looks like this:
- version         : 2
  interfaces      : ["18:00.0","18:00.1"]
  port_limit      : 2
  enable_zmq_pub  : true  # enable publisher for stats data
  c               : 4
# for system of 1Gb/sec NIC or VM enable this

  port_bandwidth_gb : 10  
# port bandwidth 10Gb/sec, for VM put here 1 for XL710 put 
40

  port_info       :  # set eh mac addr
    - dest_mac        :   [0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x03,0x15]
      src_mac         :   [0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00]
    - dest_mac        :   [0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x03,0x14]
      src_mac         :   [0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01]

Sample MAC-based trex.cfg.yaml  
(Plus configuration)
For the Plus configuration, the trex_cfg.yaml file may be 
modified to include more ports:
-- version       : 2
  interfaces     : ["18:00.0","18:00.1","18:00.2","18:00.3"]
  port_limit     : 4
  enable_zmq_pub : true  # enable publisher for stats data
  c              : 4
# for system of 1Gb/sec NIC or VM enable this

  port_bandwidth_gb : 10  
# port bandwidth 10Gb/sec, for VM put here 1 for XL710 put 
40

  port_info      :  # set eh mac addr
     - dest_mac        :   [0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x03,0x15]
       src_mac         :   [0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00]
     - dest_mac        :   [0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x03,0x14]
       src_mac         :   [0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x01]
     - dest_mac        :   [0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x03,0x17]
       src_mac         :   [0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x03]
     - dest_mac        :   [0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x03,0x16]
       src_mac         :   [0x02,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x02] 

https://trex-tgn.cisco.com/trex/doc/trex_manual.html#_download_and_installation
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Running TRex in Stateless Mode
In the TRex folder /<PATH>/trex/v2.40 enter the command:

$ ./t-rex-64 -i –c 4

TRex will use the config file from /etc/trex_cfg.yaml.

Running RFC2544 Python Test Script from Intel
Once TRex has been installed, RFC2544 scripts can be used for RFC2544 zero packet loss testing. 

1. On the TRex server in the trex directory, create a new <PATH>/trex/v2.40/rfc2544 directory.

2. Refer to Appendix H and download RFC2544, “Benchmarking Methodology for Network Interconnect Devices” scripts on the 
server into that directory. Note: The RFC2544 scripts are part of the Intel® NFVI Enabling Kit, refer to Appendix H.

3. Set up the environment for test.py by entering: 
$ export PYTHONPATH=/<PATH>/trex/v2.40/automation/trex_control_plane/stl

4. Run test.py by entering:
$ ./test.py --type in --packet 64,128,256,512,1024,1280,1518 --bitrate 1000000000 --output <CustomerName>_rfc2544.log

The parameters for test.py are:
• type = traffic type, basically this the file name’s first few characters for xxx_64.json
• bitrate = the exact bit rate for the TRex server to generate, i.e., 10 G = 10000000000
• packet = specify a single packet size, or a multiple packet size, for test.py to load as traffic based  

on files in _XXX.json or ipsec_XXX.json
• output = specify the location and file name to store output result i.e., <CustomerName>_rfc2544.log
Note: Modify test.py if needed.

5. Specify core for each port.

6. In test.py, modify the core mask variable if necessary, according to this example:
if self._params["warmup"] > 0;
    self._conn.start(ports=traffic_ports, mult=mult, duration=self._params["warmup"], core_mask-[0x3, 0xc])
    self._conn.wait_on_traffic(ports=traffic_ports, timeout=self._params["warmup"]=30)

self._conn.clear_stats()

self._conn.start(ports=traffic_ports, mult=mult, duration=self._params["duration"], core_mask-[0x3, 0xc])

Example:
• 0x3 =0011 and 0xC=1100 in binary, this is equivalent to lcore 2,3 for port 0 and 4,5 for port 1
• For the Plus configuration, you may have to add core_mask for each port. i.e. core_mask=[0x1,0x2,0x4,0x8]

Note: For the Plus configuration, modify in_<packet size>.json file to add stream setup for port 2 and port 3:
• "ports": [0,1,2,3],
• "peers": {"0":1, "1":0, "2":3, "3":2},
• Add Ports 2 and 3 streams

Example of a Port 3 streams setup for in_<packet size>.json:
{
       "port": 3,
       "stream": [{
           "ether": {"dst":"00:01:02:03:04:05", "src":"05:04:03:02:01:00"},
           "ipv4": {"dst":"3.1.1.1", "src":"111.111.111.111", "proto":"253"},
           "payload": "abcdefg",
           "frame_size": 128,
           "rate": 1,
            "isg": 0.0
        },
        {
           "ether": {"dst":"00:01:02:03:04:05", "src":"05:04:03:02:01:00"},
           "ipv4": {"dst":"3.1.1.1", "src":"15.15.15.15", "proto":"253"},
           "payload": "abcdefg",
           "frame_size": 128,
           "rate": 1,
           "isg": 0.1
        }]
}

7. Provide a log file of the Statistics test results named <CustomerName>_rfc2544.log to Intel for this requirement.

Note: If other packet generator hardware is used, provide a file to show the line rate achieved with the packet size for 
verification. If possible, a text-based file is preferable.
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 Note: Throughout this document, Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.

Appendix C: Verification of Mitigation
By default, installing the Red Hat Enterprise Linux OS and Red Hat CoreOS detects the processor on board and has the 
appropriate tunable enabled for the processor. For example, for this reference implementation, using 2nd Generation 
Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors, the following settings are default:

• Page table isolation (pti) is disabled using the nopti kernel command. 
• Indirect branch restricted speculation (ibrs) is enabled. 
• Retpoline (retp) is disabled. 
• Indirect branch prediction barriers (ibpb) is enabled.

Note: Details are available the following Red Hat article. 

Intel Defaults
Intel default values are: 

pti=0 ibrs=1 retp=0 ibpb=1

These are the recommended defaults to fix variants 1, 2, and 3 for 2nd Generation Intel Xeon Scalable processors. Refer to  
Red Hat’s release note for RHEL 7.7.

Example to select IBRS:

a) Remove the spectre_v2=retpoline flag from the kernel command line and reboot. 

b)  Alternatively, issue the following command at runtime:  
echo 1 > /sys/kernel/debug/x86/ibrs_enabled

Using the provided link in the procedure below, obtain a script from GitHub that tests system vulnerability  
to “Spectre” or “Meltdown” and how to fix the vulnerability.

1. To install the spectre-meltdown-checker.sh script on your system:
git clone https://github.com/speed47/spectre-meltdown-checker

2. Change to the directory containing spectre-meltdown-checker.sh and enter:
./spectre-meltdown-checker.sh

The script can tell whether or not the system is deemed vulnerable to Spectre/Meltdown Variants 1, 2, and 3, as of the time of 
publication of this document. The following outputs are examples as of June 15, 2020:
[root@iss4nfviFPbase spectre-meltdown-checker]# ./spectre-meltdown-checker.sh
Spectre and Meltdown mitigation detection tool v0.43

Checking for vulnerabilities on current system
Kernel is Linux 3.10.0-1127.8.2.el7.x86_64 #1 SMP Thu May 7 19:30:37 EDT 2020 x86_64
CPU is Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6230N CPU @ 2.30GHz

Hardware check
* Hardware support (CPU microcode) for mitigation techniques
  * Indirect Branch Restricted Speculation (IBRS)
    * SPEC_CTRL MSR is available:  YES
    * CPU indicates IBRS capability:  YES  (SPEC_CTRL feature bit)
  * Indirect Branch Prediction Barrier (IBPB)
    * PRED_CMD MSR is available:  YES
    * CPU indicates IBPB capability:  YES  (SPEC_CTRL feature bit)
  * Single Thread Indirect Branch Predictors (STIBP)
    * SPEC_CTRL MSR is available:  YES
    * CPU indicates STIBP capability:  YES  (Intel STIBP feature bit)
  * Speculative Store Bypass Disable (SSBD)
    * CPU indicates SSBD capability:  YES  (Intel SSBD)
  * L1 data cache invalidation
    * FLUSH_CMD MSR is available:  YES
    * CPU indicates L1D flush capability:  YES  (L1D flush feature bit)
  * Microarchitectural Data Sampling
    * VERW instruction is available:  YES  (MD_CLEAR feature bit)
  * Enhanced IBRS (IBRS_ALL)
    * CPU indicates ARCH_CAPABILITIES MSR availability:  YES
    * ARCH_CAPABILITIES MSR advertises IBRS_ALL capability:  YES
  * CPU explicitly indicates not being vulnerable to Meltdown/L1TF (RDCL_NO):  YES
  * CPU explicitly indicates not being vulnerable to Variant 4 (SSB_NO):  NO
  * CPU/Hypervisor indicates L1D flushing is not necessary on this system:  YES
  * Hypervisor indicates host CPU might be vulnerable to RSB underflow (RSBA):  NO
  * CPU explicitly indicates not being vulnerable to Microarchitectural Data Sampling (MDS_NO):  YES
  * CPU explicitly indicates not being vulnerable to TSX Asynchronous Abort (TAA_NO):  NO
  * CPU explicitly indicates not being vulnerable to iTLB Multihit (PSCHANGE_MSC_NO):  NO

https://access.redhat.com/articles/3311301
https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_enterprise_linux/7/html/7.7_release_notes/new_features
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  * CPU explicitly indicates having MSR for TSX control (TSX_CTRL_MSR):  YES
    * TSX_CTRL MSR indicates TSX RTM is disabled:  NO
    * TSX_CTRL MSR indicates TSX CPUID bit is cleared:  NO
  * CPU supports Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX):  YES  (RTM feature bit)
  * CPU supports Software Guard Extensions (SGX):  NO
  * CPU supports Special Register Buffer Data Sampling (SRBDS):  NO
  * CPU microcode is known to cause stability problems:  NO  (family 0x6 model 0x55 stepping 0x7 ucode 0x500002c cpuid 
0x50657)
  * CPU microcode is the latest known available version:  NO  (latest version is 0x5002f01 dated 2020/04/23 according to 
builtin firmwares DB v148.20200603+i20200427)
* CPU vulnerability to the speculative execution attack variants
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2017-5753 (Spectre Variant 1, bounds check bypass):  YES
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2017-5715 (Spectre Variant 2, branch target injection):  YES
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2017-5754 (Variant 3, Meltdown, rogue data cache load):  NO
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2018-3640 (Variant 3a, rogue system register read):  YES
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2018-3639 (Variant 4, speculative store bypass):  YES
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2018-3615 (Foreshadow (SGX), L1 terminal fault):  NO
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2018-3620 (Foreshadow-NG (OS), L1 terminal fault):  YES
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2018-3646 (Foreshadow-NG (VMM), L1 terminal fault):  YES
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2018-12126 (Fallout, microarchitectural store buffer data sampling (MSBDS)):  NO
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2018-12130 (ZombieLoad, microarchitectural fill buffer data sampling (MFBDS)):  NO
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2018-12127 (RIDL, microarchitectural load port data sampling (MLPDS)):  NO
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2019-11091 (RIDL, microarchitectural data sampling uncacheable memory (MDSUM)):  NO
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2019-11135 (ZombieLoad V2, TSX Asynchronous Abort (TAA)):  YES
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2018-12207 (No eXcuses, iTLB Multihit, machine check exception on page size changes (MCEPSC)):  YES
  * Vulnerable to CVE-2020-0543 (Special Register Buffer Data Sampling (SRBDS)):  NO

CVE-2017-5753 aka 'Spectre Variant 1, bounds check bypass'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (Mitigation: Load fences, usercopy/swapgs barriers and __user pointer 
sanitization)
* Kernel has array_index_mask_nospec:  YES  (1 occurrence(s) found of x86 64 bits array_index_mask_nospec())
* Kernel has the Red Hat/Ubuntu patch:  YES
* Kernel has mask_nospec64 (arm64):  NO
* Kernel has array_index_nospec (arm64):  NO
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (Mitigation: Load fences, usercopy/swapgs barriers and __user pointer sanitization)

CVE-2017-5715 aka 'Spectre Variant 2, branch target injection'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (Mitigation: Enhanced IBRS, IBPB)
* Mitigation 1
  * Kernel is compiled with IBRS support:  YES
    * IBRS enabled and active:  YES  (Enhanced flavor, performance impact will be greatly reduced)
  * Kernel is compiled with IBPB support:  YES
    * IBPB enabled and active:  YES
* Mitigation 2
  * Kernel has branch predictor hardening (arm):  NO
  * Kernel compiled with retpoline option:  YES
    * Retpoline is enabled:  NO
  * Kernel supports RSB filling:  NO
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (Enhanced IBRS + IBPB are mitigating the vulnerability)

CVE-2017-5754 aka 'Variant 3, Meltdown, rogue data cache load'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (Not affected)
* Kernel supports Page Table Isolation (PTI):  YES
  * PTI enabled and active:  NO
  * Reduced performance impact of PTI:  YES  (CPU supports INVPCID, performance impact of PTI will be greatly reduced)
* Running as a Xen PV DomU:  NO
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (your CPU vendor reported your CPU model as not vulnerable)

CVE-2018-3640 aka 'Variant 3a, rogue system register read'
* CPU microcode mitigates the vulnerability:  YES
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (your CPU microcode mitigates the vulnerability)

CVE-2018-3639 aka 'Variant 4, speculative store bypass'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (Mitigation: Speculative Store Bypass disabled via prctl and seccomp)
* Kernel supports disabling speculative store bypass (SSB):  YES  (found in /proc/self/status)
* SSB mitigation is enabled and active:  YES  (per-thread through prctl)
* SSB mitigation currently active for selected processes:  YES  (pod)
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (Mitigation: Speculative Store Bypass disabled via prctl and seccomp)

CVE-2018-3615 aka 'Foreshadow (SGX), L1 terminal fault'
* CPU microcode mitigates the vulnerability:  N/A
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (your CPU vendor reported your CPU model as not vulnerable)

CVE-2018-3620 aka 'Foreshadow-NG (OS), L1 terminal fault'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (Not affected)
* Kernel supports PTE inversion:  YES  (found in kernel image)
* PTE inversion enabled and active:  NO
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (Not affected)

CVE-2018-3646 aka 'Foreshadow-NG (VMM), L1 terminal fault'
* Information from the /sys interface: Not affected
* This system is a host running a hypervisor:  NO
* Mitigation 1 (KVM)
  * EPT is disabled:  NO
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* Mitigation 2
  * L1D flush is supported by kernel:  YES  (found flush_l1d in /proc/cpuinfo)
  * L1D flush enabled:  NO
  * Hardware-backed L1D flush supported:  YES  (performance impact of the mitigation will be greatly reduced)
  * Hyper-Threading (SMT) is enabled:  YES
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (your kernel reported your CPU model as not vulnerable)

CVE-2018-12126 aka 'Fallout, microarchitectural store buffer data sampling (MSBDS)'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (Not affected)
* Kernel supports using MD_CLEAR mitigation:  YES  (md_clear found in /proc/cpuinfo)
* Kernel mitigation is enabled and active:  NO
* SMT is either mitigated or disabled:  NO
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (your CPU vendor reported your CPU model as not vulnerable)

CVE-2018-12130 aka 'ZombieLoad, microarchitectural fill buffer data sampling (MFBDS)'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (Not affected)
* Kernel supports using MD_CLEAR mitigation:  YES  (md_clear found in /proc/cpuinfo)
* Kernel mitigation is enabled and active:  NO
* SMT is either mitigated or disabled:  NO
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (your CPU vendor reported your CPU model as not vulnerable)

CVE-2018-12127 aka 'RIDL, microarchitectural load port data sampling (MLPDS)'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (Not affected)
* Kernel supports using MD_CLEAR mitigation:  YES  (md_clear found in /proc/cpuinfo)
* Kernel mitigation is enabled and active:  NO
* SMT is either mitigated or disabled:  NO
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (your CPU vendor reported your CPU model as not vulnerable)

CVE-2019-11091 aka 'RIDL, microarchitectural data sampling uncacheable memory (MDSUM)'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (Not affected)
* Kernel supports using MD_CLEAR mitigation:  YES  (md_clear found in /proc/cpuinfo)
* Kernel mitigation is enabled and active:  NO
* SMT is either mitigated or disabled:  NO
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (your CPU vendor reported your CPU model as not vulnerable)

CVE-2019-11135 aka 'ZombieLoad V2, TSX Asynchronous Abort (TAA)'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (Mitigation: Clear CPU buffers; SMT vulnerable)
* TAA mitigation is supported by kernel:  YES  (found tsx_async_abort in kernel image)
* TAA mitigation enabled and active:  YES  (Mitigation: Clear CPU buffers; SMT vulnerable)
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (Mitigation: Clear CPU buffers; SMT vulnerable)

CVE-2018-12207 aka 'No eXcuses, iTLB Multihit, machine check exception on page size changes (MCEPSC)'
* Mitigated according to the /sys interface:  YES  (KVM: Mitigation: Split huge pages)
* This system is a host running a hypervisor:  NO
* iTLB Multihit mitigation is supported by kernel:  YES  (found itlb_multihit in kernel image)
* iTLB Multihit mitigation enabled and active:  YES  (KVM: Mitigation: Split huge pages)
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (this system is not running a hypervisor)

CVE-2020-0543 aka 'Special Register Buffer Data Sampling (SRBDS)'
* SRBDS mitigation control is supported by the kernel:  NO
* SRBDS mitigation control is enabled and active:  NO  (SRBDS not found in sysfs hierarchy)
> STATUS:  NOT VULNERABLE  (your CPU vendor reported your CPU model as not vulnerable)

> SUMMARY: CVE-2017-5753:OK CVE-2017-5715:OK CVE-2017-5754:OK CVE-2018-3640:OK CVE-2018-3639:OK CVE-2018-3615:OK CVE-2018-
3620:OK CVE-2018-3646:OK 
CVE-2018-12126:OK CVE-2018-12130:OK CVE-2018-12127:OK CVE-2019-11091:OK CVE-2019-11135:OK CVE-2018-12207:OK CVE-2020-
0543:OK

Need more detailed information about mitigation options? Use --explain
A false sense of security is worse than no security at all, see –disclaimer
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Appendix D: Cyclictest
The cyclictest v0.92 download can be found at git.kernel.org.

Host Software Details

Operating System Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 7.8 (Maipo)

Kernel 3.10.0-1127.10.1.el7.x86_64

Microcode sig=0x50656, pf=0x80, revision=0x4000010

Guest Software Details

Operating System Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 7.8 (Maipo)

Kernel 3.10.0-1127.10.1.el7.x86_64

Tuned Setup

Host Kernel Argument
BOOT_IMAGE=/boot/vmlinuz-3.10.0-957.el7.x86_64 root=UUID=8f8c2665-4e1c-4de7-b7fd-0f83fd25b913 ro console=tty0 
console=ttyS0,115200n8 crashkernel=auto rhgb quiet default_hugepagesz=1GB hugepagesz=1G hugepages=250 intel_
iommu=on iommu=pt skew_tick=1 nohz=on nohz_full=5-19,25-39,45-59,65-79 rcu_nocbs=5-19,25-39,45-59,65-79 tuned.non_
isolcpus=00000001,f0001f00,01f0001f intel_pstate=disable nosoftlockup

Guest Kernel Argument
BOOT_IMAGE=/boot/vmlinuz-3.10.0-957.el7.x86_64 root=UUID=6c248666-70f5-4037-8b24-17100c2f5c1e ro console=tty0 
crashkernel=auto skew_tick=1 isolcpus=0-8 intel_pstate=disable nosoftlockup nohz=on nohz_full=0-8 rcu_nocbs=0-8 
console=ttyS0,115200n8 no_timer_check net.ifnames=0
Guest Flavor Settings hw:cpu_policy='dedicated', hw:cpu_thread_policy='isolate', hw:mem_page_size='1GB'

l1d_flush
Auto

Guest XML Edits
"  <features>
    <acpi/>
    <apic/>
    <pmu state='off'/>
  </features>

  <cpu mode='host-passthrough' check='partial'>
    <topology sockets='9' cores='1' threads='1'/>
    <feature policy='require' name='tsc-deadline'/>
    <numa>
      <cell id='0' cpus='0-8' memory='8388608' unit='KiB' memAccess='shared'/>
    </numa>
  </cpu> "

Cyclictest Command Line: This is executed from a guest VM
cyclictest -a 1 -t 8 -m -n -q -p95 -D 24h -h60 -i 200 > <CustomerName>_ cyclictest_1cpu.log

Provide the log file of the Statistics test results named <CustomerName>_cyclictest_1cpu.log and  
<CustomerName>_cyclictest_8cpu.log to Intel for this requirement. The log file shows the result.

http://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/clrkwllms/rt-tests.git
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Appendix E: Verification Examples
This appendix supplies sample code for Crypto Performance Acceleration (CPA) that shows Intel® QAT network performance. 
The cryptographic APIs support various algorithms in hashing and cyphers and also compression and decompression.

Compress and Verify
Example of CPA sample code for compress and verify:

---------------------------------------
API                    Traditional
Session State          STATELESS
Algorithm              DEFLATE
Huffman Type           STATIC
Mode                   ASYNCHRONOUS
CNV Enabled            YES
Direction              COMPRESS
Packet Size            8192
Compression Level      1
Corpus                 CALGARY_CORPUS
Corpus Filename        calgary
CNV Recovery Enabled   YES
Number of threads      6
Total Responses        237600
Total Retries          536107
Clock Cycles Start     6101925420528
Clock Cycles End       6102530554944
Total Cycles           605134416
CPU Frequency(kHz)     2095187
Throughput(Mbps)       54067                 
Compression Ratio      0.52
---------------------------------------
---------------------------------------
API                    Data_Plane
Session State          STATELESS
Algorithm              DEFLATE
Huffman Type           STATIC
Mode                   ASYNCHRONOUS
CNV Enabled            YES
Direction              COMPRESS
Packet Size            8192
Compression Level      1
Corpus                 CALGARY_CORPUS
Corpus Filename        calgary
CNV Recovery Enabled   YES
Number of threads      6
Total Responses        237600
Total Retries          945512
Clock Cycles Start     6120934867170
Clock Cycles End       6121546217996
Total Cycles           611350826
CPU Frequency(kHz)     2095187
Throughput(Mbps)       53509
Compression Ratio      0.52
---------------------------------------
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Bulk Encryption
Example of verification – CPA sample code for bulk encryption:

---------------------------------------
Algorithm Chaining - AES128-CBC HMAC-SHA1
API                   Data_Plane
Packet Size           4096
Number of Threads     18
Total Submissions     1800000
Total Responses       1800000
Total Retries         965309
CPU Frequency(kHz)    2095187
Throughput(Mbps)      142815
---------------------------------------

Example of verification – CPA sample code for RSA2048:

---------------------------------------
RSA CRT DECRYPT
Modulus Size                2048
Number of Threads     18
Total Submissions     1800000
Total Responses       1800000
Total Retries         38683976
Clock Cycles Start    0
Clock Cycles End      0
Total Cycles          0
CPU Frequency(kHz)    2095187
Operations per second   101278
---------------------------------------

Example of verification – OpenSSL speed benchmark for RSA2048 operations:

OpenSSL Speed test results log
taskset -c 1  ./openssl speed -engine qat -async_jobs 150 -multi 1 rsa2048
Forked child 0
Got: +F2:2:2048:0.000010:0.000006 from 0
OpenSSL 1.1.0i  14 Aug 2018
built on: reproducible build, date unspecified
options:bn(64,64) rc4(16x,int) des(int) aes(partial) idea(int) blowfish(ptr) 
compiler: gcc -DDSO_DLFCN -DHAVE_DLFCN_H -DNDEBUG -DOPENSSL_THREADS -DOPENSSL_NO_STATIC_ENGINE -DOPENSSL_PIC -DOPENSSL_
IA32_SSE2 -DOPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT -DOPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT5 -DOPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m -DSHA1_ASM -DSHA256_ASM -DSHA512_ASM -DRC4_ASM 
-DMD5_ASM -DAES_ASM -DVPAES_ASM -DBSAES_ASM -DGHASH_ASM -DECP_NISTZ256_ASM -DPADLOCK_ASM -DPOLY1305_ASM -DOPENSSLDIR="\"/
usr/local/ssl/ssl\"" -DENGINESDIR="\"/usr/local/ssl/lib/engines-1.1\""  -Wa,--noexecstack
                  sign    verify    sign/s verify/s
rsa 2048 bits 0.000010s 0.000006s 100000.0 166666.7
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OpenSSL Speed Benchmark for AES128-CBC-HMAC-SHA1
Example of verification – OpenSSL speed benchmark for AES128-CBC-HMAC-SHA1:

taskset -c 1-4,41-44 ./openssl speed -engine qat -async_jobs 72 -evp aes-128-cbc-hmac-sha1 -multi 7
Forked child 0
Forked child 1
Forked child 2
Forked child 3
Forked child 4
Forked child 5
Forked child 6
Got: +H:16:64:256:1024:8192:16384 from 0
Got: +F:22:aes-128-cbc-hmac-sha1:63071141.33:142208832.00:181532330.67:214106112.00:1240162304.00:2006138880.00 from 0
Got: +H:16:64:256:1024:8192:16384 from 1
Got: +F:22:aes-128-cbc-hmac-sha1:63070864.00:142222805.33:181473962.67:214109866.67:78621354.67:1177971370.67 from 1
Got: +H:16:64:256:1024:8192:16384 from 2
Got: +F:22:aes-128-cbc-hmac-sha1:63046629.33:142169642.67:181473109.33:214051840.00:1214619648.00:1178009600.00 from 2
Got: +H:16:64:256:1024:8192:16384 from 3
Got: +F:22:aes-128-cbc-hmac-sha1:126087152.00:235744704.00:355037525.33:444225877.33:1226137600.00:1937719296.00 from 3
Got: +H:16:64:256:1024:8192:16384 from 4
Got: +F:22:aes-128-cbc-hmac-sha1:63457226.67:142314816.00:181532330.67:214113280.00:1180308821.33:302635885.71 from 4
Got: +H:16:64:256:1024:8192:16384 from 5
Got: +F:22:aes-128-cbc-hmac-sha1:63459786.67:142328490.67:181476096.00:214114645.33:1235009536.00:1330320725.33 from 5
Got: +H:16:64:256:1024:8192:16384 from 6
Got: +F:22:aes-128-cbc-hmac-sha1:63457360.00:142338474.67:181525162.67:214074368.00:1218221397.33:1223436970.67 from 6
OpenSSL 1.1.0i  14 Aug 2018
built on: reproducible build, date unspecified
options:bn(64,64) rc4(16x,int) des(int) aes(partial) idea(int) blowfish(ptr) 
compiler: gcc -DDSO_DLFCN -DHAVE_DLFCN_H -DNDEBUG -DOPENSSL_THREADS -DOPENSSL_NO_STATIC_ENGINE -DOPENSSL_PIC -DOPENSSL_
IA32_SSE2 -DOPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT -DOPENSSL_BN_ASM_MONT5 -DOPENSSL_BN_ASM_GF2m -DSHA1_ASM -DSHA256_ASM -DSHA512_ASM -DRC4_ASM 
-DMD5_ASM -DAES_ASM -DVPAES_ASM -DBSAES_ASM -DGHASH_ASM -DECP_NISTZ256_ASM -DPADLOCK_ASM -DPOLY1305_ASM -DOPENSSLDIR="\"/
usr/local/ssl/ssl\"" -DENGINESDIR="\"/usr/local/ssl/lib/engines-1.1\""  -Wa,--noexecstack
evp             505650.16k  1089327.77k  1444050.52k  1728795.99k  7393080.66k 9156232.73k  

Note:  Highlighted number is used but the performance is in kBps, multiply by 8 to obtain the performance throughput in kbps.

NGINX Performance
Example of verification – NGINX performance:

cores_used= -c 0,16-40,56-80

 Location of OpenSSL:           /root/openssl_demo/openssl-1.0.2k
 IP Addresses:                  localhost
 Time:                          90
 Clients:                       2500
 Port Base:                     4400
 Cipher:                        AES128-SHA
 Cores Used:                    -c 0,16-40,56-80

Connections per second:      80661.8 CPS
Finished in 91 seconds (0 seconds waiting for procs to start)
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Appendix F: Example YAML Files 
for Machine Learning with 
H2O Sparkling Water
This appendix provides the code for all the YAML files referenced in the “Machine Learning with H2O Sparkling Water” section.

Running Spark Streaming Application (Deployment)
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: spark-streaming
  labels:
    app: spark-streaming
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: spark-streaming
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: spark-streaming
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: spark-streaming
        image: <image_address_and_version_here>
        resources:
          limits:
            cpu: 4
            memory: 8Gi
        ports:
        - containerPort: 7077
          name: spark-driver
          protocol: TCP
        - containerPort: 7078
          name: spark-blk-mgr
          protocol: TCP
        env:
        - name: SELF_URL
          value: spark-streaming.ai-team.svc
          ...
          <spark_configuration>
          <spark_app_configuration>
          <postgresql_configuration>
          <kafka_configuration>
          <model_serving_app_address>
          ...
        command: ["/bin/sh", "-c"]
        args:
        - |
          /entrypoint &&
          /opt/spark/bin/spark-submit --master $SPARK_MASTER_URL --class $SPARK_APP_MAIN_CLASS \
          --conf spark.driver.port=7077 \
          --conf spark.driver.blockManager.port=7078 \
          --conf spark.ui.enabled=false \
          --conf spark.driver.bindAddress=0.0.0.0 \
          --conf spark.driver.host=$SELF_URL \
          --packages org.postgresql:postgresql:42.2.15,\
          org.scalaj:scalaj-http_2.11:2.4.2,\
          com.typesafe.play:play-json_2.11:2.4.11,\
          com.typesafe.play:play-functional_2.11:2.4.11,\
          org.apache.spark:spark-streaming-kafka-0-10-assembly_2.11:2.4.6,\
          org.apache.spark:spark-sql-kafka-0-10_2.11:2.4.6,\
          org.apache.kafka:kafka-clients:2.0.0 \
          $SPARK_APP_PATH
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Running Spark Streaming Application (Service)
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: spark-streaming
  labels:
    app: spark-streaming
spec:
  ports:
  - name: spark-driver
    port: 7077
    protocol: TCP
    targetPort: 7077
  - name: spark-blk-mgr
    port: 7078
    protocol: TCP
    targetPort: 7078
  selector:
    app: spark-streaming
  type: ClusterIP

Model Serving Application (Deployment and Service)
apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
metadata:
  name: model-serving-application
  labels:
    app: credit-cards
spec:
  replicas: 1
  selector:
    matchLabels:
      app: credit-cards
  template:
    metadata:
      labels:
        app: credit-cards
    spec:
      containers:
      - name: flask-rest-scorer
        image: <image_address_and_version_here>
        ports:
        - containerPort: 5000
        resources:
          limits:
            cpu: 4
            memory: 4Gi
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Service
metadata:
  name: model-serving-application
  labels:
    app: credit-cards
spec:
  type: ClusterIP
  ports:
  - port: 5000
    protocol: TCP
    targetPort: 5000
  selector:
    app: credit-cards
---
apiVersion: v1
kind: Route
metadata:
  name: model-serving-application
  labels:
    app: credit-cards
spec:
  port:
      targetPort: 5000
  to:
    kind: Service
    name: model-serving-application
    weight: 100
  wildcardPolicy: None
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Sparkling Water – Spark Application
apiVersion: radanalytics.io/v1
kind: SparkApplication
metadata:
  name: sparkling-cards
spec:
  image: <image_address_and_version_here>
  mainApplicationFile: local:///sparkling-credit-cards.jar
  mainClass: Main
  restartPolicy: Never
  driver:
    coreLimit: 8
    cores: 4
    memory: 16G
  executor:
    coreLimit: 8
    cores: 4
    instances: 4
    memory: 16G
  sleep: 86400
  imagePullPolicy: Always
  env:
    ...
    <postgresql_configuration>
    <s3_configuration>
    ...
  - name: TRAIN_VAL_RATIO
    value: "0.8" 
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Appendix G: Python Script to Run  
the Experiment for Machine Learning  
with H2O Sparkling Water
This appendix provides the Python script that executes Sparkling Water training sessions on the Spark cluster. It can be run 
using Jupyter Notebook.

# Configuration #######################################################

SPARK_CLUSTER_ADDRESS    = "spark://spark-cluster:7077"
S3A_ENDPOINT             = <address_here>
S3A_ACCESS_KEY           = <access_key_here>
S3A_SECRET_KEY           = <secret_key_here>

JUPYTER_NOTEBOOK_ADDRESS = <jupyter_notebook_address_here>

DATASET_ADDRESS          = <dataset_address_here>

########################################################################

from pysparkling import *
import h2o

import time

from pyspark.sql import SparkSession, SQLContext
from pyspark.conf import SparkConf
import os
import socket

from datetime import datetime

from h2o.estimators.gbm import H2OGradientBoostingEstimator

# Add the necessary Hadoop and AWS jars to access Ceph from Spark
# Can be omitted if s3 storage access is not required

HOME = os.environ['HOME']
times = []

os.environ['PYSPARK_SUBMIT_ARGS'] = (f'--conf spark.jars.ivy={HOME} ' +
    "--packages com.microsoft.sqlserver:mssql-jdbc:6.1.0.jre8,org.apache.hadoop:hadoop-aws:2.7.2," +
    "com.amazonaws:aws-java-sdk:1.7.4 --executor-memory 100g pyspark-shell")

conf = (
    SparkConf()
    .setAppName("Sparkling Water Airline")
    .setMaster(SPARK_CLUSTER_ADDRESS) # Set to Spark Master
    .set("spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.endpoint", S3A_ENDPOINT)
    .set("spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.access.key", S3A_ACCESS_KEY)
    .set("spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.secret.key", S3A_SECRET_KEY)
    .set("spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.impl", "org.apache.hadoop.fs.s3a.S3AFileSystem")
    .set("spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.path.style.access", "true")
    .set("spark.driver.host", JUPYTER_NOTEBOOK_ADDRESS) # CHANGE it to your jupyterhub notebook ip
    .set("appName", "odh-pyspark") # Set name for your application 
)                
            
print("Create a spark session...")
spark = SparkSession.builder.config(conf=conf).getOrCreate()
spark.sparkContext.setLogLevel("DEBUG")
print("Spark Session Success")
print(spark.sparkContext.version)

print("Create h2o cluster on top of spark cluster...")
conf = H2OConf()
time.sleep(5)
hc = H2OContext.getOrCreate(conf)
print("Done.")

time.sleep(5)
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print("Loading data to H2O")
data = h2o.import_file(DATASET_ADDRESS)
print("Done.")

time.sleep(5)

print("Spliting...")
train, inference = data.split_frame(ratios=[.9], seed=1234)
print("Done.")
    
print("\nSTART! ", end=" ")
    
gbm = H2OGradientBoostingEstimator(seed=1234)
response = "Class"
predictors = ["Time", "V1", "V2", "V3", "V4", "V5", "V6", "V7", "V8", "V9", "V10", "V11",
 "V12", "V13", "V14", "V15", "V16", "V17", "V18", "V19", "V20", "V21", "V22", "V23",
 "V24", "V25", "V26", "V27", "V28", "Amount"]
gbm.train(x=predictors, y=response, training_frame=train)
print("Training completed")
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 Note: Throughout this document, Red Hat OpenShift Container Storage has been renamed to Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation.

Appendix H: References 
Document Document Number/Location

RFC2544, Benchmarking Methodology for 
Network Interconnect Devices https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2544

RFC1242, Benchmarking Terminology for 
Network Interconnection Devices https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1242

RFC6201, Device Reset Characterization https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6201
Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform v4.5 https://access.redhat.com/products/red-hat-openshift-container-platform

Data nodes for Red Hat OpenShift https://www.redhat.com/rhdc/managed-files/st-data-nodes-openshift-intel-
dell-datasheet-f28505pr-202105-en.pdf

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2544
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1242
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https://www.redhat.com/rhdc/managed-files/st-data-nodes-openshift-intel-dell-datasheet-f28505pr-202105-en.pdf
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2 GeekWire. “Why someone needs to step up and challenge Intel in the data center chip market.” May 2018. geekwire.com/2018/someone-needs-step-challenge-intel-data-center-chip-

market.
3 IDC. “The Business Value of Red Hat OpenShift.” Sponsored by Red Hat. October 2016.  

openshift.com/sites/default/files/idc-business-value-of-openshift.pdf.   
4 Configuration: Tested by Intel as of May 15, 2020. Platform: S2600WFT 2 socket Intel® Xeon® Gold 6248 processor (20 cores per socket), HT ON, Turbo ON, total memory 384 GB (12 

slots/32 GB/2666 MHz), BIOS: SE5C620.86B.02.01.0010.010620200716, Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS release 4.4 Kernel 4.18.0-147.8.1.el8_1.x86_64, Benchmark: https://github.
com/IntelAI/models/tree/master/benchmarks, Topology: ResNet 50v1.5, Batch_size=256. See the full discussion of results in the “Inference with Intel Architecture-Optimized Containers 
Running the TensorFlow Benchmark” section.

5 See endnote 1. 
6 Intel, “Breakthrough Performance Expands Datasets, Eliminates Bottlenecks,” intel.com/content/www/us/en/solid-state-drives/optane-ssd-dc-p4800x-brief.html 
7 Product specifications for Intel® SSD DC P4510 Series and Intel® SSD D3-S4510 Series:  

ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/compare.html?productIds=122579,122580,122573,134924,134920.  
8 The Intel® Ethernet 700 Series includes extensively tested network adapters, accessories (optics and cables), hardware, and software, in addition to broad operating system support. 

A full list of the product portfolio’s solutions is available at intel.com/ethernet. Hardware and software are thoroughly validated across Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors and the 
networking ecosystem. The products are optimized for Intel® architecture and a broad operating system ecosystem: Windows, Linux kernel, FreeBSD, Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL), 
SUSE, Ubuntu, Oracle Solaris, and VMware ESXi.

9 The Intel® Ethernet 700 Series is backed with global support infrastructure for customers pre- and post-sales.
10 Supported connections and media types for the Intel® Ethernet 700 Series are: direct-attach copper and fiber SR/LR (QSFP+, SFP+, SFP28, XLPPI/CR4, 25G-CA/25G-SR/25G-LR), 

twisted-pair copper (1000BASE-T/10GBASE-T), backplane (XLAUI/XAUI/SFI/KR/KR4/KX/SGMII). Note that Intel is the only vendor offering the QSFP+ media type.
11 The Intel® Ethernet 700 Series supported speeds include 10 GbE, 25 GbE, 40 GbE, and 100 GbE.
12 All performance data in this section was supplied by Red Hat. Intel does not verify third-party data. 
13 An io-pause denotes a period of time where the Sysbench workload recorded zero transactions.
14 To capture the recovery time, engineers ran “ceph pg dump pgs_brief|awk ‘{print $2}’|sort|uniq -c” and then counted the time from when all Ceph Placement Groups (PGs) changed 

from an “active+clean” state until they returned to an “active+clean” state again. This command can be used via the upstream utility the Ceph toolbox pod.
15 33 percent more bits per cell. TLC contains 3 bits per cell and QLC contains 4 bits per cell. Calculated as (4-3)/3 = 33% more bits per cell.
16 All performance data provided by Red Hat. Intel does not control or audit third-party data. You should consult other sources to evaluate accuracy.
17 Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors.
 Intel DL Boost Results: 
 Configuration: Tested by Intel as of February 26, 2019. Platform: Dragon rock 2 socket Intel® Xeon® Platinum 9282 processor (56 cores per socket), HT ON, Turbo ON, total memory 768 GB 

(24 slots/32 GB/2933 MHz), BIOS: SE5C620.86B.0D.01.0241.112020180249, Centos 7 Kernel 3.10.0-957.5.1.el7. x86_64, Deep Learning Framework: Intel® Optimization for Caffe version: 
https://github.com/intel/caffe d554cbf1, ICC 2019.2.187, MKL DNN version: v0.17 (commit hash: 830a10059a018cd-2634d94195140cf2d8790a75a), model: https://github.com/intel/caffe/
blob/master/models/intel_optimized_models/int8/resnet50_int8_full_conv.prototxt, BS=64, No datalayer DummyData: 3x224x224, 56 instance/2 socket, Datatype: INT8 vs Tested by Intel 
as of July 11, 2017: 2S Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8180 processor @ 2.50 GHz (28 cores), HT disabled, Turbo disabled, scaling governor set to “performance” via intel_pstate driver, 384GB 
DDR4-2666 ECC RAM. CentOS Linux release 7.3.1611 (Core), Linux kernel 3.10.0-514.10.2.el7.x86_64. SSD: Intel® SSD DC S3700 Series (800 GB, 2.5in SATA 6 Gb/s, 25nm, MLC).

 Performance measured with: Environment variables: KMP_AFFINITY=’granularity=fine, compact‘, OMP_NUM_THREADS=56, CPU Freq set with cpupower frequency-set -d 2.5G -u 
3.8G -g performance. Caffe: (https://github.com/intel/caffe), revision f96b759f71b2281835f690af267158b82b150b5c. Inference measured with “caffe time --forward_only” command, 
training measured with “caffe time” command. For “ConvNet” topologies, dummy dataset was used. For other topologies, data was stored on local storage and cached in memory 
before training. Topology specs from https://github.com/intel/caffe/tree/master/models/intel_optimized_models (ResNet-50), Intel C++ compiler ver. 17.0.2 20170213, Intel® MKL small 
libraries version 2018.0.20170425. Caffe run with “numactl -l“.

18 Configuration: Tested by Intel as of May 15, 2020. Platform: S2600WFT 2 socket Intel® Xeon® Gold 6248 processor (20 cores per socket), HT ON, Turbo ON, total memory 384 GB 
(12 slots/32 GB/2666 MHz), BIOS: SE5C620.86B.02.01.0010.010620200716, Red Hat Enterprise Linux CoreOS release 4.4 Kernel 4.18.0-147.8.1.el8_1.x86_64, Benchmark:  
https://github.com/IntelAI/models/tree/master/benchmarks, Topology: ResNet 50v1.5, Batch_size=256.

19 See endnote 18.
20 See endnote 18.
21 Base and Plus configurations, tested on June 19, 2020.
 Plus configuration: 1 Node, 2x Intel® Xeon® Gold 6252N processors; 1x Intel® Server Board S2600WFT, Intel® C628 Series Chipset; Total Memory 384 GB, 24 slots/16 GB/2666 MT/s 

DDR4 RDIMM; HyperThreading: Enabled; Turbo: Enabled; C-State: Enabled; Storage (boot): 2X 480 GB Intel® SSD SATA; Storage (capacity): 4X 2 TB Intel® SSD DC P4510 PCIe NVME; 
Network devices: 2x dual-port Intel® Ethernet Converged Network Adapter XXV710 SFP28; Network speed: 25 GbE; ucode:0x04000010; OS/Software: Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.8 
(Kernel: RHEL7.6-kernel- 3.10.0-1127.10.1.el7.x86_64)

 Base configuration: 1 Node, 2x Intel® Xeon® Gold 6230N processors; 1x Intel® Server Board S2600WFT, Intel® C628 Series Chipset; Total Memory 384 GB, 24 slots/16 GB/2666 MT/s 
DDR4 RDIMM; HyperThreading: Enabled; Turbo: Enabled; C-State: Enabled; Storage (boot): 2X 480 GB Intel® SSD SATA; Storage (capacity): 2X 2 TB Intel® SSD DC P4510 PCIe NVME; 
Network devices: 2x dual-port Intel® Ethernet Converged Network Adapter XXV710 SFP28; Network speed: 25 GbE; ucode:0x04000010; OS/Software: Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.8 
(Kernel: RHEL7.8-kernel- 3.10.0-1127.10.1.el7.x86_64)

22 See endnote 21.
23  Note: It is beyond the scope of this document to explain how to access a Red Hat OpenShift node in an installer-provisioned infrastructure (IPI) AWS cluster.
24  Refer to the OCS documentation section 9.3.2.4 for how to remove an OSD via a Red Hat OpenShift Data Foundation job.
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